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VABSTRACT
This dissertation focuses on one of the major problems confronting
large state bureaucracies --high employee turnover resulting from intense
job dissatisfaction. It is essentially a comparative case study involving
a sanple population of 269 employees (17%) from two rather large
bureaucracies of similar size and purpose with excessive employee turnover
rates --the Fort Logan Mental Health Center in Colorado and Metropolitan
State Hospital in Massachusetts.
A significant portion of this dissertation is devoted to presenting
some of the basic literature dealing with the possible "origins of
bureaucratic stress". Max Weber's ambivalence toward bureaucracy, Robert
K. Morton's theory of anomie, David Riesman's theory on "other- directedness",
William H. Whyte, Jr.'s reflections on "organizational man", Chris Argyris'
thoughts on how the noiroal paths of human development are blocked by the
"unliealthy" working environment of modem bureaucracy, Robert Presthus'
hypothesized three organizational personality types, and Robert L. Kahn's
and Louis R. Pondy's analysis of role conflict situations in bureaucratic
life, all give us possible clues on the possible origins of bureaucratic
stresses and high employee turnover.
Drawing from theorists and enpirical findings, a model was designed to
test certain major and minor hypotheses. The basic, underlying assumption
in the model ^ based on literature consensus, is that severely stressed
en^loyees tend to be high turnover risks. The basic hypothesis to be
tested was: "Certain personality traits that are manifested within
individual employees cause employees in bureaucracies to experience
various
vi
sorts of bureaucratic stress." It was argued that although objective
working conditions in the bureaucratic environment may "set-off" tension
in enployees, these conditions constitute only indirect causes of
bureaucratic stress. Responses from the 139 item questionnaire, combining
biographical data, personality scales, and various job dissatisfaction and
bureaucratic stress indexes, tended to validate this hypothesis.
In the enployment of various personality measures, special emphasis
was' given to operationalizing Presthus' three modal patterns of adjustment
(the upward-mobile, the indifferent, and the ambivalent types) to
bureaucratic organization. It was felt that if Presthus' ideal types
existed, they may have significant heuristic power for management. The
findings from this research tend to show that they do exist to a meaningful
extent
.
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1aiAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO BUREAUCRATIC STRESS
Introduction to the Research
How many times is a child asked when he is growing up: "Wliat do
you want to be when you grow up?" Depending on the sex, age and
background of the child, he would usually respond in predictable fashion.
"I want to be a nurse," "I want to be a fireman." "I want to be a
farmer." "I want to be a teacher." "I want to be a doctor." "I want
to be a lawyer." "I want to be a policeman." "I yjant to be a baseball
player." If a child answered, "I want to be a bureaucrat," the
interviewer would be somewhat startled. Why? Because who would want
to be a bureaucrat?
The one thing common to all of the professions mentioned is
vividness or recognition of the responsibilities of the occupation.
Through such jobs, at least at face value, a person can "find" himself,
obtain independence, or better still, "do his thing." Wliat the child
fails to see are the hidden restraints on seeking self-expression in
these professions. Some professions are considerably more bureaucratized
than others.
When the child says he wants to become a policeman, he is probably
thinking of certain identifiable qualities which would satisfy his
social and psychological needs. By and large, if the child chooses an
occupation which is consistent with his socio-psychological needs, he
will enjoy a job for a lifetime which is fulfilling to him.
But because most jobs arc bureaucrat! zed today, few people obtain
2jobs outside o£ bureaucracy. Because of the severe criticism against
bureaucratic jobs, this may be a depressing fact. Whether true or
false, bureaucracies have been described rarely as pleasant places in
whicli to work. Charges are that bureaucratic jobs are repetitive,
mechanistic, unimaginative, restricted by rigid rules and regulations,
stagnant, unrewarding, dull, and generally dehumanizing. Bureaucrats
are pictured as frustrated, alienated workers because they have lost
their identity and have become merely replaceable "commodities" in the
processes of production.
This researcher seeks to probe some of the alleged frustrations of
enployees within bureaucracies. Millions of people are entering private
and public bureaucracies every year. In fact, we live in a bureaucratic
society. Almost all workers are bureaucrats to a greater or lesser
degree. What is their likely fate? What sort of stresses do they
encounter? It is the task of this researcher to discuss some of the
theories relating to the origins of bureaucratic stress, to describe
and relate theoretical positions on the problem, and to investigate some
of the specific causes of stress in the immediate bureaucratic
environment of two state mental hospitals.
What is "Bureaucratic Stress"?
though "bureaucratic stress" may be broadly defined to mean any
tensions, frustrations, or stress pain employees experience in their
jobs, the definition of bureaucratic stress in this study is more narrow,
limited by the research design (see model on p. l1) . Actually,
bureaucratic stress is defined in temis of items whicli constitute the
3six indexes in the bureaucratic stress syndrome (Circle C of the model)
.
But until this model is explained more fully in Chapter III, it will
suffice to define bureaucratic stress as an intense state of job
dissatisfaction as measured by the various bureaucratic stress indexes
in the model. A bureaucrat is stressed if he scores "high" in
relationship to other bureaucrats surveyed in one or more bureaucratic
stress indexes (i.e., the "general bureaucratic stress", the "material
rewards stress", the "job task stress", the "agency operations stress",
the "leadership, co-worker, and subordinate competency stress" or the
"fear of failure" index) . The specific items nominally defining each
index are listed in Chapter III.
1
Bureaucratic stress, or organizational stress, as some scholars
prefer to label it, probably exists in all organizations irrespective
of location or size of the organization, its resources, its personnel,
its purposes, its age, or the like. Several investigators have
contended that organizational stress is an unwanted element in
bureaucracies because it tends to by dysfunctional to both the
individual employee and to the operations of the organization. Robert
L. KaJin and Rensis Likert, for exanple, recognized that human skill
is an organizational asset which can be measured, and if such skill
is diminished by low employee morale, the efficiency and effectiveness
This researcher is concerned with organizational stress in
large, public bureaucracies consisting of hiuidreds of employees.
Because of this size factor alone, it is more appropriate to employ
the phrase "bureaucratic stress" to differentiate the sort of
organizational stress under investigation.
2
o£ the organization is reduced significantly. This can be seen in
poor and inadequate public services in public organizations and low
production figures and client alienation in private enterprise.
Bureaucratic stress can be conceptualized as a frame of mind in
which the individual experiences a form of strained exertion. This
strain or tension is presumably "caused" by intervening environmental
conditions and somewhat more immediate organizational pressures upon
the individual; that is, to the employee who experiences stress,
whether justified or unjustified, the organization and/or its surrounding
climate are perceived as a threat to self-expression, impersonal, and
unfair in its demands.
Due to variations in personality structure, some individuals
undergo stress when confronted with an organizational situation, while
others experience little or no stress. It appears that bureaucratic
stress is uniquely manifested in virtually all organization members
to some extent and, for this reason, it is contended that such stress
should be regarded as an individual phenomenon. But what is crucial
is not that individuals undergo stress, but to what intensity. Some
stress can be expected and should be considered normal, but extreme
3
stress is usually considered an abnormal and unhealthy condition.
^Robert L. Kahn et al.. Organizational Stress: Studies m Role
Conflict and Ambiguity (New Y"ork: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966);
Rennis Likirt, New Patterns of Management (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1961
J
.
\ictor Vroom, for example, advances the argument that an unhealthy
bureaucrat is a tensionless one. Vroom does acquiesce to the
consensus
position that bureaucratic stress is generally something that
should
be reduced.
This researcher is mainly interested in the causes and manifestations
of the more severe condition.
Victor A. Thonpson, who seeks to integrate the recent findings of
researchers in political science, sociology, and organizational
psychology into an approach for the study of modem organizations,
believes that it is appropriate to call severe stress a "disease."
According to Thompson, many employees fail to adjust to contenporary
organizational life and, as a result, find the highly-specialized
organization to be a constant and unbearable source of tension and
frustration. These frustrated employees are presumably suffering from
a disease which Thonpson labels "bureausis". To both the enployee and
the employer, "bureausis" is a serious and costly bureaucratic problem
4
which should be cured.
Bureaucratic Stress: An Expanding Problem
The "disease" to which students of bureaucracy refer, has existed
in var/ing degrees since unspecialized man left his kinship groups for
more specialized types of life in larger and more complex groups.
While nonspecialized groups typified by the family, club, and church
groups fulfilled, and to a large extent continue to fulfill, a great
many of the desires and needs of the individual member, the
specialized,
contenporary, bureaucratic organization fails apparently to satisfy
Victor A. Thompson, Modem Organization (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1961), pp. 24, 152, 170-177.
6many personal needs of the individual (i.e., the employee). But this
is not to suggest that, say, all families satisfy the needs of their
members and that stress cannot be seen in family life. Obviously,
family stress exists as well as bureaucratic stress and common sense
dictates that bureaucratic stress cannot be separated from tension
brought on by family problems or vice versa. Thus, a part of this
study consists of the examination of some of the probable stress -causing
conditions brought to the job by employees and how these "outside"
tensions may contribute to bureaucratic stress.
Several scholars and practitioners concerned with the bureaucratic
phenomena have dealt specifically with the problem of modem
5
organizational demands upon employees. In The Organizational Man Whyte
views modem demands of bureaucracy as infringements" upon the personal
life of enployees. This position is in sharp relief to Max Weber's
previous holding. Weber thought that in bureaucracy, the personal
rights and duties were indeed separated from the organizational rights,
duties, and obligations. Whether today's bureaucracies infringe any
more, less, or even in the sam.e way upon tlie personal lives of their
enployees than the smaller organizations of yesteryear is questionable.
But the simple point is that considerable evidence now exists which
indicates that the typical organizational environment of an employee
is full of stress -causing situations. Employees who are confronted
with these conditions may ultimately experience stress and be prevented
William H. Whyte, Jr. , The Organizational Man (Garden City,
New York: Doubleday, 1957).
from fulfilling their personal needs and demands.
This raises several related questions. Are there really any
stress-free people in any field of employment in the United States?
Who are these people? Is eirployee stress really more acute in large,
bureaucratic organizations or is this just another myth? Naturally,
whether these questions can be answered in the affirmative or the
negative is of vital importance. Inportant because researchers in this
area have too often assumed, possibly erroneously, that stressful
environments are only to be found in large bureaucracies.
Karl Marx and Max Weber, although differing in specifics, expressed
skepticism about the virtues of bureaucracy. For Weber, the growth of
rational society and the decline of traditionalism were paralleled by
the advance of bureaucratic administration in both the public and
private spheres of the state. Weber showed some ambivalence at this
incremental improvement toward bureaucratic society. That is,
although he contended that greater efficiency ("rationality" in tenns
of specialization of task) necessarily resulted from progressive
bureaucratic organization, he acknowledged simultaneously that such a
structure could cause acute enployee alienation and destroy
individualism. Weber deplored the human loss as individuals were
altered into cogs in the bureaucratic machinery. While Weber
tended
to argue that bureaucratic stress stemmed largely from the means
of
administration, Marx's culprit tended to be the means of
production
(specifically, the "division of labor" and "specialization of
86
task")
.
In this dissertation several theorized sources of organizational
stress in the larger bureaucratic environment are explored. For exairple,
several theories are examined by such thinkers as Max Weber, Robert
Merton and David Reisman, who have sketched certain ideas about tension
areas in the social environment. It is thought that an examination of
such theories in contrast to specific organizational theories may be
helpful in understanding some of the frustrations enployees are said to
endure in addition to those they evidently e:xperience while at work.
Justification for the Research
The problems created by enlarging and expanding bureaucracies do
not terminate with the psychological effects . Renis Likert has pointed
out tliat the problem is more than simply an individual problem; it is
a problem which finds itself manifested in the practical administrative
operations and machinery of an organization. To Likert, the mental
well-being of enployees, or more specifically, employee morale plays a
crucial role in the functional effectiveness of the bureaucracy as a
7
functioning entity.
Many obsei-vers support Likert 's view. Kahn, for example, arrives
at the same conclusion. Using limited enpirical data, he finds that
independent variables such as role conflict, ambiguity, job
For a more complete discussion of the differences -etween Marx
and Weber regarding bureaucracy, see: Nicos P. Mouselis, Organizatij
and Bureaucracy : An Malysis of Modem Theories , Chicago: Aldme
Publishing Conpany, 1968.
Kalin, op. cit.
,
pp. 53-54.
9dissatisfaction, and the like, cause bureaucratic tension in a variety
of ways and with different outcomes. Such bureaucratic stresses
".
. .
exact a price, both in terms of individual well-being and
o
organization effectiveness."
In short, bureaucratic stress is an individual, organizational,
and social problem and should be approached as such. Although
realizing that certain aspects of the bureaucratic environment tend to
promote anxieties and tensions, this researcher takes a more Freudian
position that stress is basically an internalized, psychological
manifestation within individuals and external forces are in actuality
only indirect generators of stress. It should be clear, then, that in
this research the notion is being advanced that conditions external to
the individual's psycliological system can only be treated or
conceptualized as secondary indicators or indirect "causes" of
bureaucratic stress. But this is not to suggest that the objective
working conditions in the bureaucracy are not important as indirect
generators of stress. After all, these objective conditions do provide
the stimuli which are perceived by individual enployees which begin to
"set-off" the stress episodes. Thus, in this research the objective
bureaucratic conditions (e.g., pay) are treated as dependent variables.
This treatment will be explained fully in Chapter III.
Ibid.
,
p. 53.
10
Specific Objectives of the Research
If Thonpson's position is accepted that bureaucratic stress is a
disease, then it, like any other disease, would have synptoms which can
be diagnosed. One goal of this thesis is to focus on the indirect
synptoms of organizational stress. This research is broadly concerned
with two commonly hypothesized causes of bureaucratic stress. One, do
certain individual characteristics, such as career factors,
socio-economic factors , and various personality traits tend to cause
an enployee to experience stress in one form or another? Two, and
9
partially a result of the above, does job dissatisfaction "cause"
certain kinds of tension to mount within enployees, and does this
tension (bureaucratic stress) vary according to the intensity and type
lO
of job dissatisfaction that the enployee is experiencing (e.g., lack
of material rewards, failure to achieve recognition in the bureaucracy,
dislike of superiors, and dissatisfaction with job tasks)?
It must be noted that technically there is a difference between
what constitutes job dissatisfaction and what constitutes career
dissatisfaction , as Gross, Mason, and McEachem make evident in their
study of role analysis (Explorations in Role Analysis , John Wiley and
Sons, Incorporated, 1958) . Although tEis study acknowledges that there
is a'distinction (to be explained later in the body of the thesis) , both
factors are combined for explanatory purposes here.
^^Here may be a good place to say something about "job dissatisfaction'
although more will be said in Chapter III. In this study extreme jobj_ ^^^-t-.^^T A -y^A Koinrr nn tVip nnnn<;ite tail Ot tne
tt
11
To approach the problem of bureaucratic stress, this researcher
has enployed three major and several minor hypotheses for the primary
objective of making the specific focuses, research objectives, and
findings both vivid and understandable. Sucli hypotheses are stated and
explained briefly in the following paragraphs. Collectively, these
hypotheses indicated the central research concern.
tfypothesis 1 states: Certain personality traits which are
manifested within individual enployees cause enployees in bureaucracies
to experience various forms of bureaucratic stress. Specifically,
focusing on the individual personality characteristics is especially
pertinent to our problem because personality properties tend to lead
enployees into stressful states when the individual is confronted with
the "going-ons" in organizational life. Too frequently students of
bureaucratic behavior espouse the belief that administrative operations
of the bureaucracy or some other objective or identifiable organizational
phenomenon should be assigned the blame for the development of
bureaucratic stress. But this investigator hypothesizes that
bureaucratic stress may not be directly induced by the situations which
conpose the organizational environment. Rather, it is contended in
not job satisfaction, but no job dissatisfaction" (p. 117). Herzberg,
however, is splitting hairs because any such continuum does have m fact
a neutral position at the very middle of the continuum or bell-shaped
curve ii.e., the statistical middle or absolute zero point) where
neither job satisfaction nor job dissatisfaction is expressed. Clearly,
researchers would not talk about people in this middle area as either
satisfied or dissatisfied with their jobs.
Herzberg also argues that separate factors lead job
dissatisfaction and job satisfaction, but Herzberg is ^-n-ong if he is
implying that common factors are not important. Pay, for exainple,
is a
common factor whicli is meaningful and it is ludicrous to
argue contrarily,
12
this research that certain events and conditions in the bureaucratic
environment may indirectly cause or "set-off" tension and frustration
constituting bureaucratic stress. But the recipient of such stress,
due to the way in which various personality characteristics combine,
is actually directly responsible for the bureaucratic stress
experience
.
The antithesis of Hypothesis 1 constitutes Hypothesis 2 which is:
Environmental and organizational situations are only indirectly
responsible for creating bureaucratic stress in enployees. It should
be enphasized here, then, that this researcher is refuting the holding
of any theorist such as Marx who argues that the social condition or
organizational environment causes directly bureaucratic stress.
Hypothesis 3 is: The attitude an enployee holds toward his job
in terms of the job dissatisfaction syndrome reflects the area and
extent to which an employee is experiencing stress. For exanple,
dissatisfaction with salary tends to manifest itself in broader areas
of job dissatisfaction. In this study these broader areas of
dissatisfaction are nominally defined as stress areas. Thus, in the
exanple, simple salary dissatisfaction would be expected at least to be
closely linked to material rewards stress, although it would not be
unexpected to see dissatisfaction with salary transcend other nominally
defined stress areas. The dissatisfaction syndrome is conceptualized
as a composite of four chief job factors which contribute to an
employee's overall satisfaction or dissatisfaction with his job. It is
hypothesized, therefore, that there is a significant correlation
between job dissatisfaction and bureaucratic stress (sec model on
«13
p . 77 in Chapter Three)
.
The sub -hypotheses of the major hypotheses to be tested are
11
grouped as follows
:
Sub -hypothesis Related to Career Variables
Sub-hyp. 1: The longer an enployee is enployed at the same position,
the higher his perceived general bureaucratic stress,
(invalidated in the Fort Logan study)
The sub -hypotheses listed below do not represent all the sub-
hypotheses to be tested. Most of the sub -hypotheses listed are those
that proved statistically significant (eirploying Chi-square tests at the
.1, .05, .025, .01, .005, and .001 levels of significance) in the
previous study. Of course, comparisons between the prior case study and
this one will be inpossible in regard to this latter categoiy of
sub-hypotheses . Tlie sub-hypotheses that are not listed include those
that proved statistically insigiiificant in the Fort Logan study and some
tliat future probing in this study may bring to light. No attempt is
made to list all possible liypotheses (i.e., relationships), but only
those deemed critically important for developing the major hypotheses
more clearly.
Several sources provided the theoretical bases for these
sub-h>T5otheses. Tlie sub -hypotheses related to career and socio-economic •
variables and most of the personality variables were derived from a
general survey of relevant literature. The sub -hypotheses related to
Presthus' organizational personality types (i.e., sub -hypotheses 11, 12,
and 13) were, however, based solely on the notions of Robert Presthus
in The Organizational Society (New York: Vintage Books, 1962)
.
Sub-li)T50theses 15 ajid 16 were based on the contentions of Robert Ford in
"The Obstinate Employee," Public Opinion Quarterly ,( Summer, 1969).
Sub -hypotheses 17 and 18 could be considered among the major
hypotheses, but because the basic approadi conceptualizes bureaucratic
stress to originate in the personality system of the individual _ and that
therefore bureaucratic stress is internalized and unique to individuals,
then I can only remain consistent if I assert that all other circumstances
only cause bureaucratic stress indirectly (i.e., that bureaucratic stress
can be "set -off" elsewhere, but can only truly originate withm the
individual). But although my bias leads me to this position, this is
not to say that the conditions that tend to generate bureaucratic stress
do not involve more crucial questions than where bureaucratic stress
origniates directly.
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Sub-hypotheses Related to Socio-economic Variables
Sub-hyp. 2_: Hie higher the level o£ education of employees, the greater
the salary dissatisfaction, (invalidated in the Fort Logan
study)
Sub-hyp. 3^: As the educational level increases, perceived agency
operations stress will increase, (validated in the Fort
Logan study)
Sub-hyp. £: Employees with certain educational backgrounds tend to be
more adaptive to agency operations than others, (validated
in the Fort Logan study)
Sub-hyp. 5_: Female employees will express less general bureaucratic
stress than will males, (invalidated in the Fort Logan
study)
Sub-hyp. 6: Younger employees tend to experience more status
dissatisfaction than older ones . (validated in the Fort
Logan study)
Sub-hyp. V. The age of employees is not related significantly to job
dissatisfaction, (invalidated in the Fort Logan study)
Sub-hyp. 8: Age will not be related significantly to the extend to
which bureaucratic stress is. expressed by employees.
(validated in the Fort Logan study)
Sub -hyp. 9: The higher the family income of eirployees, the greater
the salary dissatisfaction, (invalidated in the Fort
Logan study)
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Sub-hypotheses Related to Personality Variables
Sub-hyp. 10: Employee personality components tend to influence the
way in which eiiployees perceive different aspects of
their jobs (validated in the Fort Logan study)
Sub-hyp. 11: Presthus' upward-mobiles will express only slight job
dissatisfaction, especially in regard to si^eriors.
(validated in the Fort Logan study)
Sub-hyp. 12: Presthus' ambivalents will express the most job
dissatisfaction of the three organizational personality
types, especially toward their superiors, (validated
in the Fort Logan study)
Sub-h>'p. 1_3: Of the three Presthus organizational personality types,
ambivalents will demonstrate the most bureaucratic
stress, while the upward-mobiles will display the least,
(validated in tlie Fort Logan study)
Sub-hyp. 14: En^Dloyees displaying high professionalism will also
exhibit relatively low bureaucratic stress, (validated
in the Fort Logan study)
Sub-hypotheses Related Generally to the Major Hypotheses
Sub-hyp. 15: "Dissatisfaction with work, will become increasingly a
public issue, that people in 'dum-dum' jobs will become
increasingly hard to manage" and turnover will be high
within this group.
Sub-hyp. 16_: Bureaucratic stress tends to be a result of the nature
of the work itself more .than any other organizational or
16
environmental variable.
Sub-hyp. 17_: Bureaucratic stress origniates in the working conditions
which confront the individual in the bureaucracy (i.e.,
bureaucratic stress is an organizational problem caused
by the objective conditions in the bureaucracy)
Sub-hyp. 18^: Bureaucratic stress originates in the structure o£ the
bureaucratic system (society) itself (i.e., the social
structure of which the bureaucracy is an integral part
is culpable; and thus bureaucratic stress is a social
problem)
Sub-hyp. 19: Those employees experiencing job dissatisfaction (s) do
not necessarily experience forms of bureaucratic stress.
Basic Research Methods
To investigate the possible origins of bureaucratic stress, two
basic approaches are utilized. The first phase of the research
attempts to probe some of the background theories relevant to the study
of origins of bureaucratic stress . This is accomplished by focusing on
the pertinent theories of such thinkers as Max Weber, Robert Merton,
David Riesman, William H. Whyte, Jr., Robert Presthus, Chris Argyris,
Robert Kahn, and Louis Pondy. The thoughts of other contributors will
be noted where appropriate. A probing of these theories will reveal
some theorized causes of bureaucratic tensions and frustrations from
which hypotlieses can be constructed.
The remainder of the study focuses primarily on the gathering
and analysis of survey data from Metrop-ditan State Hospital in
17
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Massachusetts. Since the dissertation is largely a conparative case
analysis of two large public bureaucracies, the data obtained from the
Massachusetts' agency is compared with the data previously acquired
from the Fort Logan Mental Health Center in Colorado (an agency of 789
enployees studied in 1967 by this researcher)
.
Because personal interviews are costly, time-consuming and subject
to a degree of contamination under certain circumstances , the mail
questionnaire technique is employed. Although mail questionnaires are
subject to considerable contamination of data, as are all research
procedures to a degree, the mail questionnaire does have several
13
advantages over personal interviews. Mail questionnaires are
12
Of course, for the comparative case study to be valid, the
methods employed in the previous study must be replicated as close as
possible in order to reduce contamination. But since approaches to
research and conditions can never be duplicated exactly, the researcher
is cognizant of the fact that some contamination will take place. But
rigorous research efforts. can reduce contamination so the comparisons
are affected only slightly. As a first step, a Massacliusetts ' agency
similar to the previous Colorado agency was selected for study.
13
Mail questionnaires have some other advantages. One, data
obtained in personal interviews "... inevitably include an element
of interpretation on the part of the interviewer" (Dale Yoder,
Personnel Management and Industrial Relations , 4th edition, Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prcntice Hall, Inc., 1956, p. 760). The questionaire
,
on the other hand, is not subject to the various inteipretations which
even hiohly trained interviewers give to certain interviewee responses.
Two, the questionnaire is not subject to the personalities, differences
in physique, facial features, age, sex, and the like whicli elicit
various responses from the interviewees . Three , it is argued that
people tend to answer questions which they deem as personal (e.g., age,
family in come) more validly if they do not have to answer directly
to
another person (i.e., the interviewer). Four, more "honest' answers
may be given if the interviewee feels that he or she cannot
be identified.
An interviewer can assure the interviewee that the given
information will
be held in the strictest confidence, but this is not too convincing
since a personal confrontation has already been accomplished.
Mail
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are valuable particularly when they are combined with follow-up
personal interviews as is the case in this study. Tliat is, questionnaires
disclose vast amounts of data, but in some instances some of the responses
or correlations from the existing data cannot be explained fully. Under
such circumstances personal interviews can be utilized sparingly to
ascertain explanations for unexpected and mysterious findings and to give
more insight into the responses to the items which conprise the
questionnaire o Such combination of techniques makes for somewhat
controlled, concentrated, efficient, and inexpensive probing.
The questionnaire itself is basically the same as the questionnaire
used to investigate bureaucratic stress at the Fort Logan Mental Health
Center. This is done so comparisons between tlie two bureaucracies are
not contaminated by the bias of two dissimilar approaches. But because
this study seeks to explain additional dimensions of bureaucratic stress,
items were either deleted or added to the new questionnaire to suit the
specific objectives of the entire research.
questionnaires are much less personal.
However, there are several chief disadvantages to mail questionnaires
Qie, there is not any guarantee that the designated respondent actually
filled out the questionnaire. Two, in "open-ended" questions, there is
not any opportunity for the interviewer to "press" for more complete
responses, nor to check to see whether all "closed-ended" questions have
been answered, llius, there is a greater chance for mcoiqjlete and
unusable data. Three, there is great difficulty in receiving a high
rate of return on mail questionnaire, thus jeopardizing the ciiances of
obtaining a representative sample.
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Summary of the Research Objectives
In summary, this researdi endeavor has the goal of examining and
describing some of the more specific generators (origins) of
bureaucratic stress found within the organizational framework. Also,
an attempt is made to locate and explain some of the ecological origins
of bureaucratic stress somewhat removed from the immediate bureaucratic
environment. Such treatment is designed to prevent bureaucratic
organizations from being studied as if they were isolated from the
larger social community which influences their behavior.
This enterprise tests certain related hypotheses with the
objective of providing new information in regard to the probable roots
of bureaucratic stress behavior. Two somewhat similar large
bureaucracies have been selected for this conparative case study, one
in Colorado and one in Massachusetts.
Generally, three basic theoretical concerns of the origins of
bureaucratic stress are explored. First, bureaucratic stress originates
in the personality system of the individual. Advocates of this position
assert that bureaucratic stress is largely a personal problem. Tliis is
the position taken by this researcher, but with some qualifications.
Secondly, bureaucratic stress originates in the working conditions which
confront the individual. Proponents of this position focus on the
immediate bureaucratic environment and hold that bureaucratic stress is
largely an organizational problem. Thirdly, bureaucratic stress
originates in the social structure of the larger bureaucratic system
itself. The advocates of this position take the stand that the social
20
structure of which the bureaucracy is an integral part is at fault.
Hius, they view bureaucratic stress as a larger social problem.
In dealing with the problem of bureaucratic stress, the researcher
devotes attention to the following points : (1) showing what is meant by
bureaucratic stress
; (2) showing the development of bureaucratic stress
theories through historical and contenporary literature; (3) showing how
certain immediate organizational and ecological circumstances contribute
to a stressful working experience for enployees ; (4) showing why
bureaucratic stress tends to lead to high eirployee turnover; (5) showing
the role objective and subjective working conditions may play in
promoting bureaucratic stress ; (6) shomng how bureaucratic stress tends
to reduce the efficiency and effectiveness of bureaucratic operations;
(7) showing how and why certain organizational personality types tend to
experience stress differently; (8) showing how job dissatisfactions
tend to be manifested in bureaucratic stress; (9) showing how
traditional theories and empirical findings can be combined to advance
our understanding of the problems involved in bureaucratic stress.
The next chapter reviews some of the background theories of
bureaucratic stress.
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CHAPTER II
THEORIES RELEVANT TO TIE STUDY OF BUREAUCRATIC STRESS
Introduction
Man versus organization has been a topic for centuries. Because
this topic is vitally important to this case study, it is worth
reviewing some of the theories which help place this study on a broader
and stronger theoretica] foundation. Simply put, how can anyone examine
the origins of bureaucratic stress without examining some basic theories
on the subject? For exainple, in this research such concepts as
"alienation", "cynicism", and "organizational rigidity", to mention a
few, have been operationalized. These concepts, to a significant
extent, embody the general notions of other previous theorists. These
general notions are made into scales (e.g., alienation scale) and
indexes (e.g., job task stress index) for the specific purposes of this
case study (see model on p. 77).
This comparative case study is based on several theories of the
origins of bureaucratic stress. Over- conformity in one form or another
appears to be a central focal point of the majority of theorists.
Whether we are talking about confomity due to formal or informal
pressures, both are basic for understanding job dissatisfaction and
en^loyee turnover. The demand to confom to expected behavior patterns
is basic to role analysis and also to this dissertation. Modem
bureaucracy in its rigid organizational structure and its demand
for
specific behavior patterns has alienated bureaucrats in various
ways.
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Some workers can cope with the demands of modem bureaucracy, but
others cannot handle the problem so well.
It is deemed essential to review some of the more pertinent
theorists who argue that over-conformity
,
particularly brought on by
modem bureaucratic structure, tends to alienate man from his job.
Hie chief purpose of presenting the following theorists is to convey
the message that bureaucratic stress is a problem which goes well beyond
the arbitrary parameters of this case study. This, of course, is the
limitation of any case study. It is also important to note that this
researclier has drawn heavily from the theorists presented in this
chapter to construct the various measures (indexes and scales) used in
the research desing.
Weber's Ambivalence Toward Bureaucracy
Students of bureaucracy probably best" remember Max Weber for his
conceptualization of the ideals of bureaucratic organization. Weber
believed strongly that bureaucracy was the most rational and efficient
organizational structure ever devised by man. Specialization of task,
chain of command, unity of direction, hierarchical authority, recruitment
solely on the basis of merit, impersonality between organizational
members, inpartial treatment of patrons, promotion on the basis of
ability and seniority, are just some of the administrative principles
of bureaucracy which influenced Weber to conclude that bureaucracy
is
certainly uncontested for its rational efficiency, uniterrupted
operations, swiftness, accuracy, responsibility, and
professionalism.
To Weber, bureaucratic procedures ideally relied upon
the technical
23
knowledge and expertise of career bureaucrats, not on a patronage
system which staffs organizations with relatively untrained, short-term
personnel wliich are largely governed by the iMmsical direction of
"short-lived" politicians. Weber regarded this tendency to separate
administration (bureaucracy) from politics
,
specialists from politicians,
. 14
as one of the most advantageous traits of bureaucratic structure.
But while Weber praised the high degree of rationality and efficiency
of bureaucracy, he reflected simultaneously upon the shortcomings which
accompanied bureaucratic organization. In Weber's mind, the very aspects
which contributed to the rational efficiency of bureaucracy also
contained the seeds of a basic "irrationality" which could weaken the
human spirit.
As a "nostalgic liberal""^^ Weber was a passionate humanitarian
and individualist who resented the infringements which expanding state
bureaucracies placed upon its citizens. He opposed socialism because
he believed vehemently that such a system would lead to further
domination of the individual by the state. He maintained that the
present threat to individual freedom was the growing domination of
'"Leber's ideal model of bureaucracy has probably been criticized
more on the basis of this holding than anything else. Almost all-
students of bureaucracy today hold that administration and politics
sinply cannot be separated since the two are inherently interwined.
But during Weber's time bureaucracies were still infiltrated by the
spoils of politicians. Merit systems, although in effect, were only
slowly being put into practice. In tliis light, then, a merit system
must have appeared like a giant step toward separating the tv^?o.
15
According to his wife, H.H. Gerth aaid C. Wright Mills, From
Max Weber (New York: Oxford University Press, 1958), p. 50.
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bureaucratic society and not the Marxian fear of capitalist
exploitation of the proletariats
. Weber was frustrated by what he
considered efficient procedure, but at the same time dehumanizing and
oppresive. His writings on the ideals of bureaucracy contrasted
sharply with his personal struggles during the war with what he
16
considered the stupid behavior of the Berlin bureaucrats.
But Weber also felt that the oppressive force of bureaucracy was
not limited to the relationship between bureaucracy and its patrons.
Inside bureaucracy the structure oppressed the bureaucrats as well.
Seemingly, the conditions and pressures which produce efficiency in
bureaucracy also produce crippling effects on individuals. Influenced
by the writings of Karl Marx, Weber also admired the enriched man, the
whole man of the past. He knew that increasing bureaucratization meant
the replacement of cultivated man with a technical expert- -an imconplete
man who knows his trivial job tasks and not much else. He recognized
that unfortunately bureaucratic rules and regulations were designed to
adjust bureaucrats to the needs of the bureaucracy (i.e., maximum
17
production), while fully ignoring the needs of the bureaucrats.
Within this setting, some modem writers have traced the possible
roots of bureaucratic stress. Alledgedly, and in somewhat strong
rhetoric, such authors as Merton, Presthus and Kahn argue that employees
Ibid.
,
pp. 46-50.
^^Ibid.
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are entrapped by the meclianistic nature of the bureaucratic system.
Bureaucratization of fractionalized job tasks has the effect of
sut^pressing man's imaginative powers, frustrating his ajnbitions, and
generally ignoring his socio-psychological needs. Confinement to strict
routine extremely limits the freedom of movement in job performance.
The traits of spontaneity, creativeness
,
initiative, personal expression,
and the like are actually discouraged by bureaucratic organization. It
is often argued that now bureaucracy demands only personnel who follow
orders without question and delay. There is little room for the
spontaneous, innovative bureaucrat. The system is simply not designed
to accommodate the "exceptional" bureaucrat with original ideas.
Actually, it is asserted that creative employees arc punished
frequently as system heretics since failure to follow standardized
18
procedures is often defined as inconpetence
.
Weber was well aware of the distasteful sacrifices bureaucracy-
demands upon its employees for the sake of maximizing output. Weber
realized the long-range effect that increased efficiency might bring.
It distressed his liberal conscience. Weber, a man deeply entrenched
in the belief systems of the past, did not resist the emergence of
See David Reismaai, The Lonely Crowd (New York: Vintage Books,
1962) ; William Wliyte, The Organization Man (Garden City, New York:
Doublcday, 1957); Vtincc Packard, Ihe Pyrajiiid Climbers (Grcenwicli,
Connecticut: Fawcett Publications, Inc., 1902) ; Robert Presthus,
Tlie Organizational Society (New York: Vintage Books, 1962) who espouse
the following position.
"^LH. Gerth and C. Wright Mills, op. cit. , pp. 46-50.
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science and rationalization (efficiency) , but he did believe that along
with it came the gradual destruction and rejection of religious beliefs,
traditional values, and moral law. In short, lie felt that the
demystification of the world by the ingress of science and
rationalization also meant the egress of certain cherished values and
beliefs which man had traditionally relied upon to guide his life on
,
20
earth.
Weber was grieved by the type of people developed by bureaucratic
dominance. Confronted by a vast and conplicated organizational
structure, rigid rules and regulations, there existed a tendency for a
bureauciat to become alienated by the structure. Formal codes of conduct
dominate his behavior. Specialized job tasks mechanized and narrowed
his skills. Eventually, the bureaucrat is absorbed completely into the
bureaucratic machinery. He dedicates himself to petty routine aiid the
ends of bureaucracy (i.e., maximum efficiency in production and
services). Finally, the meclianized bureaucrat, with only the
"artificial" rewards of higher pay, security, aiid status to strive for,
21
becomes alienated from himself. "This type of man Weber deplored as
a petty routine creature, lacking in heroism, human spontaneity, and
inventiveness. 'The Puritan willed to be the vocational man that we
22
have to be. '"
70
Nicos P. Mouselis, Organization and Bureaucracy : An Analysis
of Modem Tlieories (Chicago: Aldiiie PuFITshing Company, 1968) , p. 19.
21
.
.
,
Reflects Marxian terminology.
22
Gerth and Mills, og_. cit. , p. 50.
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.Because Weber was influenced somel^^hat by Marx's insight on
bureaucracy, a brief conparison is in order. Simply stated, Marx
concluded that conflict among men has always centered on the struggle
over the means of production. Marx held that workers were exploited
because they had been separated from the means of production. Weber
agreed with Marx, but contended that the trend was more widespread.
Separation from the means of production was a general trend reducing the
strength of individualism and limiting freedom. "The modem soldier is
equally 'separated' from means of violence; the scientist from means of
enquiry; and the civil servant from the means of administration."
Weber, disagreeing with Marx, argued that this trend could not be
explained in terms of class struggle, but in the process of
bureaucratization. But regardless of how the separation from the means
can be explained, it acts to reduce the meaningfulness of work to
enployees. Tlie Weberian analysis, drawing from Marx, makes very vivid
that increasing specialization and rationalization in the workplace,
typified by the environment of bureaucrats, tends to reduce the meaning
of work for man. Bureaucratization tends to transform man into a
"living machine", frustrating his attenpts to express himself and
re-emerge as a "whole man" instead of an instrument of the bureaucratic
24
apparatus with goals and puiposes different from his own.
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Ibid.
^^Robert Presthus , as will be explained in Chapter III, offers a
theory which changes the complexion of this outlook. Presthus contends
that the majority of cmtDloyces (about 901) are indifferent to their
working environment and seek nothing but material rewards from it.^
Indifferents can be happy since they can seek and obtain those socio-
psychological needs while off the job. But this is not to suggest that
indifference is not caused by working conditions.
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In summary, it is felt that Weber has focused on some of the
possible origins of bureaucratic stress. Weber talked about those
aspects of bureaucratic structure he feared would possibly alienate
bureaucrats from their work such as (1) rigid rules and regulations;
(2) petty, mechanistic job tasks (i.e., specialization of task); '
(3) impersonalization; (4) destruction of belief systems; and other
sucJi negative features which tend to be associated with the increased
"rationalization" of the workplace.
This researcher has set out to test whether some of these fears
Weber and others have raised are actually "causing" bureaucrats to
experience forms of bureaucratic stress. As we shall see in Chapter III,
certain measures in the model (job dissatisfaction", "job task stress",
"agency operation stress", and "leadership, co-worker, and subordinate
con5)etency stress" indexes) are designed to test enployee attitudes
toward rigid rules and regulations, job tasks, the inpersonalization of
the workplace.
Deviant Patterns of Adjustment to Social Structure: Spotting
Possible Sources of Bureaucratic Stress Origins in the
Theories of Robert K. Merton
Whether the larger social system or a small organization, Merton
contends that there are certain structural features whicli tend to
promote anomie . We are interested in Merton 's theorized conditions of
anomie in American society, especially within the bureaucratic framework,
because Merton' s theories do suggest that stress experiences of
bureaucrats could be the result of anomi.c conditions caused by defects
29
in social structure (i.e., the larger social system of the immediate
bureaucracy)
.
Basically, Merton contends that a condition of anomie is generated
within people who identify with society's cultural values and goals, but
find that such goals are unreachable by prescribed, institutionalized
channels. In Merton 's words, "It is the conflict between cultural goals
and the availability of using institutional means --whatever the cliaracter
25
of the goals --which produces a strain toward anomie." Anomie is
described as a fomi of alienation which differs from alienation in
intensity and possibly in kind. "Sinple anomie refers to the state of
confusion in a group or society which is subject to conflict between
value - systems
,
resulting in some degree of uneasiness and a sense of
separation from the group; acute anomie, to the deterioration and, at
the extreme, the disintegration of value - systems , which results in
26
marked anxieties."
For exanple, success in the United States is largely measured in
terms of social and financial status. Merton argues that America is
"... a society which places a high premium on economic affluence and
27
social ascent for all its members." But freedom of choice m goals
and means of obtaining culturally defined goals is not so free. Intense
cultural pressure is exerted on all people to conform to socially
defined expectations. From pre- school age to death, parents, radio,
Robert K. Merton, Social Theory and Social Structure (New York:
Free Press, 1968)
,
p. 220,
^^Ibid.
,
p. 217.
^^Ibid.
,
p. 221.
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television, newspapers, churches, schools and the like, all enphasize
the iirportance of becoming successful in certain terms.
But the dilemma is, according to Morton, that few have the
opportunity in reality to fulfill the demands of this patterned
expectation. The fact that a few people can be cited in our history as
emerging from "rags to riches" does not mean that the acconplisbnent is
commonplace. The fact is, implies Merton, that Americans are raised on
the dangerous myth that anyone who is willing to work hard can become
.
, .
28
rich and socially prominent.
As a result of the imbalance between social demands and possible
channels to meet these social dictates, certain adjustment patterns are
acquired by persons at different positions in the social structure.
Merton places the responses to these societal pressures into five
categories. He discusses these five types of adaptation under the
headings of: (1) conformity; (2) innovation; (3) ritualism;
(4) retreatism; and (5) rebellion. It is crucial to note that Merton
suggests that "these categories refer to role behavior in specific
29
types of situations, not to personality. . . "
Despite the incongruity between cultural goals and limited access
to them, Merton states that most Americans conform to these defined
goals and the prescribed means for attenpting to reach them. Whether
willingly or unwillingly, conformity to the "ways and means" is the most
Ibid.
,
pp. 185-195.
Ibid., p. 194.
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prevalent manner of adaptation by ^^ericans. In fact, if this was not
tJie case, American society as we know it would crumble. Conformity to
basic behavior patterns and beliefs is the ingredient whidi stabilizes
any organization, whether it be a small fa^Tiily unit, a business
organization, or a nation.
We can conclude from Merton's thinking, then, that bureaucracies
are in a somewhat stable position in American society because most
bureaucrats (reluctantly or otherwise) accept both the established
goals and the patterned rules and regulations of the bureaucracy. If
30
this was not the case, the bureaucratic system would have collapsed.
It should also be assujned that bureaucrats who have accepted "the rules
of tlie game" arc accepting the system for what it is and are, at least
at face value, relatively satisfied with it. Tlie conformist's role and
contribution to the stability of a system is crucial and should not be
forgotten, but ncitlier should the material and psydiological costs people
pay for non- conformity
.
Conformity was described as a condition in which both societal goals
and institutionalized means are accepted by persons. A stressful
condition arises when persons conform to the goals, but not to the
prescribed channels for reaching them. The people who adopt this fonn of
adaptation Merton calls "innovators". In this group we find anyone wlio
•^^Conformity as a prerequisite for system maintenance is illustrated
vividly by David Hasten in A Framework for Political Analysis ,
(Lnglewood
Cliffs New Jersey: PrenticeqTOTTHc. , 1965) , although hasten speaks
in ter^ of "compliance", "feedback loop", fmd "the authoritative
allocation of values".
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seeks culturally defined goals through noninstitutionalized means.
Most of the people in this group belong to a social class whicli is
excluded largely from paths to success. Infamous Al Capone epitomized
the innovative type who obtained financial success through unconventional
and illegal channels. But also belonging to this category are the
"white-collar criminals" who find success symbols so magnetic that they
employ ruthless, devious, "no holds barred", and even illegal tactics to
32 >
achieve these ends. Of course, the uncomfortable incompatability here
is between lawful behavior and the socially prescribed success notions
of high status aiid financial ascendency.
Merton's conceptualization of the innovative mode of adaptation is
useful for the study of bureaucratic stress origins since individuals in
public bureaucracy are caught in a social structure which offers to only
a few the opportunity to reach prestigeous goals. The vast majority of
bureaucrats cannot realistically conpete for the rewards of high status
and financial abundance in an organizational structure held in low esteem
33
by the general public and where upward mobility is restricted by the
Ibid
.
,
p. 195.
^^Merton cites a New York study where 65% of the men and 291 of the
women sampled admitted to researchers of crimes they commited regarded
as felonies. Ninety-nine per cent of the people sampled confessed to
lesser crimes punishable by a maximum sentence of not less than one year
imprisonment. The point is that "innovative" or illegal adaptation styles
appear more commonplace than one would surmise.
^\eber believed that the prestige of bureaucracies in the United
States was particularly low (Gerth and Mills, ^op. _cit..) From a review
of more current literature, the image of the civil service still appears
to bo low.
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ever-narrowing walls of the bureaucratic pyrainid. Merton's point is
conveyed ignobly by a comment made in a questionnaire by an enployee at
Metropolitan State Hospital when she wrote beside an upward-mobile scale
item: "1-Iow can a regular lower class enployee like me or any other
people even doctors, R.N.'s, hope to someday be head of this agency in a
superintendent's job?" (sic.)
Bureaucracy's formal structure, its rigid rules and regulations,
its seniority system, appear to some as nothing more than an
overpowering force blocking their success goals. To these
"success -minded" bureaucrats, the system is much too slow in advancing
their career goals. Their perceptions of self-worth and the social and
financial rewards they have obtained as bureaucrats create resentment in
them toward the bureaucracy. This fact becomes evident with a glance at
questionnaire responses. A goodly proportion of bureaucrats express their
frustration by checking "Strongly Believe So" beside questionnaire items
such as "Believing that your present job provides little opportunity for
'getting ahead'. "^'^ "Believing that advancements are much too slow."
"Believing that your talents are really not being sufficiently tested."
"Believing that, despite promotions, your pay will still be lower than
you get from another organization." Also linked with "Strongly Believe
So" responses to the above statements is high cynicism toward other
Of course, it is unlikely that all sucli respondents are
innovators, but evidence here does support Merton's contention that many
upward-mobile bureaucrats are frustrated by the institutionalized
("normal") channels for becoming successful within the bureaucracy.
_
Sucli frustrated bureaucrats, Merton suggests, may adopt the innovative
role type and use non-institutionalized means to climb the organizational
ladder to success.
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people and "institutionalized means."
Seeing little relationship between ability and success, it is
theorized that the innovative employees become alienated from the
prescribed means
.
Chance
,
high risks , and mysticism become a substitute
for the values of diligence, honesty, and sincerity. But Merton holds
that in a social structure which reserves success for only the select
few, no matter how strenuously individuals struggle to achieve success,
the odds weigh heavily against them. According to Merton 's theory,
people who recognize this structural reality may (1) accept their fate
and continue to conform to both the goals and means regardless of its
imbalance; (2) substitute means for goals (i.e., displacement of values);
(3) reject and quietly withdraw from the system; or (4) actively reject
and rebel against the prevailing social structure (in our example, the
bureaucracy)
.
The "ritualist" behavior pattern (#2 above) is such a reaction to
the system. It is probably the most common form of behavior in
bureaucracy. In this role type is involved the rejection of culturally
defined standards of success and the strict compliance with
36
institutionalized norms as a substitute. Merton theorized that this
loweriaig of aspirations is caused by continued failure to malce
meaningful progress toward cherished goals (i.e., culturally defined
goals) or possibly by the realization "... that reward is not
^^Robert K. Merton, o^. cit
. ,
pp. 193-195.
•^^Ibid., pp. 203-204.
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37proportioned to conformity." It could also be a consequence of
perceived insecurity with co-workers and the general public.
Insecurity may be brought on by a lack of confidence as a worker.
Fearing the charge of inconpetence , the bureaucrat adlieres even more
stringently to the fomal rules and regulations of bureaucratic
procedure, causing the public to become even more aiigered by inflexible
"red tape" and impersonal treatment. Tlie bureaucrat becomes caught in
a bind between what Weber considered administratively rational, but at
the same time ineffective in practice. That is, the bureaucrat remains
between what is considered administratively efficient for all cases and
what is expedient and practical for the unique circumstances of some
clients. Because the bureaucrat cannot satisfy both, for the sake of
job security, the bureaucrat learns quickly and too frequently to
"over-comply" with the rules and regulations. The bureaucrat then is
cast into the role of the obnoxious bureaucratic "virtuose". As Merton
explains, "thus it may be conjectured that some ritualists, conforming
meticulously to the institutionalized rules, are so steeped in the
regulations that they become bureaucratic virtuousos, that they
overconfonn precisely because they are subject to guilt engendered by
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previous nonconformity with the rules."
The frustration of the ritualist is commonly portrayed in the bitter
^^Ibid.
,
p. 203.
Ibid., p. 206. As might be expected, the case study revealed
that there~tends to be a high correlation between inflexible character
fi e tlie character most like the type Merton is portraying
m the
"bureaucratic virtuose") and low dissatisfaction with bureaucratic
work,
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attitude of so many bureaucrats. One reason for tlie surly behavior of
some bureaucrats toward the citizenry may stem from their belief that
the general public just does not understand their problems. Responses
to a related questionnaire item in this case study confirms this belief.
Sixty per cent of the respondents indicated agreement with the job
alienation item (6 item continuum): "For the most part, the general
public does not understand the problems involved in government work like
I do." Although this may be a fairly accurate perception objectively,
the degree to which bureaucrats feel the public misunderstands their
problems is a significant indicator when combined with other measures
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of stress due to job alienation.
Alienated from both the demands of the public and the bureaucracy,
deviant and vehement outbreaks against both the rules of the
organization and the wishes of clients become more frequent. Such
points out some of the psychological tensions caused by rigid adherence
to dominant rules. To escape public attack and the oppressive force of
the bureaucracy, the employee may eventually withdraw from the
bureaucratic structure, thereby adopting Morton's "retreatists" mode of
adjustment. Morton's retreatist type is the least common characterized
by the rejection of both cultural goals and institutionalized means.
The retreatist withdraws completely from society in a non-physical
sense. Tliat is, they can be accurately described as people who are
"... in the society but not of it,"
The alienation measure is explained fully in Chapter III and the
results of the test are explained in Chapter V.
Knowledge of the character of the retreatist in society is
inportant for our probing into the origins of bureaucratic stress not
so much because they are members of bureaucracy, since most are not,
but because they are potential members
. A retreatist is a priori a
withdrawn individual. But such appears to be a limited description of
the retreatist style of adjustment, especially when it probably excludes
many people who are nomally not considered retreatist types. Actually,
although Merton's theory fails to adequately account for this, a goodly
percentage of retreatists are undoubtedly within the bureaucratic walls,
as well as other institutions. Tliey are not bums, tranps, or the like,
but rather critically alienated and depressed individuals. Because such
employees do not identify with either prescribed goals or means (except
to a minimal extent) , nor are they physically wit?idrawn retreatists or
active rebels, Merton's schema appears to force this type into an
uncomfortable category for the sake of convenience.
Robert Presthus
,
however, accounts for such a role type. He refers
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to this type as "indifferents". These individuals have probably been
alienated either before or shortly after they have joined bureaucracy.
Tliey display all the traits of Merton's retreatist type except that they
are members of the bureaucracy. But they are truly detached emotionally
from every aspect of the organization. They reject well-nigh all goals,
symbols (Marx's "sordid materialism") and norms of the bureaucracy, but
they remain "non- involved" physical members merely for the sake of
A complete discussion of the "indifferent" personality type is
given in Chapter III.
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survival. By survival is meant limited financial security to keep the
family unit at a subsistence level. No attenpt is made by this
retreatist type within bureaucracy to conpete for higher social and
economi rewards. This trait distinguishes them from the employees who
also live at a subsistence level but conpete in a failing manner for the
rewards which the organization offers. Surely, many have witnessed
such unattached, "maladjusted", stressed co-workers who express hatred
toward almost every aspect of the bureaucracy as well as the values,
goals, customs, etc. of the society in which they dwell. Their socially
antagonistic attitude, it should be noted, becomes not only an
unmanageable source of stress for themselves, but also for their
co-workers.
The "rebellious" individual is the last adaptative type to be
conceptualized by Nferton. The rebellious type differs from the
retreatist in that the former is actively opposed to all
institutionalized means and goals, while the latter only rejects them in
a rather isolated, private, and quiet manner. Retreatists may seek out
other retreatists, but they do so largely for conpaiiionship . Rebels, on
the other hand, are activists who enthusiastically campaign to enlarge
their membership so they can actively force a "new" code on the
prevailing social order. Rebels regard the existing structure as a
"wallV between their legitimized goals and the satisfaction of these
goals. The rebellious response is typified by both withdrawal and an
41
attacbnent to a new social code.
Robert K. Merton, 0£. cit . , pp. 209-213.
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Typical of this group would be any bureaucrat (s) who are actively
campaigning against the basic bureaucratic values. Outside of the
iinmediate bureaucratic organization are clearer examples which serve to
malce the point, such as the Communist Party members in the United States,
Black Panthers, "Weathermen", and possibly the more extreme members of
the Students for Democratic Society (SDS)
. These groups advocate the
overthrow of the present framework in the United States and their
purpose should not be confused with groups who are basically with the
system, but are opposed to certain features of it (e.g., Prohibition
Party, Jewish Defense League, Women's Liberation, Mothers For Adequate
Welfare, Stop the War Protest groups, etc.).
The rebellious mode of behavior reflects on sources of stress in
bureaucracy because rebellion itself is a product of the social
atmosphere in which bureaucratic institutions are a part. Bureaucrats
themselves may not be rebels analogous to the "IVeathermen", but they are
indubitably influenced by sucli rebellious groups in one way or another.
The possible influence rebels may have on the satisfaction of workers
within bureaucracy is significant to note. Job satisfaction is usually
studied as if workers were isolated from the "outside" world. But the
social climate in which these workers actually spend most of their time
cannot be ignored. Any ideas whicli are heard by enployees which relate
to their work must influence, however slightly, their future perceptions
40
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of their work. r^ej may reject revolutionary ideas as "hogwash
beco„« convinced that something is indeed wrong with the present non.
to wldch tl,ey ,„ust confo™. But regardless of how social rebels effect
their perceptions of their work a=,d life styles, the fact is that
reaction to rebellious activity may be carried over to the work
environment where measured Job dissatisfactions
„,ay be more the function
of off-the-job influences than immediate job satisfiers and
dissatisfiers.
As indicated in the model (p.77 ), this researcher has developed
an alienation scale, based in part on Morton's ideas concerning
alienation (anomie)
,
to sec how personal alienation' effects employee
attitudes toward their work. How do alienated emi^loyees perceive their
working environment? Can personal alienation, as a personality trait,
tell us mudi about emiDloyec job dissatisfaction, bureaucratic stresses,
arid employee tumover? Are employees who ebcpress high personal
alienation more dissatisfied, more stressed, and thus higli turnover
risks? As we shall see, data presented in Qiapters IV, V, and VI are
in fact much more dissatisfied, stressed, and consequently higher
turnover risks than those enployees expressing less intense personal
42Of course, to infonn the workers of the "evils" of the system
was Marx's strategy as a rebel. Marx believed that he could win more
workers to his side if he could make v\rorkers aware of exploitations by
the system m which tliey were previously not aware. Mis strategy was
simply to make workers disturbed with their present position in society
In Marx's thinking, a stressed proletarian class was essential to
mobilize them into taldng amis against tlie prevailing social system.
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alienation.
Riesman and Whyte: Stresses Due to Overconformity
As the conditions of men become equal
amongst a people
, individuals seem of less
,
and society of greater importance; or rather,
every citizen, being assimilated to all the
rest, is lost in the crowd, and nothing
stands conspicuous but the great and inrposing
image of the people at large.
Alexis de Tocqueville,
Democracy in America
Close to a century and a quarter later, David Piesman continued and
expajided De Tocqueville 's thoughts. In The Lonely Crowd
, a title
reflecting the language of De Tocqueville, Riesman examined the character
of the American people of the mid-1950' s. As was De " Tocqueville
,
Riesman was alarmed at what he saw. To Riesman, American society had
passed from an "innder- directed" stage to an "other- directed" stage.
In his theory, "inner- directed" is typified by the "old" middle class
which consisted of bankers, small entrepreneurs, tradesmen, and teclinical
engineers. Life directions in this pattern stem from stimuli which are
internalized in early cliildliood. "Other-directedness" is characterized
by a "new" middle class more dependent on the opinions and actions of
others while at work or leisure. Tliis "new" class consists largely of
bureaucrats, people in service trades, or more generally, the salaried,
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dependent employee. In contrast to tlie "tradition-directed" and
As an entire nation, Riesman contended that America never passed
througli the "tradition-directed" stage.
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tlie "innder- directed" types, the "other-directed" personality type
lives in an environment where the system of communications is extremely
well developed. Such a system Riesman deems as a prerequisite to the
development of the otlier-directed nature.
The bureaucrat typifies the other-directed character. Since
childhood he has been taught to conform to prevailing attitudes and
behavior. Pressure to conform leaves practically nothing untouched.
"Individuals" learn to conform to styles of dress, language (slangs),
sports, television programs, art, etc. People eat "IVheaties" because
it is supposedly the "Brealcfast of Chanpions" and they use "Dial" soap
because they "think everyone should". Riesman noted in his study of
musical taste among teenagers that learned "other-directedness" tended
to force teenagers to take cues from their peers which led them to like
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the "right" music, the music which is in.
Relentless pressure to conform to group taste continues throughout
maturation until a point is readied where resistence to sudi pressures
are nill. By the time young adults seek enployment in bureaucracy, the
aimless craving to satisfy the tastes of others has supposedly reached
its peak.
Despite the rigorous socialization process, Riesman maintains that
an inner struggle exists between pressures to conform and a yearning to
be free of near total commitment to the desires of others. Although
^"^^David Riesman, The Lonely Crowd , (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1961), p. 77.
Ibid.
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people have developed a sort of "radar apparatus" to detect group
preferences, the equipment is still incapable of responding properly
in all situations. "Short-circuiting", for example, is inevitable in
situations where a person attempts to win the approval of two or more
conflicting "role senders" simultaneously. Any attempt by individuals
to assert something contrary to group tastes or ignore them is also
destined to end in a stressful experience. To Riesman, attenpts to
escape from group dictates are rare since these people are too socialized
to the other-directed nature to make non- conformity a general practice.
In fact, their fear of non- conformity is so intense that failure to
comply results in severe and uncomfortable guilt feelings.'*^
Thus, Riesman concludes that the other-directed bureaucrat is
inwardly lonely. His contentment is artificial. This idea is probably
best expressed in Riesman 's concept of "false personalization". To
Riesman, false personalization is a stress promoter cmd one of tlie two
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chief obstructions to the development of individualism (autonomy)
.
False personalization refers to an atmosphere where personalization is
hypocritical. That is, friendliness is not genuine, but employed to
manipulate others. Enployees of both private and public bureaucracy,
for example, are forced to project a phony facade of friendliness to
become "successful" (popular and i;^ward-mobile) . This leads to
frustration when one cannot determine whether the friendliness is
^^ibid.
^''tIic otlier is "enforced privation". Enforced privation is
conceptualized as restrictions (e.g., cconoiidc, hierarcliical , ethnic,
familial) imposed on people while at leisure. Even at leisure the
pressures to conform obstruct efforts to individualize.
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genuine or bogus. Tliis excess in sociability places people in an uneasy
and lonely atmosphere where they cannot determine whether friendships
are real and dependable or just more "sleazy" acquaintances. Riesman
urges more genuine relationships to reduce resulting psychological
48
strains
.
Another depressing aspect of the other-directed nature is that
nothing caji be considered individual. If a person develops a unique
manner of expression, either rejection or acceptance of the mannerism
takes place. If rejected, he suffers from ostracism, the "cardinal
sin" in an other-directed society. If his ways are accepted, the groups
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also adopts his style, thus changing his way to the group way.
In sum, the plight of the other-directed personality is that
destiny is directed by the values and tastes of others. This total
commitment to group direction is theorized as innerly frustrating for
tlie individual, tearing him "... between the illusion that life should
be easy, if he could only find the ways of proper adjustment to the
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group, and the half-buried feeling that it is not easy for him."
Such, according to Riesman 's theory, is the atmosphere of personnel in
bureaucracy
,
William Wliyte in The Organization Man, dealing more specifically
^^
Ibid
.
,
pp. 261-275.
"^^Tbid.
,
pp. 276-285.
^^Ibid.
,
p. 160.
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with organizations than Riesman also lashes out against the spirit of
acquiescence which seems to him to be entrapping the minds of an
increasing number of people. Wliyte appears to be more pessimistic about
tliis trend than Riesman in that he sets 1985 as the approximate date of
the total absorption by the group of any remaining elements of
individualism. This date is based on the premise that by that time the
dependent, passive, standardized group -conscious children of today^"^
will be governing society and perpetuating another generation of
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'Veil -rounded" offspring.
"Well-rounded" is a term used sarcastically by WTiyte to describe
the type of narrow-minded, technically oriented "organization man" who
is increasingly occupying organizations, especially large bureaucratic
organizations, today. Whyte perceives contemporary bureaucracy as filled
with anti- intellectual, non-creative "yes men" who emphasize the
inportance of "team play" and conformity over any other values,
especially those which may possibly disturb the co-operative spirit of •
"Today" refers to the youth of the early and mid-1950 's.
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Wliyte appears to ignore the Aristotelian idea that every
generation tends to generate a polar reaction from the new generation.
That is, IVhyte's argument implies that a group-minded society
necessarily stimulates another group-minded generation. The
Aristotelian notion, however, suggests that a group-minded society
would promote a reaction, thus producing a future society quite unlike
the parent. Tlie reaction of tlie youtli in the 1960 's to the established
social norms tends to support the latter argument. It now appears that
by 1985 a society will emerge embracing values quite dissimilar from
those now held by today's leaders.
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the group. TTiis emphasis on confomity is epitomized by the bureaucrat
who remarked when asked about the possibility of hiring a brilliant
individual: "I would sacrifice brilliance for humtm understanding eveiy
time" (by "human understanding^ he meant compliance)
.^^
Whyte admits that it is illusoiy to suggest that there does not
exist a basic incompatibility between man and organization which promotes
a certain degree of strain, but he argues that stress is amplified today
by extreme pressures to dream, think, and act like the group.. Once more,
he believes that people are inwardly aware of their conformity, thus
causing their inner and outward motivations to conflict. In public
they show that they have been properly socialized. But privately they
yearn to control their own fortune. "Yet again the drive, the fierce
desire to control one's destiny, cannot help but produce the inner
conflicts that the demeanor would deny."^^
Whyte points to the subtlety in which today's organizations entrap
or "plays checkers" with its members. He notes that "it is not so much
that The Organization is going to push the individual around more tlian
^"Villiam II. Miyte, Jr.
, The Organization Man (New York: Doubleday
and Company, 1957), p. 152.
^"^Ibid.
,
p. 172 From interviews IVhyte has concluded that people
who admit to confomity, even though they assert that they conform
willingly, are actually confessing to their own non- conformity impulse.
That is, to realize one's conformity one admits to an inward feeling of
non-corpliance since the idea of conformity stems from the idea of
non-conformity. To admit to conformity, then, is to inwardly confess
that a basic ajitithesis exists between oneself and system demands.
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Ibid.
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it used to. It is that it is becoming increasingly hard for the
individual to figure out when he is being pushed around. Tlie point
Whyte is making is that bureaucratic organizations of the past tended
to be more authoritarian, thus clearly defining the limits of
individuality. He is not suggesting that rigid, authoritarian
organizations are better, since he is well aware of their abuses, he is
merely noting that employees of modem organization tend to be
frustrated by an unclear code of proper behavior, (i.e., the vague
requirements of the group or the Social Ethic). More concretely,
employees, he contends, are entrapped by the incremental nature of
fringe benefits. Health plans, retirement plans, bonuses, etc. tend to
limit the feasible alternatives of "organization man", slowly but surely
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clicking off his free choice and bonding him to the organization.
To Whyte, a fundamental conflict prevails between the dictates of
the Social Ethic (i.e., devotion to "othef-directedncss")and the
Protestant Ethic (i.e., devotion to individual self-development through
hard work). For our purposes, and for Wliyte's, these conflicting ethics
are best described in terms of The Organization versus the individual.
Whyte charges that the Social Ethic is unsuited to guide "modem man",
in fact it ". . . reinforces exactly what least needs emphasis and at
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the sacrifice of what does." He maintains that the Social Ethic
Ibid
.
,
p. 184.
^"^Ibid.
,
pp. 173-185. IVhyte is aware that not all employees are
entrappecTTn this way. He realizes that emiDloyees in higher positions
can rather easily bargain with competing orgajiizations wlio desire their
talents, losing few if not increasing their fringe benefits.
^^Ibid., p. 439.
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frustrates people because it is "redundajit", "premature", "delusory",
"static", and "self
-destructive". It is redundant in the sense that
the Ethic reiterates the virtues of groiip opinion and discourages
individual initiative and creativity. It is premature in that it
preaches lessons on how to get along, but without explaining why
"togetherness" is valued so highly. It leaves the individual in a
premature condition because co-operation is emphasized in a manner
unrelated to goal attainment. The Ethic is delusory because it teaches
people that individual and organizational interests are compatible,
thus blanketing incentive for resistence. Whyte theorizes that the
inconpatibility between individuals and organization must be recognized
if healthy adjustment is to occur. He liolds that a sound relationship
exists where conflict is minimized through mutual adjustment, not deceit.
Tlie Ethic is static since organization itself cannot be dynamic. Only
individuals can be dynamic, thus individuals must question their own
interests in light of tlie organization's. Finally, the Ethic is
self-destructive because it demands "normalcy", a condition that no one
knows. It asks people to adjust to a shaky ideal which no one understands
"Adjustment to what? Nobody really knows- -and the tragedy is that they
don't realize that the so-confident-sceming other people don't know
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either."
But Whyte is not a fatalist for he believes that the trend toward
"groupism" can be reversed. He holds the reversal of this to be
essential since he believes that individual well-being is a prerequisite
^^Ibid.
,
p. 441.
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60to healthy human organization. He recommends the following:
(1) that hujiiajT relation studies continue to probe the relationship
between the effects of organization on the individual and vice versa;
(2) that less attention be devoted to the "self
-proving assumptions"
of "equilibrium, integration, and adjustment"; (3) that attempts be
made to adapt the individual to the organization and not vice versa;
(4) that workers are given complete job tasks (not a small percentage
of one) to make work more skillful and challenging; (5) that
maximization of individuality be obtained by reducing team play (e.g.
conferences)
;
and most inportantly (6) that si\ educational system be
developed which eludes the "social adjustment" enphasis and teaches
people how to "reach". Finally, Wliyte warns that in the fjght against
confomiity people must not develop an individuality in a "stupid" or
"selfish" maj-uier for tlie pitfalls of misguided individualism can be
as oppressive as the shortcomings of extreme co-operatism. The end
Wliyte seeks is a relationship between "organization man" (bureaucrat)
and organization (bureaucracy) where conflict and tension is reduced to
a manageable J.evel. Although Whyte's theory and recommendations
concerning organization man appear somewhat sinplified, they do serve to
point out tlie possible dangers of extreme group mindedness and some
thoughts on how to preserve basic individualism.
It should be noted that Whyte's theories contrast sharply with
group theory whicli espouses that individual identity can be achieved
through tlie group. Wliyte argues tlint individual, free expression is
curtailed by needless group involvement. Whytc is never clear, however,
on what constitutes unnecessary group involvement.
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Because Merton, Riesman, Whyte, and as we shall see in the next
section, Chris Argyris, believe that pressures to confom to organizational
noiTOS are largely responsible for destroying individual expression and
consequently promotes intense job dissatisfaction and stress in
bureaucrats, several tests have been incorporated in this study to
measure the role conformity plays as an origin of job dissatisfactions
and bureaucratic stresses. Such personality measures as the
authoritarian, organizational rigidity, professional, in-group
orientation, and the Presthus upward-mobile* scales are measurements
which are used to try to discover the degree to which enployees conform,
in one way or another, to bureaucratic norms. For exanple, the
authoritarian, organizational rigidity, professional, in-group
orientation, and Presthus upward-mobile scales are tests designed to
measure in part the extent to which employees conform to culturally
defined value systems, rigid rules and regulations of bureaucracies,
prescribed professional codes of conduct, informal group norms (i.e.,
the extent to which enployees are "other- directed") , and expected
behavior patterns deemed essential for success.
The "job task dissatisfaction" and "agency operations stress"
measures were created specifically to measure the extent to which
enployees are bothered by organizational pressures to confom to
rather restrictive agency rules and regulations. Although less
The Presthus upward-mobile scale is taken exclusively from
Presthus, hov/ever, but does reflect much of the thinking of Riesman
and IVhyte on conformity.
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specifically, the "superior dissatisfaction" index and the "superior
co-worker and subordinate conpetency stress" indexes were designed
partially to measure employee attitudes toward orders from their
superiors
.
In summary, both Riesman and Wiyte are concerned deeply about how
pressures put on individuals to confom to social and organizational
norms tends to frustrate individuals and prevent healthy, normal growth
to occur. Argyris, an organizational psychologist as well as an
organizational humanist, probes this problem more thoroughly,
explaining in detail how bureaucratic organizations tend to block the
normal development of individuals, thus creating a very frustrating and
unhealthy condition for bureaucrats
. The insights of Argyris
,
presented
next, help to explain further how features of bureaucratic life tend
to promote job dissatisfaction and bureaucratic stress.
• Chris Argyris: The Unhealthy Working Climate of the Enployee
Argyris theorizes that bureaucratic stress is caused by a
multiplicity of factors , but largely to an interruption in the normal
growth pattern of individuals. He asserts that normal and sound
development of people
. . . involves grCT\?th from being passive
as an infant to being active as an adult;
from being dependent to being relatively
independent; from being in a subordinate
position to achieving equal or higher
position than friends acliieve; from
expressing few shallow abilities to
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expressing many and deeper abilites.
Argyris argues that the bureaucratic structure necessarily impedes
healthy development of its employees. He contends that a healthy
environment cannot be obtained in our modem, complex organizations.
Tliat is, an employee is confronted by specialization, chain of command,
unity of direction, span of control, inflexible rules and regulations,
and similar rigid organization, environmental factors. As a result,
enployees are committed to perfoming job tasks within an organizational
framework where they must be dependent and subordinate as well as
passive to their superiors. It is theorized that such an environment
places abnormal restraints on employees which ultimately leads to
organizational stress of some fom. llie stress experienced by
enployees manifests itself in a variety of outcomes (e.g., withdrawl,
regression, autism, projection, rationalization, etc.), which can be
detected in enployee attitudes and management production figures.
According to Argyris , if an organization could be conceived where the
enployees could mature normally and where enployee conflict could be
significantly reduced, service and productivity would increase. Several
empirical investigations have shown that workers produce at a higher
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rate if they are content.
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Chris Argyris, "The Individual and Orgajiization: Some Problems
of Mutual Adjustment", Administrative Science Quarterly , Vol. 2 (June,
1957), p. 1
^^Floyd L. Ruch, Psychology and Life , sixth edition (Qiicago:
Schott, Foresman ajid Company, 1963), pp. 495-522. Other empirical
studies have refuted such findings: see pp. 124-127 for such studies.
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Argyris bases his theory of bureaucratic stress on the premise
that certain normal paths of maturation are blocked by the modem
bureaucratic organization. Wliat exactly are these normal paths of
development and how does bureaucracy stifle the normal gro\>rth patterns
of the employees and cause persons to endure stress?
First, it has been observed that people in early childhood are
passive (i.e., they are content to be the object of tlie action, not
the action itself). But as development occurs, passive behavior
evolves into increased activity which is thought to be a positive sign
of healthy development. If the individual is to follow a normal growth
pattern, the increased activity should not be noticeably curtailed.
Unfortunately, in a bureaucratic organization passive behavior is once
again forced upon the individual. As a child the individual was
obliged to be passive to\\/ard his parents, his teacliers, and other
authority figures and as an adult he involuntarily becomes a passive
person once again, only this time toward the fomal organizational
structure and toward the formal leader.
Next, there is evidence indicating that people mature from a
dependent state to a relatively independent state as they age.
Inherent in the maturation process is the shift from a dependency on
parents to a relatively independen "self". Maturing adults not only
learn to stand alone, but they also taJce on dependents of their own.
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Chris Argyris, op_. crt
. ,
pp. 2-6.
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Hiey develop a set of beliefs and a pattern of behavior which is
basically free from the authority figures who played a large role in
determining their behavior during the youthful years. Consequently,
these adults are reluctant and resentful of having their behavior
determined for them once again by numerous organizational rules and
regulations and by their superiors whom the confront nearly every day.
Third, children behave in only a limited nuj^er of patterns when
they are young. As they mature, their behavior patterns tend to become
more diversified and complex. But, as one can readily observe, the
different ways an employee can express himself in a bureaucratic
organization are severely limi.ted. Accepted behavior patterns are
rigidly set forth by the fomal organization "blueprint" and by a
multiplicity of organizational nonns. Because enployees are
ceaselessly expected to behave in accordance with the norms of the
organization, frustration, tension, and stress inevitably develops in
either a mild, moderate, or sometimes severe and damaging state.
Fourth, people have a natural tendency to develop their interests
in a nomadic, random, and superficial manner during their youth, but as
they reach adulthood, their interests take on a more sincere and
deepening character. "The mature state is characterized by an endless
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Ibid.
,
pp. 1-24.
^^Quite correctly, the type of stress an enployee experiences
depends on the particular cognitive system of the employee. Some
employees become harmfully frustrated by the bureaucratic standards,
while otiier personality types are hardly bothered by the rigidity,
formality, and role conflict situations of the bureaucratic life.
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series of challenges where the reward comes from doing something for
66its own sake." Of course, this mature state to which Argyris refers
cannot be realized under the rigid and formalized bureaucratic
framework. "Doing something for its own sake" is unacceptable in a
formal organization. In a fonnal bureaucratic system an enployee acts
because the formal structure dictates that such and such an action
should be acconplished. In many instances, an individual responds to
the will of the fonral hierarchy largely because the acquisitive drive
requires, it. Once again, the noniial drives of enployees are frustrated
by bureaucratic organization.
Fifth, individuals tend to mature from a position of subordination
to a position of relative domination, or at least to an equal position
in society. But status ambitions are frustrated because enployees are
prevented from achieving a superordinate position because they are
constantly being checked and harassed by the rigidity of the formal
system. Violation of the fomal code could result in an enployee 's
dismissal- -a fate few workers could afford economically and/or socially
to endure.
Finally, an individual is in a state of relative unawareness of the
of the self as a child, but develops into, a state of awareness of the
self as an adult. An individual also acquires a degree of self-control
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Chris Argyris
,
02_. cit .
,
p . 4
.
6 7
For a discussion of rules as ends, see Robert K. Merton,
o£. cit.
, pp. 249-260.
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Even high officials cannot escape the seemingly infinite number
of rules and regulations inherent in the operation of the system.
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over his own behavior. That is, as an adult an individual leams that
he is capable of detemining his own future and fate. However, the
bureaucratic environment, according to the Argyris School, hanpers the
healthy maturation path by placing bureaucrats in a cog of bureaucratic
machinery where they lose their individuality to the system. In sum,
the individual is thwarted in his attempt to achieve integrity,
self-worth, and identity. Thus, according to Argyris, the objective
conditions (foimal bureaucratic structure) confronting bureaucrats
provide the origins of bureaucratic stress --a position Weber imagined
and feared many decades before. As Riesman and Whyte, Argyris also
provided insights which helped to contribute to the development of
specific tests for measuring dissatisfaction and stress due to demands
placed upon employees to conform to bureaucratic norms. Argyris'
insights were particularly influential in the construction of the
"superior dissatisfaction", "job task dissatisfaction", "status
dissatisfaction", "general job dissatisfaction", "job task stress",
"agency operations stress", "leadership, co-worker, and subordinate
conpetency stress", "fear of failure", and general bureaucratic stress"
indexes. All of these indexes, to a greater or lesser degree, are
concerned with measuring certain aspects of frustration due to forced
conformity.
Victor A. Thompson, 0£_. cit . , pp. 152-177.
(
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Robert L. Kahn and Louis R. Pondy: Role Theory
and Origins of Bureaucratic Stress
Due to the growing inportance of role analysis as a means of
studying em^Dloyee frustrations in bureaucracies in the past few decades,
it is fitting to cover tvro role theorists who have investigated some of
the possible origins of bureaucratic stress, and consequently influenced
the development of the research design employed in this case study. As
we shall see in the next chapter, Robert Presthus relies heavily upon
role theory for developing his organizational personality types.
Because the organizational role types of Presthus are operationalized
in this research and play a vital part, it is important that the reader
understands what role theory is generally about and how it can be used
to probe for the origins of bureaucratic stress
.
In this section two role theorists are examined. Robert L. Kahn
presents a general description of the theoretical framework role
theorists eiiploy and describes how "role conflict", "role overload",
"role ambiguity", and "role uncertainty" function to promote stress
within enployees. Louis Pondy examines role conflict into five
analytically distinct stress episode stages.
Kahn and his associates have approached the problem of bureaucratic
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stress through role theory. Tlieir theoretical framework includes
such concepts as "office", "role", "role set", "role expectations",
"sent role", "role pressures", "role forces", "role conflict" and
Robert L. KaJin ct al
. ,
o]^. cit
.
,
pp. 11-35.
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"role ambiguity". An office is a "unique point in orgcuiization space"
where a certain "pattern of activities" are executed which distinguish
one position from another and are related to the whole system.^""" Hie
activities unique to each office are described as "potential behaviors"
and the perfoimance of such activities constitute the role of the office.
Each role is said to be a part of a role set
. A role set is an
arrangement of the offices along with the various activities of each
office. All attitudes and beliefs of employees in a role set regarding
how they should or should not play their roles are defined as role
expectations
.
Role expectations do not necessarily reflect how the
management prefers the job to be accomplished, but rather only how
actors in the role expect the job to be handled. Enployees of the role
set are referred to as role senders because they communicate role
expectations
.
These communicated role expectations constitute the sent
72
role
.
The attenpts to influence the role of an employee (the "focal
73
person") in the role set causes the individual to experience role
pressures . The extent to which an employee feels role pressure is our
concern because bureaucratic stress, according to Kahn, arises from the
intensity to which one experiences role pressures.
Role pressures evolve from role conflict situations , and role
conflict arises from conflicting role expectations. When conflicting
"ibid.
79
Tlie concern of role senders was borrowed from Rommetveit's
fomulation (1954), cited by Kahn, 02_. cit .
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The "foca] person" simply refers to the employee under
consideration in the discussion.
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expectations, the focal person becomes stressed because of the
psychological conflict. Tlie various tyi^cs of potential or real role
conflict situations are all a part of the bureaucratic environment and
74
an employee's experience life. Kahn lists five types of role conflict
which inevitably lead employees to experience some degree of bureaucratic
75 ^
stress. The first is labeled intra-sender conflict
. Such role
conflict occurs when one employee of the role set sends an incompatible
request. Sudi a situation would evolve if a superior requested a piece
of work to be completed at the ex^^ense of something else he demanded on
short notice. The focal person in this situation becomes pressured and
stressed because of the inconpatible demands on his work time.
A second t)'pe is referred to as inter-sender conflict
. Inter- sender
conflict occurs when demands from various role senders within the role
set of the focal person contradict each other. The pressures resulting
from conflicting demands cause the focal enployee to undergo stress.
A third type of role conflict is termed inter- role conflict and it
occurs when the demands of one organization or group conflict with the
demands of other organizations and groups with which the individual is
identified. A common exanple is when office work, or the demands of the
boss, conflict with family, churcli, or club obligation and responsibilities.
Sucli a conflict situation probably exists continually for most employees
An employee's psychological life (experienced life) in regard to
role conflict must be distinguished from objective life. Tliat is, role
conflict both factually and psychologically exists within individuals.
Role conflict is factual when it has actually been sent. Role conflict
is perceived when it in fact has not been sent, yet the focal employee
perceives that it has.
75
Robert L. Kahn, ojo. cj_t
. , pp. 18-20.
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in a pluralistic society. The ability to cope with the situation
determines the amount of tension the focal person will experience.
The fourth type of role conflict is person-role conflict and such
a situation arises when moral values of the focal person are violated
by role demands. The boss requesting a Seventh-Day Adventist to do some
work on a Saturday would be an obvious example
. Role overload is the
fifth type of role conflict. It can best be described as a combination
of certain features of inter-sender conflict and person-role conflict.
That is
,
role overload could involve a situation where the expectations
of role senders of the focal person are legitimate, yet impossible for
the focal person to complete within the time allotted by the role senders
Stress evolves here as a result of the inner- struggle over which demand
should be given priority. If the focal enployee inwardly senses an
obligation to fulfill all requests, yet knows that he is incapable of
producing in accord with the demands , lie experiences tlie type of stress
which Kahn categorizes as person-role conflict.
It should be noted in the foregoing that the intensity to which an
employee experiences stress depends upon the force of the sent role.
As Kahn puts it, "
. . .if there are two opposing forces, the greater
the strength of the weaker force, the greater tlie conflict." Secondly,
Kahn's conception of role conflict involves the time element. That is,
"the extent to whicli a particular level of conflict cliaracterizes a
position over time or throughout changes in personnel is a question to
^^Ibid.
,
p. 19.
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77be detemined enpirically, not by definition."
Another major ingredient in Kalin's conceptualization of
bureaucratic stress is role ajnbiguity or rol^mcertaint^ Kalin
distinguishes bet^veen what constitutes role conflict and what constitutes
role ambiguity. That is, while role conflict is basically a matter of
illogical role sending which fails to take into account the focal
person's abilities and needs, role ambiguity involves a situation in
which the focal person is deprived of the necessary infoiroation for
78
executing his job tasks with confidence. According to Kabi,
deprivations of "role-related infomation" tend to lead to personal
maladjustment and to an unliealthy emotional state.
Role ambiguity causes organizational stress because employees
want to know what is taking place in the bureaucracy; The cliche,
"out of sight- -out of mind" has no validity in this context because
enployees are constantly in search of information which will tell them
how they are doing on the job, what chances are there for promotion,
what sorts of behavior will be rewarded by the boss , or how will the
job satisfy certain personal wants and career objectives. Therefore,
a lack of information tends to create frustration and stress, not to
eliminate it.
^^Ibid .
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As with role conflict, objective and subjective (perceived)
role ambiguity must be distinguished. Objective ambiguity is an
environmental condition, while subjective ambiguity is sinply a state
of mind.
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For exanple, ajnbiguity--the lack of
clear, consistent inforniation-
-about
financial security in a given position is
apt to be stressful for almost anyone who
might occupy that position. Information
about opportunities for advancement, about
what behaviors will be rewarded and what
will result in punislment
, is required for
most of us to be personally comfortable in
our i obs
.
^ 79
It is, of course, true that the organization itself cannot always
be blajiied for failures to communicate role-related information. As
Kahn notes, sometimes the infomation simply fails to exist. That is,
who knows whether or not an earthquake will destroy the organization
and force employees out of work, or whether a depression will occur in
the next year. In other cases, the infomation exists, but it is
insufficiently communicated.
Louis Pondy approaches the problem of bureaucratic stress by
focusing on the conditions which promote role conflict episodes.
Pondy believes that the stress episode can better be understood if it
80
is regarded as a dynamic process. Essentially, "... a conflict
episode can be thought of as a gradual escalation to a state of
81
disorder." While certain conditions set the stage for a conflict
episode, a form of aggression concludes it. But this is not to say that
Ibid
.
,
p. 23.
^^Louis R. Pondy, "Organizational Conflict: Concepts and Models",
Administrative Science Quarterly
,
Vol. 12, Number 2 (September, 1967),
p. 299.
81
Ibid.
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all conflict episodes are concluded. Many stress episodes are
interrupted before the final stage of open conflict behavior evolves,
niat is, perceived conflict may be resolved before developing into a
serious state, or possibly the conflict may not even be recognized by
the employees involved.
Pondy recognizes five distinct stress episode stages. Each
episode is uniquely characterized and an investigation into the
character of each will aid in comprehending the multiplicity of variables
involved in bureaucratic stress causations. The first conflict episode
state Pondy labels latent conflict
. Latent conflict is divided into
three fundamental types: (1) struggle for scarce resources;
(2) autonomy wants ; and (3) goal subunit divergence. First, then,
coiipetition for scarce resources is basic to a conflict logic episode.
Type 2 involves a motive to govern oneself and to control one's own
activities, and Type 3 involves a problem "of divergence where t\Mo
enployees are in conflict over the way to accomplish a joint job task
requested of them by the management. All three types of latent conflict
situations can occur simultaneously.
The second conflict stage is perceived conflict and may exist when
82
Development of conflict episodes and alternatives to open conflict
are discussed in Villieim Aubert, "Competition and Dissensus: Two Types
of Conflict Resolution," Journal of Conflict .Resolution
,
Vol. 7 (March,
1963), pp. 26-42 and James S. Colemaii, Community Conflict , (Glencoe,
Illinois: Free Press, 1957).
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in fact the conditions of latent conflict do not. Perceived conflict
usually involves a breakdown in inteipersonal relations where the focal
parties misunderstmid one another's real position. Rut as Pondy asserts,
if the situation is such that the participants' positions are truly in
opposition, then aji improvement in interpersonnel relations might
intensify the conflict.
Cyert and March, two organizational psychologists, have noted why
certain latent conflict conditions are not perceived by some employees.
They hold that some people have built-in suppression mechanisms for
certain conflict situations and attention- focus mechanisiiLs for others.
Krech, Crutchfield, Ballachey, Bass, Leavitt, and several other concur
that individuals block relatively mild conf]ict frustrations from their
awareness. Severe conflict situations, however, are handled by employees
in a variety of ways. Tlic most connnon stress -reducing tendencies are
85known as aggression, regression, withdraw!, and repression.
The third stage of conflict episode is known as felt conflict . The
distinction is made here between what conflict the focal person perceives
and what conflict is actually felt. "A may be aware that B ai\d A are in
serious disagreement over some policy, but it may not make A tense or
anxious, and it may have no effect whatsoever on A's affections toward B."
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Richard M. Cyert and James G. March, A Reliavioral Tlieory of the
Firm (pjiglcwood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-llall
,
1963), pp. 117-118.
Also sec Harold Leavitt, Managerial Psycliology (Chicago: University of
Chicago, 1964), pp. 53-72.
8S
'David Krech and others list of total of nine. For an adequate
treatment of interpersonal reactions to frustrating situations, see David
Krech et al., Individual in Society (New York: McGraw-Hill, Inc., 1962),
pp. 119- ] 34.
86 Louis R. Pondy, ojo. cit .
,
p. 302.
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The fourth conflict episode stage is manifest conflict ep i.orlP
Such conflict episode is evident in the conflicting behavior of its
participants. Although the most expressive form is overt aggression
(verbal or physical)
,
most aggressiveness is cloaked in sublety because
open violence severely violates bureaucratic noms. Th-se less obvious
methods of expressing aggression for opposing courses of action are
covered by Dalton, (e.g., transferring a person instead of firing
him)
.
Detemining whether certain behavior patterns are conflictful
involves the understanding of role expectations and knowledge of the
participant's intents and motives in an action. For this reason, Pondy
is more cautious tlian Kahn, advising that students of bureaucracy should
be skeptical about labeling certain behavior as necessarily conflictful.
Certain patterns of employee behavior conflict with the completion
of job assignments and with the personal drives and goals of other
organization members, but' only those behaviors which deliberately
frustrate others should be deemed conflictful. Therefore, conscious,
but undeliberate behavior should not be recognized as conflictful
behavior. But if an employee is conscious of his actions and is
eA^entually infoimed that it is conflictful and the behavior persists,
then such behavior should be considered conflictful.
The last state of stress episode is referred to as conflict
aftermath
. Conflict aftermath is a product and continuation of a
Melville Dalton, Men Who Manage
,
(New York: John Wiley and
Sons, Incori^orated, 1959), pp. 188-189; 246-259.
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suppressed and unresolved conflict episode between certain participating
organization members. Conflict aftermath is usually more severe in
nature than are the previous fonns mentioned. Sucli conflict evolves
from a suppressed stage by some sort of aggravation which finally sets
it off. The intensity of the conflict frequently destroys the entire
relationship of the focal employees. Conflict aftermath typically
oo
proves extremely dysfunctional to the organization.
Is Bureaucratic Stress Necessarily Unhealthy For
Employees and Dsyfunctional For Bureaucracy?
The theories reviewed in this chapter tend to imply that
bureaucratic stress is dysfunctional for both personnel and the
bureaucracy. But a strong minority of scholars of organization contend
that a limited amount of stress is a better condition than total absence
89
of organizational tensions and frustrations. Pondy writes, "conflict
may be functional as well as dysfunctional for the individual and the
88
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organization." Kahn admits that "one might well make a case for
interpreting some conflict as essential for the continued development
of mature and competent human beings. "^^ Another scholar, Kenneth
Boulding, contends that a certain amount of bureaucratic stress needs
to be generated if an optimum level of production is to be achieved.
Studies by Kurt Leivin and his team have shoivn that some tensions and
stress actually increases activity and productivity in children.
Gordon Allport challenges the supposition that man seeks to reduce tension
He has claimed at times that a tensionless state is an unhealthy state.
Jerome Bruner has insisted that it is healthy for man to continually
95
strive for something. Argyris wrote that:
what man actually needs is not a tensionless
state but rather the striving and struggling
for some goal worthy of him. Wliat he needs
is not a discharge of tension at any cost,
but the call of a potential meaning waiting
to be fulfilled by him.
^ 96
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^^Gordon W. Allport, "The Trend in Motivational Tlieory", American
Journal of Orthopsychiatry
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,
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To relate the above assertions specifically to organizations,
Victor Vroom discovered that enployees who experienced a degree of
tension in their work displayed satisfactions in self-expression
opportunities.^'' William Henry has contended that the functional
effectiveness of executives is positively related to a limited amount
of tension, conflict, and preoccupation in their work. Ineffective
executives were experiencing less tension, conflict, and preoccupation
than were more productive executives .^^ From Argyris' review of such
findings, he has hypothesized:
. . .
that the incongruence between the
individual and the organization can
provide the basis for a continued
challenge which, as it is fulfilled,
will tend to help man to enhance his
oxm growth and to develop organizations
that will tend to be viable and
effective.gg
In conclusion, there is much evidence that a limited amount of
tension, frustration, and stress is healthy for the individual and for
the bureaucracy for which he works. But this is not to say that the
more the stress, the more healthy and productive the employee will be.
Several critics have asserted that bureaucratic stress is an unliealthy
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condition for both the bureaucracy and its employees. Pressures which
lead to bureaucratic stress are inherently involved in enployee morale
considerations. And as Dale Yoder asserts, employee morale plays an
important and crucial role in the success o£ any organization. That is,
low morale tends to manifest itself in low production or services .
"^^^
Thus, the real question seems to be: what is the optimum level of
bureaucratic stress for both employees and organization? Accordingly,
then, in interpreting the results of the study (Chapters IV-VI) only
those bureaucrats who tend to express "high " job dissatisfaction and
stress relative to the others surveyed are regarded as potentially
"high turnover" bureaucrats.
Concluding Comments
It appears that origins of bureaucratic stress really exist within
the personal systems of the employees, especially within the employee's
personality conponents. Studies of bureaucratic stress are in reality
examinations of: 1) personality t>'pes; 2) bureaucratic pressures on
various personality types; 3) role conflict episodes; 4) enployee
motivations and wants; and 5) the ability or inability of organization
officials to manage conpetently the unique personalities of their
employees. In short, bureaucratic stress is a conplex organizational
phenomenon
.
"^^^Dale Yoder, Personnel Management and Industrial Relations
,
4th edition (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall
,
1956)
,
pp. 725-773.
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Several general theories on the symptoms and causes of
bureaucratic stress have been presented in this chapter. It is felt
that such a discussion of the theories was essential to acquaint the
reader with the more common theorized prerequisites of the tensions and
frustrations of bureaucratic orgajiization which were extremely influential
in helping to develop the hypotheses and measures used in this research,
despite the oversimplification and conceptual wealaiesses of some aspects
of these theories. Weber's reflections on bureaucracy were discussed to
show how organizing to msucimize efficiency tends to create frustrations
for organization members. Morton's theory of anomie was presented to
demonstrate how certain conditions in the social structure tend to promote
deviant behavior patterns in bureaucrats. Riesman's theory of "other
di.rectedness" and IVhyte's reflections on modem "organization man" were
useful in showing how modem bureaucrats have frustrated themselves by
commiting their lives to the capricious command of others. Argyris'
theory was probed to reveal how basic objective factors (i.e., the formal
bureaucratic structure) tend to lead employees into stressful states
by blocking their "normal" paths of development. Kalin's theory was
reviewed to indicate how subjective perceptions inherent to the role
players or bureaucratic actors promote and produce bureaucratic stress
experiences. Pondy' theory of role conflict episodes demonstrated how
bureaucratic stress tends to evolve from environmental factors whidi
are objective and personality variables which are necessarily subjective.
Tlic research design and the related hypotheses discussed and
explained in Chapter III considers selected objective and psychological
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factors advanced by these thcoriticians and mmiy of their supporters,
althougli the model enployed in this research attaches considerably more
weight to the subjective perceptions of employees. By and large, the
pun^ose of this chapter was to provide background theories for understanding
the complex nature of our subject by presenting the general environment of
the bureaucrat as theorized by a few major thinkers on the subject, llie
specific measures presented in the research model (Chapter III) were
designed for the specific objectives of this research and reflect a
combination of the theories discussed.
In the next chapter specific applications of the theories examined
in Chapter II are illustrated in the model and discussed fully.
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CHAPTER III
Tl-IE RESEARQl DESIGN
Introduction
In this diapter the research design (model) is presented. Many
of the theories set forth previously have influenced tlie construction
of the model. Hiis reseacher in the model has diagrammed conceptually
the different hypotheses to be tested. Although a model can give the
reader at quick glance a general idea of the purposes and objectives
of the research, the model cannot be understood clearly unless all the
terms and relationships illustrated are explained fully. In this
chapter, then, the major objective is to explain the model.
At first the meaning "operationalizing" is explored while in the
remaining sections space is devoted to explaining the specific
applications of the model. Thus, the following is examined:
(1) nominal definitions; (2) scales and indexes; (3) major hypotheses
to be tested (i.e., independent and dependent relationships); (4) the
purjooses of the model; and (5) the meaning of job turnover in light of
the research design.
Operationalizing
It has been stated by Alan C. Isaak that "... the creator of
a model will realize its limitations as aii explanatory device. . .
Alan C. Isaak, Scope and Metliods of Political Science
(Homcwood, Illinois: The Dorscy Press, 1969), p. 145. Of course,
it is unlikely that all creators of models do realize their limitations
as explanatory devices.
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Unquestionably, there exists great truth in this assertion for models
in political science cannot really explain anything about the real
world. Tlieories explain, not models. Properly conceptualized,
theories represent hypotheses whicli have been prove true. In the
social sciences, of course, there does not exist any universal
scientific generalizations (theories) concerning human behavior (except
basic theories involving physical behavior, i.e., all people need to
eat, sleep and breath or they will die), although numerous hypotheses
have been shown to be true under a given set of conditions.
Consequently, the social sciences have reached a stage where hypotheses
have made probabilistic explanations possible under particular
circumstances (e.g., blue collar voting behavior), but universal
explanation is impossible until universal theory in the social sciences
becomes a reality. E=mc2 in the exact sciences exemplifies general
theory which is genuinely explanatory. The social sciences have not,
and probably cannot produce such powerful theory due to the conplex
structure of human nature. However, this is not to inply that the
universe is easy to explain but certain physical properties/happenings
in the universe are more definite and thus easier at times to explain.
Human behavior is less exact and thus more difficult to explain
scientifically.
The model, then, employed in this research should not be confused
with explanatory theory since it, like most models in the social
sciences, only performs a heuristic function, (i.e., an engineer's
model of a real airplane is an isomorphic model because it represents
74
physically certain features of the actual plane, only on a smaller
scale)
.
The heuristic model employed here consists of several sets of
hypotheses to be tested. Tl.ese sets of hypotheses form a conceptual
framework. These hypotheses are several sets of guesses to be proven
true or false under a given set of conditions in the empirical
-world.
The particular conditions selected from the empirical world are
established by the researcher who arbitrarily includes or excludes
certain variables. The results of the study reflected in the accepted
or rejected hypotheses are meaningful only in the context of the study.
A researcher is guilty of faulty inference if he concludes something
which the parameters of the study prohibits.
The conceptual framework (i.e., heuristic model, research design,
or whatever) is the result of the effort to define a tern "operationally",
Although operationalizing is a somewhat controversial term, the notion
at least is critical to behavioral research. Operationalizing is nothing
but a rudimentaiy method designed to introduce concepts (i.e., a cluster'
of hypotheses) into a scientific language. Specifically, terms employed
in the heuristic model are operationalized if they are given precise
definitions (operational, dispositional, or nominal definitions) which
fit tlie specific conditions and purposes of the research design. For
exajiple, in this researdi "cynicism" is nominally defined by four items
in the questionnaire:
A. "Bamum was very wrong when he said there
is a sucker bom every minute."
B. "Most people are selfish."
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C. "Society is made up of people who are
always tr>'jjig to help others."
D. "Actually, everybody tries to gain a
little extra for themselves at the
expense of others."
Hius, cynicism in this study exists if conditions A, B, C, and D are
satisfied. That is, if A, B, C, and D, then cynicism exists. Cynicism,
therefore as utilized in this research, has no meaning beyond the scope
of this research.
•
Nominal definitions are the only definitions employed by behavioral
scientists, or all scientists for that matter. "Science has no place
for real meajiings and essential characteristics. Concepts are used to
describe the world as we observe it and so the very notion of
102
essentiality is foreign to science." llieoretically, then, eveiy
nominal definition is equal in scientific value and neither true nor
false. Of course, on a more practical level, nominal definitions are
more practical or useful for researchers if the nominal definitions
relate meaningfully to the real world (i.e., possess "empirical inport")
,
To operationalize, then, is a method to link vague concepts by
nominal definitions to observable properties in the empirical world.
Nominal definitions have the advantage of. being linked to enpirical
realities so that one may "... indirectly infer concepts from directly
103
observable properties." Thus, although we may not be able to talk
about, say, "cynicism" broadly, we are able to talk about cynicism in
Ibid.
,
p. 63.
Ibid
.
,
p. 65.
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narrow, enpirically based te^. That is, after cynicism has been
defined nominally, acquiescence is reached on the term so that we now
can talk about cynicism meaningfully without any problem in communication,
The above has introduced the value and limitations of heuristic
models. Now the model ("Research Design for Investigating the Origins
of Bureaucratic Stress" shorn on p. 77 ) can be presented with the
conditions and purposes of the model more clearly understood. The
conceptual design illustrates the possibility of many contingencies
(hypotheses) that can be used to analyze the possible origins of
bureaucratic stress. The model is comprised of three circles (Circle A,
Circle B, a^id Circle C) which contain the various factors and components
(all nomj.nally defined) that are utilized in the analysis. Circle A
includes three distinct groups of independent variables-
-career factors,
socio-economic factors, and personality factors. Although the arbitrary
parameters drawn exclude graphically the "extra-environmental" variables
in terms of the model, it should be understood, as Chapter II made
clear, that all such immediate environmental variables are surely
influenced meaningfully by the larger social environment. That is, tlie
model assumes, for exajiple, that the attitudes of the bureaucrats are
shaped from both "inside" and "outside" of the bureaucracy.
Circle B consists of the diffemt types of job dissatisfaction
(job dissatisfiers) that are common to bureaucrats. Such dissatisfiers
are conceptualized as intervening variables because it has been
hypothesized that differing types of job dissatisfaction tend to be both
a product of Circle A and frequently a generator of the bureaucratic
stress areas of Circle C. Circle C is comprised of variant forms of
77
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bureaucratic stress which are treated as dependent variables for the
purpose of the tests here.
Nominal Definitions in the Research Design
Basic to the model are the nominal definitions
. These operational
definitions are fundamental to concept foniiation, therefore, they
should be thoroughly understood for an adequate understanding of tlie
entire research and its results.
Circle A consists of measures for career factors, socio-economic
factors, and personality factors. Nominal definitions are not given
for the first two categories since they are self-explanatory and
available in the biographical section of the questionnaire presented
in y^pendix B. The personality measures (personality scales), however,
need an explanation because each personality factor is derived from
several personality items placed randomly in the questionnaire.
Operationally defined, authoritarian personality types are rigid,
defer to authority figures and symbols, and resist challenges to their
Deliet systems. Sociability describes people who prefer being with
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It should be understood that we are describing ideal
personality types consistent with the nominal definitions, realizing
fully that such ideals are only approached, never readied.
The items whicli comprise eacli personality scale are listed in
Appendix C ajid can be traced in the questionnaire in Appendix B. The
original scales, except for the Presthus' scales and the "organizational
rigidity" scale, can be found in Delbert C. Miller, Handbook of Research
Design and Social Measurement (New York: David McKay, Inc.
,
1964)
.
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others than alone, are frequent and persuasive participants in social
conversation, and like to lead others. However, this is not to say
that highly sociable people are necessarily leaders. Employees
exhibiting professionalism enjoy their work, regard their pay as of
secondary importance as compared to the satisfaction they achieve from
working, vigorously support professional nonns, and believe that their
work requires extensive knowledge, skill, and experience. Cynical
people express the attitude that selfishness governs the actions of
people or that people are constantly attempting to gain something for
themselves at the expense of others. In
-group orientation tendencies
refer to people who identify with a perceived group. In in-group
oriented feel that they have certain responsibilities for protecting
the group from "outsiders". The alienated are people who are largely
removed from society, who regard the general public as generally cold,
not understanding, frequently a nuisance, and seldom very helpful.
Organizational rigidity is typified by people who want to work for an
organization governed by set rules and regulations, where job tasks are
defined clearly, where few changes are experienced in the work
environment, and where work is always orderly and conpleted on schedule.
With the exception of "organizational .rigidity", the other
personality scales have been heavily used in social science research in
the past two decades with slight word changes to fit specific research
needs, Tlie "organizational rigidity" scale was designed specifically
for this research as were the three Presthus' organizational personality
scales (pp. 93, 98, 101). These four scales, although proven reliable
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statistically in this study, need a great deal more verification.
Nominally Defining atid Operationalizing Presthus' Three
Modal Patterns of Accoinmodation to Bureaucracy
In The Organizational Society Robert Presthus describes the
character of three organizational personality types. He calls these
types upward-mobiles, indifferents
, and ambivalents-
-three ideal types
of accommodation. One of the chief objectives in this research is to
discover whether or not these three organizational personality types
actually exist in organizations (i.e., even begin to approach the modal
pattem.s) as Presthus has hypothesized. If they do, Prestlius has
contributed meaningfully to our understanding of the behavior of
bureaucrats. More specifically, Presthus would have helped us understand
more fully why some enployees "hate" their jobs, why some bureaucrats
feel neutral toward them, and why some even "love" their jobs. Tliat is,
his insights would be helpful in our search for the origins of
bureaucratic stress.
Because of the potential explanatory power of Presthus' contentions,
in this study his three organizational personality types have been
operationalized from his detailed description of they typical behavior
pattern of each type
.
Background information and theories , from which
Presthus draws from heavily, are given whicli provide a proper
theoretical setting for his theory. Also, each organizational
personality type is described in relative detail so tlie reader will
obtain a rather thorougli understanding of how eadi type is employed
in the model.
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In ^ atteiTipt to explain the sociological, psycl^ological, and
political character of hunan organization, it has been a comon practice
to categorize humai. behavior patterns. A good example can be found in
the writings of Plato. In the Republic Plato classified the citizens
of his ideal polity into three distinct groupings: (1) those who were
happy and satisfied with the system; (2) those who were opposed to it;
end (3) those who held no emotional attachment to it one ^^^ay or the
other. Victor A. Thompson presents a contemporary example in his
treatment of Modem Organization:
Many people have the feeling of powerlessness
,
of alienation, and they respond with various kinds
of behavior. Some are able to manipulate organi-
zation sufficiently well to achieve iiiportant aims
of their o^vn. There are many people in our society
who have not been able to adapt to bureaucracy a:id
who, therefore find it a constant and complete
frustration.
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But probably the best definitive distinction and description
of organizational personality types is given by Robert Presthus in Tlie
Organizational Society
.
Searching for a general theory to explain
individual perception, reaction, and adjustment to modem bureaucracy,
Prestlius posits three modal organizational personality types somewhat
similar to those of Plato and Thompson. Presthus refers to tliese types
as "ideal types of accomodation." He labels the three types as
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Victor A. Tlioirpson, Modem Organization (New York: Alfred A.
Kiiopf, Publisher, 1961), p. 4.
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"upward-mobiles",
"indifferents", and "ambivalents".
Presthus' theoretical framework relies rather heavily upon Hariy
Stack Sullivan's theoiy of interpersonal psychiatry. Sullivan's notion
of "adaptive anxiety" was particularly useful to Presthus' theory of
bureaucratic adjustment. Consequently, Sullivan's basic contributions
are wortli attention.
Basically, Sullivan believes that the human animal is extremely
adaptive, so much so that they are capable of adjusting to almost miy
socially contrived rule or expectation. If exposure to even the most
absurd norms occurs very early in life, such norms will appear natural
and rational to these socialized individuals. In this light, early
socialization can make bureaucratic society, with all of its absurdities
and demands, appear rational and appropriate.''"^^
Crucial to his theoiy is his conceptualization of "anxiety",
"self-system", and "anxiety- reduction". 7\nxeity is perceived as an
unpleasant stress or tension-filled experience of the self-system.
Anxiety (stress) exists in all interpersonal relations to some extent
and acts to provide guidance for the self-system. Central to his position
is his belief that "... anybody and everybody devotes mudi of his
lifetime and a great deal of his energy.
. . to avoiding more anxiety
than he already has, and if possible, to getting rid of some of this
^^^Harry Stack Sullivan, Tlie Interpersonal llieory of Psychiatry
(New York: 1953), p. 6.
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anxiety".
Of course, this reflects the mgredients basic to the theories of
the psychological and ethical hedonists. To maximize pleasure and
minimize pain (anxiety, stress) is far from a novel idea, being very
evident in the writings of such thinkers as St. Augustine, lipomas Hobbes,
Jeremy Bentham, and Jolm Stuar Mill. But the point is that though the
seemingly natural tendency to reduce stress has been well discussed in
the historical literature, empirical studies to explain the various ways
people attenpt to maximize pleasure and minimize pain in specific
environments (e.g., a modem bureaucracy) have begun only recently.
To Sullivan, "adaptive anxiety" provides us with a useful tool for
learning. That is, learning is the consequence of "adaptive anxiety" in
that througli efforts to reduce and/or avoid anxiety, individuals are
forced to learn the situation, to adjust continually to variations in the
situation until they have mastered the circumstances and are able to cope
with it. In all new situations, then, a degree of anxiety prevails, but
individuals are forced to learn manifestations of the situation to reduce
stress. This is the "anxiety
-confomity- approval" syndrome's positive
function. To prevent the reoccurance of stressful episodes, a heightened
sense of cognizance and motivation must be. demanded by the self-system,
107
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Harry Stack Sullivan, "Tensions, Inteipersonal and International",
in H. Cantril, ed.
,
Tensions Ttiat Cause Wars (Urbana, Illinois, 1950), p. 95,
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thus enabling individuals to learn and adapt to new situations
.
As Sullivan expressed it:
"Hie first of all learning is called out
to avoid reoccurance of the extremely unplea-
sant tension of anxiety, which is, and always
continues to be, the ver>' ajitithcsis of eveiy-
thing good and desireable. ... the child soon
learns to discriminate increasing and decreasing
anxiety and to alter activity in tlie direction
'
of the latter. The child learns to chart a
course by the anxiety gradient."
109
In like fashion adults in modem bureaucracies attempt to plot a strategy
for successful anxiety reduction. It has been theorized by Presthus
that anxiety reduction taJ^es place in three basic forms. These forms, he
maintains
,
can be seen clearly in the different behavior patterns of the
upward-mob ile s , indifferents , and aiiibivalents
.
Before proceeding, it should be enphasized that although three
separate patterns of adjustment to bureaucratic structure appear to have
a measure of credibility, the upward-mobiles, indifferents, and
ambivalents are strictly ideal types and must, therefore, be regarded as
modal patterns of accomodation to bureaucratic life. For example, within
108
It should be noted that this amazing ability to grasp and adjust
so rapidly to new situations is one trait that separates mail from other
animals. Some animals may adjust fairly quickly, but never to the degree
a human does because of their perceptual underdevelopment.
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Ibid. It should be noted here that Sullivan is obviously not
dealing wItE maladjustment . Not all people are able to diagnose
successfully situations, and consequently, fail to adjust properly to them.
And it is the aspect of maladjustment which this research is most concerned
since bureaucratic stress is largely the product of maladjustment.
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one "bureaucratic personality" action inconsistent with the nomal
behavior pattern most likely will appear. That is, an i^ward-mobile may
sometimes behave in a manner most typical of an indifferent or an
ambivalent. As Presthus notes, "if social structure alone were responsible
for personality and behavior, our discrete types of accommodation would
presumably not exist. The organization would evoke very similar
accommodations in all of its members. "^^^ So it is confessed that
classifying people into ideal types ignores to some degree the unique
personality traits and backgrounds of individuals. This shortcoming
noted, however, it is also true that humans possess a multiplicity of
commonalities. It is this recognition of common traits among
individuals which justifies their classification into ideal types, but
being cognizant of the truism that not a single individual in a category
confonns to all of the ideal specifications.
Adjustment to Bureaucracy: Tlie Upward-Mobiles
Unlike the upward-mobiles
, the indifferents and the ambivalents
are strict conformists. Tlie upward-mobile "... behaves in the manner
dictated, and society rewards the individual with' success' if his behavior
confomis to the role. It would punish him with 'failure' should he
J . r 111deviate from it." The contention tliat upward-mobiles do conform with
'^'"^kobert Presthus, The Organizational Society (New York: Vintage
Books, 1962), p. 167.
'"^"'"William E. Henry, "The Business Executive: The Psychodynamics
of a Social Role", American Journal of Sociology
,
Vol. 54 (1948-49),
p. 286.
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the organization's nonns and purposes is crucial since not only does
this phenomenon help the "pyra^Tiid climber''^^^ succeed, but it also has a
functional value of insuring confomity and stability in the bureaucracy.
ITiis natural urge to conform to bureaucratic standards is one of the
reasons why the upward-mobile is referred to as an individual with a
"bureaucratic personality". Such well-adjusted types conprise only a
small percentage of the total bureaucrats according to Presthus
'
thinking
.
Consistent with the notion of conformity, upward-mobiles' also
thought to identify strongly with the organization. While indifferents
adopt a rather conplete noninvolvement attitude toward the bureaucracy,
upward-mobiles are allegedly faithful allies. While indifferents are
held to be mostly happy in the work situation because they estrange
themselves from it and their superiors, upward
-mobiles attain high job
satisfaction because they become tota-ly involved in bureaucracy
regarding their superiors as future instruments for enhancing their
mobility in the organization.
Typically, upward-mobiles are said to possess high morale, constant
optimism, and a ceaseless desire to succeed. This latter trait is aided
by the upward-mobile's indestructable air of conceit or infallibility.
They demonstrate a grasp for the immediate situation as well as the
112
The upward-mobile in Vance Packard's terminology (see The
Pyramid Climbers (Greenwich, Conn.: Fawcett Publications, Inc77~1962)
.
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Unless otherwise noted, the information given as to the behavior
pattern of the upward-mobiles is taken from Presthus ' jHie Organizational
Society, o£. cit . ; almost cxcluseively from his cliapter, "Patterns of
Accomodation : Upv\rard -Mobi Ics . '
'
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future. They connect immediate activity with future successes.
Vis-a-vis the indifferents and ambivalents
, the upward-mobiles
supposedly have an ability to manipulate them for their own career
advancement. Upward-mobiles approach superiors with considerable
respect and identify with them, while tliey perceive their subordinates
as merely "doers of work".^^^ upward-mobiles are regarded as
Machiavellians, excelling at the projection of favorable images to those
in both subordinate and superordinate positions. It is Presthus'
argument that it is the ability of the upward
-mobiles to inpress people
favorably which allows them to advance in the bureaucracy's hierarchy.
These bureaucratic Machiavellians are experts in "-dramaturgy" (inpression
management) since these Machiavelliaji tactics have potential career
utility.
In a study Henr>' reports on the findings of characteristics of
successful business executives (i.e., upward-mobiles a priori)
Henry found that these upward-mobile types "... had many personality
317
characteristics in common." Like Presthus, he concluded that despite
unique personality variables, enough common traits exist among certain
persons to justify construction of ideal organizational personality
styles. His findings, listed below, reflect the essence of Presthus'
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p. 290.
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,
op . cit
.
,
pp. 138-151.
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upward-mobile type of accommodation.
One, upward-mobiles have high achievement desires who must produce
to be content. This drive is genuine. The individual with a
pseudo-drive is not a true upward-mobile (i.e., successful business
executive in this case). Real upward-mobiles are doers, not "dreamers"
as are the bogus upward-mobiles.
Two, upward-mobiles have tenacious mobility tendencies. They are
constantly looking "up the ladder" and figuring how they can make the
climb. "Finished work and newly gained competence provide them with the
sense of continued mobility." They are "status seekers" always
concerned about how others feel toward them. They view their work as
challenging, interesting, and necessary.
Third, upward
-mobiles regard the authority of their superiors as
advantageous to their careers. They respect and obey authority,
visualizing themselves in such power positions in the future.
Fourth, even tliough upward-mobiles do vary considerably in
119
intelligence, their ability to organize is far superior to other
behavior types. They organize the unfamiliar into the familiar. "This
means, of course, that there is a strong tendency to rely upon the
techniques that they know will work and to resist situations which
120
do not readily fit this mold." As previously noted, Sullivan
contended that stress is linked mth unfamiliar situations. Adjusting
118
Ibid., p. 287.
119
Confirming Herzberg's findings cited earlier.
Henry, p. 287.
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to the situations or changing the situation to fit oneself is a way of
reducing stress.
Fifth, upward-mobiles are decisive in decision-making.
"Nothing
is too difficult for them to tackle and at least try to solve.
"-^^^
Sixth, upward-mobiles have a strong self-system. "They have
a great deal of confidence in themselves and are relatively definite
122m thier actions."
Seventh, upward-mobiles are active, enterprising individuals.
"This activity and aggressiveness is always well channeled into work
or struggles for status and prestige
--which inplies a constant need to
keep moving, to do something, to be active ."-^^"^ Such activity, however,
produces severe mental and physical stress. Consequently, some of the
weaker members of the group fail to make the arduous climb, experiencing
acute stress.
Eighth, upward-mobiles are apprehensive, possessing a deep fear
of failure. Because of their ceaseless drive to climb upwards,
upward-mobiles are never really content with their present position.
Their reach always exceeds their grasp. Logically, tlien, the top is
unreachable and thus all upward-mobiles culminate as failures, tlieir
most dreaded fear.
Ninth, upward-mobiles regard their parents in a way which is
unique to both the indifferents and ambivalents. Upward-mobiles have
121
Ibid
.
,
p. 288.
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Ibid.
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Ibid.
,
p. 289.
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established definite independence from their parents. Hie clearest
break is with their mothers, while they view their fathers as helpful
ajid non-restraining images. Without a positive attachment to their
fathers, their struggle for advancement would seem overly hazardous.
But it should be noted that Henry found that the successful executives
indicated no resentment toward their parents.
Lastly, upward-mobiles reflect the norms, values, and sentiments
of "mj.ddle America". All of the rewards for playing this role (status,'
power, and wealth) are found among the "successful", but not without
great sacrifice. "But they also pay the price of holding these values
and of profiting from them. Uncertainty, constant activity, the
continual fear of losing ground, the inability to be intrespectively
leisurely, the ever present fear of failure, and the artificial
limitations put upon their emotionalized interpersonal relations
--these
are some of the costs of this role.""^^^ A'book review in the New York
Herald Tribune of Vance Packard's The Pyramid Climbers also expresses
the same resentment concerning the apparent price one must pay to be an
upward-mobile. "Hie Pyramid Climbers is a unique portrait of what the
executive's world is really like
. . . that strange society that offers
a man fabulous rewards in money and prestige --and demands in return
125
nothing but his entire life ..."
Although the upward-mobile largely escapes overt stress episodes,
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Ibid
.
,
p. 291.
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This review appeared on the back cover of the paperbound
publication of Vance Packard's The P)^ramid Climbers (McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., 1962).
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latent anxiety experiences are tJ.ought to exist. Interestingly enough,
hidden stresses presumably motivate the activity of the upward-mobiles
more than the other two bureaucratic types. As Presthus asserts,
•Vhatever its sources, anxiety explains some of the upward-mobile's
discipline and energy. "^26 ^.^^ ^^^^^^ theorized that the
upward-mobile's intense drive to succeed is rooted in his exaggerated
fear of failure. Likewise, a feeling of basic insecurity is partly
responsible for his drive for high status, recognition, independence,
wealth, and power. The attainment of such rewards offers to the
upward-mobile artificial security as a substitute to ease the
subconscience of the real thing.
Because upward-mobiles find it most unpleasant to confess to
stress experiences, even in the care of sympathethic psychiatrists,
anxiety pain may be deeply internalized and difficult to detect. In
support, Timothy Leary. found that "self-deception" was a common feature
in the "managerial personality" (a personality type similar to the
127
upward-mobile). Basically, self-deception is a condition where
individuals attempt to convince themselves that they are something
other (usually something superior to how others perceive them) than what
they are. For example, in a study of four self-deceptive executives,
Leary found that eadi executive tended to rate themselves as "strong,
hypemormal, and responsible", while they rated each other quite
differently and as somewhat inferior to themselves, showing that the
126
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misconceptions of self was evident. According to Leary, "... such
misconceptions of self and others must result in strained, ^productive
relations."
Whether or not strained relations in the bureaucratic setting become
manifest and destructive to the individuals a:id the organizational
structure is quite another thing. It is conceivable that since
upward-mobiles tend to be expert at internalizing or concealing stress
feelings from others, then even the tests designed in this research to
'
detect foms of bureaucratic stress may be doomed. Even in confidential
questionnaires and interviews, if sucli personality types fail to admit
even to themselves that they are stressful, such techniques for measuring
129perceived stress would fail.
But it appears quite reasonable that a lot can be speculated about
the stress of upward-mobiles from what psychologists such as Maslow have
disclosed concerning the hierarchy of need^.'''"^^ If the alleged traits of
the upward-mobiles are true, then wc can speculate intelligently as to
the forms of bureaucratic stresses they are likely to experience. For
example, the atteirpt to achieve high status, power and dominance may
likely reflect their endless quest for increasing security. Tlieir
excessive energy may indicate their suspected abnormal fear of failure.
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One of the chief criticisms of survey researcli is that it fails
to measure what objectively the case may be, but only perceived
situations. Defenders of survey research wou]d argue that we live in a
world of self-perceptions so such methods arc legitimate.
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IVhile the practice of self-deception in role-playing may reflect stress
associated with an inferiority complex. Non of these stresses is usually
noted as types of bureaucratic stress. And maybe they should not since
their origins originate clearly outside of the bureaucratic situation.
In any event, bureaucratic conditions may act as a catalyst, promoting
stress in individuals and creating in turn a problem for both enployees
and management.
nie stresses endured by upward-mobiles differ dramatically in this
regard from the tensions of the indifferents and ainbivalents
. IVhile tlie
ii)ward-mobiles employ the bureaucratic structure to ease their frustrations
the bureaucracy tends to aggravate stress pains more blatantly for tlie
indifferents and ambivalents. More clearly, it is hypothesized tliat
upward-mobiles attempt to utilize bureaucracy to reduce their inner
stresses, while indifferents and ambivalents find that their stresses are
intensified by the bureaucratic environment. Again, it is for this
reason that the upward-mobiles have been referred to as the bureaucratic
'
type with the "bureaucratic personality". Despite the stresses which the
upward-mobiles may encounter in bureaucracy, Presthus hypothesizes that
they adapt and may enjoy bureaucratic life considerably more than the
other two personality types.
In summary, the following nominal definitions foim the Presthus
upward-mobile scale as operationalized in this researcli:
1. "I would some day like to head this agency."
2. "I enjoy life more when I am working than when I am not
working."
3. "In all honesty, I believe most people are status seekers ."
4. "I usually regard my superiors as helpful to my career."
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Adjustment to Bureaucracy: 'rhe Indifferents
Indifferents conprise the vast majority of bureaucrats, possibly
up to 90^0. Typically, indifferents are found in waged and salaried jobs
among both white- and blue-collar employees. "In 1960 such employees
conprised almost ninety percent of the labor force, divided almost
131
equally into blue- and white collar workers." Presthus presents some
evidence to show that tliese potential occupational areas for indifference
is increasing.
Alienation and indifference is presumably caused mainly by the
working environment of large organizations. Several conditions can be
noted for their contribution to indifference, a few appearing very
Marxian in tone. One, workers are excluded from the means of production.
They share neither in the ownership or profits in public bureaucracies
and seldom, if ever, in private bureacracies
. Two, employees, due to
centralized decision-making processes, are excluded from any meaningful
participation in the pov;er structure. Three, large organizations tend
to make work life impersonal and confusing. Four, the work itself is
fragmented into tiny cliores
,
reducing the need for skill and education and
all but eliminating the need for creativity in the workplace. Actually,
creativity is discouraged since deviation from standardized work
132
procedures only acts to disrupt the bureaucratic machinery.
Prebureaucratic conditions also serve to promote indifference.
Indifferent as well as upward-mobile attitudes are products of the
social system. Due to inequalities in the Anerican system, expectations
^^Presthus, o£. cit.
,
p. 206.
"""^^Content in this section is based on Prethus' chapter, "Patterns
of Accommodation: Indifferents."
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tend to differ according to social class. The socialization of
expectations according to class takes place early in life. The upper
and upper-middle classes tend to view upward-mobility as a genuine
trait of the American system. Tliese people tend to adopt the upward
mobile style of accommodation. Lower and lower middle classes tend to
regard upward-mobility as something less than a realistic possibility.
Unequal opportunities in education, "good" grooming, etc. early in life
leave the lower classes in America handicapped. Because the majority
of these people probably perceive this handicap, career and general life
expectations are lower than those set by the privileged classes. Thus,
alienation and indifference can be detected in the prebureaucratic
stages
.
Chances are, however, that some lower class individuals fail to
perceive their handicapped position. As a result, their "inproper"
socialization allows them to enter bureaucracy with high hopes.
Although a few in this category may escape the setbacks , due to either
virtu and fortuna
,
most of the expectations of this group are lowered
almost immediately. Alienation then begins to ensnare their minds.
Alienation is allegedly followed in time by indifference, a state of
mind where life ambitions and hopes are redirected elsewhere. Alienation
in the workplace does not necessarily imply a state of general alienation.
Once indifference captures the personality of the bureaucrat,
withdrawal s>'TTiptoms are said to become evident. As bureaucrats, they
begin to just "go through the motions". They go to work, put in the
required time, and leave the work situation at the end of the work day
without feeling any attadiment to what they have left behind. Indifference
96
could just as easily be labelled the "uncoinmitted" for they regard the
bureaucracy as only a place to earn a living and their jobs "... as
mere instruments to obtain off-ivork satisfaction.
""^•^^
Unlike the upward-mobiles, the indifferents are immune to the
values of the organization. In opposite fashion to the upward-mobiles,
indifferents safeguard rigorously their oivn time, yielding only minimum
loyalty to the bureaucracy. "Although he must accept the economic
bargain, selling his skill and energy for forty hours a week, the
remaining time is jealously guarded as his own.""""^^
This behavior t>-pe feels powerless in the bureaucracy because they
simply do not understand how the organization functions, nor do they care
to leani. This lack of loiowledge causes indifferents to remain "outside"
of the bureaucracy. Almost total noncommitment
, lack of identity with
organizational values and goals, appears to be an advantageous mechanism
of indifferents for avoiding stress. In a tliree year study of 139 junior
executives in private bureaucracies (85 high school and 55 college
graduates)
,
stress was shorn to be linlced meaningfully to both educational
achievement and class backgrounds. Both groups had common white, European
backgrounds
.
Controls for heredity and personal habits ' differences were
made and found to be insignificant. It was found that the college
educated junior executives from "substantial middle class families"
adapted easily to their executive positions. The high school educated
executives from lower class families (usually, sons aiid daughters of
133
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iMnigrants) wore fou:.d to be paying a high price for upward-mobility.
Stress was shown to be responsible for twice as many illnesses,
,.any
more cardiovascular disorders, and death was ten times more likely in
this group as compared to the college educated executives .^^^
It caji be inferred from the results that indifference may result
from a person's unwillingness to suffer the "slings and arrows of
outrageous fortune". Noninvolvement or indifference appears to be a
more healtliy way out for this group than involvement with the hazards
'
of pyramid climbing.
But this is not to suggest that the indifferents are the least
happy on the job, they are just the least attached to it. Actually,
the indifferents are often times "... the most satisfied of the
136
organization men." The reasons are quite sensible because while
upward-mobiles and ambivalents are often frustrated by strong drives
for recognition and status, indifferents exclude themselves from these
frustrations. Since job dissatisfactions and bureaucratic stresses
tend to be consequences of the relationsliip between expectations and
expectation attainment, job dissatisfaction and stresses can be lowered
by reducing career expectations to realistic, reachable levels. Also,
while upward-mobiles must conform to the values of the organization both
on and off the job wliidi demands strenuous self-discipline, indifferents
can allow themselves to play a less confining, noimal role. "In this
135
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sense, the indifferent is the most 'nonnal' of individuals."'^^''
Speculatively indifferents find identity and certain satisfaction
by withdramng, thus presenting some obvious problems for management.
Authority figures in bureaucracy can control any members of their
organization who seek rewards from the organization. Although
upward-mobiles and ambivalents perceive their superiors in opposite
fashion, both accommodation types realize that superiors can effect their
chances of career success. But because indifferents do not seek
organizational rewards, other than continued enployment, they are largely
immuned to their superiors' discipline. Management is left with only
weak methods of controlling these employees, taking into consideration
the high costs of employee turnover.
In summary, the following nominal definitions form the Presthus
indifference" scale as operationalized in this research:
1. "This is a 'job' just like any other 'job'."
2. "It doesn't really make much difference to me what
kind of work I do, as long as I make a 'decent living'."
3. "Hie most inportant part of my job is the pay and fringe
benefits."
4. "The extra responsibilities demanded in this kind of
work make me content to remain at my present position."
Adjustment to Bureaucracy: The Ambivalents
The ambivalent is clearly the most frustrated and unsuitable
bureaucratic personality type. Unlike the upward-mobiles, they lack the
137
Ibid.
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dramaturgical sKills and are ftcrefore unable to make a successful cli*
in the organizational p^a^id. To Prestl.us, "the a^bivalents are a
small, perpetually disturbed minority who ca:. neitlaer renoui.ce their
claii^ for status and power nor play the disciplined role that would
enable them to cash in such claims.
"-^-^^
Ambivalents undergo bureaucratic tensions because their ideology
conflicts with that of the organization. n,ey are creative, intelligent,
and'a^ixious, but their intellectual tendencies are too deep ai.d narrow
for their superiors to appreciate. Consequently, the ambivalents, who
are usually the specialists in bureaucracies (e.g., doctors, scientists),
fail in inteipersonal contact. ^'^^ Eventually, they become introverts
and attack almost eveiything in the bureaucracy as irrational. Few
organization ideals are left uncriticized. Their inte-ipersonal relations
with their superiors are usually strained and uncomfortable because they
resent their leaders, seeing them as threatening. Intense hostility is
held toiv'ard their superiors even thougli they realize the aid "higher-ups"
can give to their careers. Ambivalents risk frequently the costs of
angering their superiors to assert a cherished principle. Such behavior
is directly opposite that of the upward
-mobiles since they would never
risk an action which could conceivably jeopardize their relationship with
138^ . ^. .
It IS fitting to note here that Ilerzberg found in a study that
there is "no relationship between intelligence and aptitude and individual
success as defined by their ranks or by their salaries." See F. Ilerzberg
et al^.
,
^Die Motivation to Work
. (New York: Wiley and Sons, 1959) p. 129.
139
Ibid., p. 15. Basis of this section from Presthus, op. cit., di. 8
140
H. J. Eysenck, The Dimensions of Personality (London: 1947), p. 16
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their "higher-ups".
»ivalents become irrational in their beliefs. The power structure
embitters their personalities. Although anibivalents arc not excluded
from membership in the bureaucracy's "high circles", they feel that they
are. Angered by their perceived exclusion, they distort the members of
the po^^^cr structure as being nothing more than "unrestrained
141
Machiavellians." Such distortions perpetuate and worsen the ambivalenfs
situation.
The rigid character of bureaucratic operations is impossible for the
ambivalent to accept. The typical ambivalent favors individualism,
experimentation, creativity, flexibility, personalization, and accessible
paths to change. Bureaucratic dictatorship, structured procedures,
inflexible rules and regulations, impersonality, all aid to promote stress
feelings in the ambivalents
.
Continued stress episodes finally transform
constructive criticisms into irrational claims against the bureaucracy.
Thus, the ambivalents
'
one functional role of a concerned critic or agent
of change is destroyed. His hostile behavior causes others to lose respect
in liis ideas, making the ajnbivalent even less influential, revealing his
true plight. Tliat is, "the ambivalenfs tragedy is that he cares too much,
but can do so little.
"''"^^
Unlike the indifferents who withdraw emotionally from bureaucratic
life to find pleasures and rewards elsewhere, the ambivalents cherish
141
Presthus, G£_. cit
.
,
p. 284.
^ AO142
Ibid
.
,
p. 285.
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dearly the rewards of power, prestige, and status which can begot in
bureaucrac)'. It is these drives couipled ;vith their personality limitations
which prevent ambivalents from adopting a less stressful mode of
accommodation.
In summary, the following nominal definitions form the Presthus
"ambivalent" scale as operationalized in this research.
1. "I never seem to get the 'breaks' necessary for real
success in this organization."
2. '_'I sometimes feel uncomfortable or strained when I am
infomed that I must see my superiors."
3. "I have made iirportant suggestions many times, only to
have someone else around here take the credit."
4. "M/ superiors never seem to pay much attention to my
recommendations . '
'
To summarize Presthus' three organiational personality types for
operation clarity, upward-mobiles are status -seekers who enjoy
organizational life and climbing tiie organization ladder. Tliey display
professional attitudes, and thus, seldom express hostility toward agenq,'-
, ,
143
rules or toward their superiors." Indifferents
,
much unlike the
upward-mobiles, express strong indifference toward their work and the
organization. For the indifferent who displays low professional
tendencies, the best attributes of the job are the material rewards,
vacations, and quitting time. To such bureaucrats, their job is just
143
Robert Presthus, o£_. cit., pp. 164-204. All Presthus scales
were created from the essence of his descriptions of the three ideal
organizational personalities. Presthus is not responsible for the
specific items constituting the scales.
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like any other job. Actually, tlic indiffcrcnts are so emotionally
detached from tJieir work that they are frequently regarded as the most
content organizational personality types because they are presumably not
subject to the fi-ustrations v/liich plague the upward
-mobiles and
144
ajiibivalcnts. The ^ihivnlent^ are tlie least content of the organizational
personality types. Typically, they spend a great percentage of their work
day combatting tlie bureaucratic structure, its rules and regulations, and
their superiors. IVliile upward-mobiles are often found at administrative
positions in the hierarchy, ajnbivalents are commonly the specialists in the
bureaucracy. Tliey frequently see many tilings wrong witli bureaucratic
operations, but their recommendations go largely unnoticed because they
lack the personality (manipulative skills) necessary to convince their
superiors that such action would help to iniprove the bureaucracy. As a
result, ambivalents express much bitterness.
"''^^
Measuring Personality Traits by tlie Guttman Scalograjn
Guttman scalogram techniques were used to find certain personality
characteristics of the saiipled enployees
. Eleven attitudinal or personality
scales were employed in this study as shown in Circle A of the research
design. Four or five questionnaire items were used to constitute a single
scale. Once certain personality traits are detected, the expressed
personality profiles of the sampled enployees could be correlated with
144
Ibid.
,
pp. 205-256.
145
Ibid
.
,
pp. 257-286.
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certain aspects of their jobs, thus indicating how various personality
t>'pes perceive their work.
Guttman scaling is considered to be relatively reliable as a
measurement because the scales, to be considered acceptable, must pass a
test which measures the internal validity of the scale items (i.e..
Coefficient of Rcproductibility) as opposed to indexes where no tests for
internal validity are made.^ To explain, the Guttman scale measures
on]y a single dimension at a time, say indifference. Intensity of an
attitude is measured by forcing the respondents to place themselves in
either of six categories ranging from an extreme positive to an extreme
negative position. Tlie categories in this study's continuum being:
"Agree Strongly"; "Agree Somewhat"' "Not sure but tend to Agree"; "Not
sure but tend to Disagree"; "Disagree Somewhat"; and "Disagree Strongly".
Responses are ordered from the most difficult to agree with an item to
the least difficult to agree. Since a scale is constructed to measure
only a single trait (e.g., indifference), if the scale is internally
valid, consistent responses should be expected. That is, a positive
response (+) on an item to which it is the most difficult to agree should
be followed by three more positive responses. A negative response (-)
Indexes are more useful in measurements where there is no need for
internal validity.
'"'^^To explain by a political example, in measuring attitudes toward
direct political involvement, if a respondent felt that political
assassination was acceptable (i.e., answered positively), we would also
expect tlie respondent to accept less extreme political acts included in
tlie scale, such as destroying public property, boycotts or peaceful
sidewalk demonstrations.
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would throw the pattern into error. In a four item scale any deviation
from the following patterns would constitute an jjiiperfect pattern:
++++. _+++.
^ Examples of irniDorfect patterns would
be: ++-+; --+-; -+-+; and the like. An employee who responded positively
to all four items would liave a ++++ pattern ajid an employee who responded
negatively to all four items would have a pattern. Tlic former
enployee would be typed as "highly" indifferent and the latter would
be typed as possessing "low" indifference. Employees falling In between
these two extremes would be labelled as being more "moderate".
Although some error patterns are expected, if too many error
patterns occur, the scale must be rejected as unacceptable. A statistical
test known as the Coefficient of Reproductibility (CR) is used to determine
the internal validity of the scale (i.e., the extent of internal
consistency). If the CR value falls below .90 (1.0 constituting a perfect
scale), the scale is considered unacceptable.
After corrections are made for the imperfect responses, all of the
respondents are placed into one of the five possible perfect patterns
given wliicli they fit. 'llie percentage of respondents in each group are
calculated. In the Colorado study, for exaniple, the percentage breakdo^vn
for the Upward-Mobile Scale was as follows (see upward-mobile items on
p. 93):
Group A ++++ 12^0 36 ^ (Higlis)
Group B "+++ 241 33% (Moderates)
Group C --++ 331 31 ?o (Lows)
Group D ---+ 221
Group E 9ia
CR = .9309
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Because the five separate categories were too spread out for
practical application in this research, the categories were collapsed
into only three categories ("Highs", "Moderates", and "Lows"). Groups
A and B fomed the 'llighs" (the m which were considered the
upward-mobiles)
.
Group C formed the "Moderates" (33^) and Groups D
and E fonncd the "Lows" (3U)
. Identical steps vsrere followed to
operationalize the "indifferent" ajid "ambivalent" scales.
After the high, moderate, and low categories are established, the
scales are correlated with other dimensions. In this study Prestlius'
three bureaucratic types were crossed with certain job dissatisfaction
and bureaucratic stress measurements in the job dissatisfaction syndrome
and bureaucratic stress syndrome respectively (see "Research Design for
Investigating the Origins of Bureaucratic Stress" on p. 77 ). Cross
tabulations were made to determine the validity of Presthus' theories
concemiiig enployee attitudes and their adjustment patterns.
The Job Dissatisfaction Syndrome
The job dissatisfaction syndrome and the bureaucratic stress
syndrome do not comiote the same meaning in this study. To say that a
bureaucrat is dissatisfied v/ith a certain aspect of his job is not to
say that he is necessarily bothered by it or experiencing stress because
of it. In this research the bureaucratic stress syndrome provides a
stronger test for ojiiployee discontent than does the job dissatisfaction
syndrome (i.e., if discontent is measured in terms of stress). Tlic job
dissatisfaction syndrome attempts to measure various, but specific,
aspects of a job for which cnployees express discontent. Unlike the
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bureaucratic stress syndrome whicl. contains several items to measure
a stre3s area, the job dissatisfaction instn^nent is comprised of only
a single item."' The following indexes were used:
1) salaiy dissatisfaction
: "How satisfied are
you with your present salary?'.' (question
ffSl of questlomiaire in y\ppendijc B)
2) jobj^askjissatis^
"Are there any
features of your particular job v^hich you
dislike?" (question #93)
3) status dissatisfaction : "Arc you satisfied
that the people of your community give proper
recognition to your work?" (question //86)
4) superior dissatisfaction : "How satisfied are
you witli your superiors?"" (question //80)
The job dissatisfiers of the job dissatisfaction syi^drome are used
as both dependent and independent variables, depending on their two
functions in the model. Wlien related to eiiiployee traits (Circle A),
the job dissatisfiers are employed as dependent variables. Wlien related
to the bureaucratic stress syndrome, they become independent variables.
This is so because these job dissatisfiers are conceptualized as being
both a possible product of bureaucrat features (Circle A) and possible
generators of bureaucratic stresses (Circle C)
,
The Bureaucratic Stress S)aidrome
Tlie bureaucratic stress syndrome is only used as a dependent
147
llie General Job Dissatisfaction index transcends all the areas
of job dissatisfaction as displayed in the model (p. 158). Tlie 12 item
index (questions 78-89) is sliown in tlie questionnaire, Apj^cndix B.
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factor. 11.3 areas of stress sho.vn in Circle C are conceptualized as
bei^g far more severe (stressful) areas of discontent. One of the major
tasks of tMs research, of course, is to show that employees who tend to
exhibit intense stress are likely moreso to quit the bureaucracy than
more content persomel. Tliis is not difficult, but specifying the
stressed employees is difficult.
•nie bureaucratic stress indicators are, as previously mentioned,
more conplex than the single job dissatisfaction measures. Eadi stress'
area is comprised of several items (never less than five) whicli comprise
a stress djidex. Unlike the simple ^uid specific measures of the job
dissatisfaction syndrome, the stress indexes test the depth and rajige
of a discontent. For exanple, "material rewards stress" .tests for more
tlian just salary dissatisfaction. Concern over salary constitutes only
one item of six in tlie material rewards stress index. The material
rewards stress index attempts to probe other material aspects of a job
associated with material happiness and success (e.g., training programs,
promotion plans, career opportunities, visions of higher pay in the
future). From this viewpoint, then, it is conceivable that a bureaucrat
in a perceived "dead-end" job may show no dissatisfaction with present
salaiy, yet score high on the material rewards stress index. This pattern,
however, is not the typical one. The otlier indexes also measure the
same sort of job dissatisfaction intensity (stress) and can be seen in
... 148
the questionnaire m Appendix B.
148
To understand x^htit comprises tlie stress areas indicated in
Circle C, the reader sliould consult t}ic last section of the questionnaire
in y^:)pcndix B. Items 118, 122, 127, 128, 133, and 138 constituted the
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In short, mmiy employees may acknowledge a dislike for particular
aspects of tlieir jobs, but some will learn to cope witli them. Others,
however, unable to adapt may become increasingly bothered by a job
dissatisfaction to a point where they experience stress, lliis increasing
tension may or may not be apparent to the particular employees. Hie
alternatives available to the dissatisfied enployee are:
^ ^ adaptationjob dissatisfaction
....^^
^bureaucratic stress
-> turnover
As conceptualized above, job dissatisfaction can be stopped short
of a stressful state if employees adapt. If employees fail to adjust,
prolonged bureaucratic stress will most likely cause the employees to
teiminate their jobs to relieve the stress pain. Here is one of the
basic hypotheses to be tested; namely, that job dissatisfaction results
in adaptation or bureaucratic stress.
Model Purposes
The heuristic model presented reflects the three major hypotheses
to be tested. In brief review. Hypothesis 1 states that certain
personality traits which are manifested within individuals cause
employees in bureaucracies to cxjicricncc various sorts of bureaucratic
stress
. Bureaucratic stress, then, is concepualized as a personal
material rewards stress index. Items 121, 123, 124, 132, and 137
coiiprised the job task stress index. Items 119, 120, 125, 129, 135
and 136 constituted tlic agency stress index. Items 117, 126, 130, 131,
and 134 comprised the leadership, co-worker, and subordinate coijpetency
stress index, llic ty|-)cs of job dissatisfaction were constructed along
lines outlined by David Krech ct^ al_.
,
op_. cit
.
,
p. 400.
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problem since conditions within the bureaucracy are viewed as only
iJidirect causes of stress. Tliis theoretical position is held because
the same situation, say salaiy of $8,000. will undoubtedly be perceived
differently by eveiy individual. Thus, due to each bureaucrat's uniqu:e
perspective, the objective condition ($8,000 salaiy) will be considered
either not acceptable or acceptable in vaiying degrees by the different
bureaucrats. But it is not inconsistent with this position to suggest
that a "better" working environment would lessen employee dissatisfactions
and stress. Hypothesis 2, then, is the antithesis of Hypothesis 1:
environj^iental and organizational situations are only indirectly responsible
for creating bureaucratic stress in employees
. Hypothesis 3 states that
the attitude an employee holds toward his job in terms of the job
dissatisfaction s>Tidrome reflects the area and extent to which a bureaucrat
is experiencing stress
.
This hypothesis was explained in the previous
section.
The sub -hypotheses are also reflected in the model's blueprint.
Most of the sub -hypotheses tested simply provide measures which lend
support to the major hypotheses.
Defining and Measuring Enployee Turnover
Because through the model relationships betv\feen variables are
sought to give us some understanding of the possible origins of job
dissatisfaction and stress so we can understand enployee tumover, it is
necessary to explain how enployee tumover is defined, conceptualized,
and employed in this research. By and large, enployee tumover (i.e.,
the recruitment, separation and replacement cycle) is an expression of
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enploycc discontent. Soma tunicver, however, cannot be attributed to
er^loyee dissatisfaction. Tl.at is, turnover may be caused by such
unavoidable circumstaiices as death, physical and mental illiness,
marriage, pregnancy, change in residency, sliifts in tlie economy and
dem.mds for certain job services, and similar conditions. ITius,
enployee turnover should not be regarded as a precise measure of the
employee satisfaction level, but only as an unrefined indicator.
Although in a few instances high employee turnover ha^ been shorn
to be advantageous, a majority hold tliat high turnover is a serious
orgajuzational pioblem.^^ It is no wonder that it is regarded in
this way. Recruiting, selecting, orienting, and training costs can be
veiy expensive. New employees tend to be inefficient and accident prone,
Damage to themselves, supplies, and equipment tends to increase operating
costs. Inevitably, then, continued high turnover causes the public to
lose effective services and the bureaucracy suffers a setback in its
reputation. Termination procedures for employees are costly, not to
mention the costs of unemployment coupons at ion. In addition, bitter,
severed employees may spread ill-will, negating expensive advertising
canpaigns designed to recruit potential employees.
Foimulas for measuring turnover vary, but basically employee
turnover is ".
. .
the number of separations per month per 100 of the
149
For a case in point, see: Bernard M. Bass, Organizational
Psycholooy
,
(Boston: Allyii and Bacon, Inc., 1965)
,
p. 42.
"^^^Dalc Yoder, Personnel Management and Industrial Relations
,
4th ed.
,
Englewood Cliff
,
N.J., (prcntice-IIall, Inc.
,
1956)
,
p. 744.
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workijig force." Separations include turnover of any kind (i.e.,
quits, layoffs, discharges). The working force is caluclated by adding
together the m.^er of enployees on the payroll at the beginning and at
the end of the month, then dividing by t.vo. Thus, if a:, organization
had 790 enployees at the beginning of the moth and at the month's end
had 810 employees, the average working force ivould be set at 800. If
during this month 20 employees left the organization, the turnover rate
would be calculated as: T.R.= = 2.51. A yearly rate can be
800 7 20
established by employing the same formula, only formula calculations
152
would be figured on a yearly basis. Yearly turnover percentages
are much higher since a t-ivelve month period is taken instead of only
a single month. In some orgaaiizations, the turnover rate may exceed
100%. This is an exceedingly high turnover pace, but not an impossible
.
one. If an enployer replaces each job vacancy more thaii once a year on
the average, then the turnover rate would be in excess of 100%. Sucli
T.R. rate would severely cripple most bureaucracies since the replacement
cycle is so costly. Healthy turnover runs much lower, probably at a
rate of below 20% or just enougli to allow the ingress of new blood and
ideas. In the Colorado civil service system, the average yearly turnover
153
rate was figured between 17-20%. The Fort Logan Mental Health Center
."^^•^Ibid.
,
p. 744.
152
Because of the cyclical changes in the economy and the work
force, seasonal variations and the varying number of work days per montlj,
yearly T.R. figures are less precise than monthly ones. But despite these
shortcomings of the yearly T.R. figures, they are used in this study
because they reflect long-range estimates which are more illustrative for
the purposes of this research.
153
Statistics released by William Hilty, Personnel Director, of the
Colorado Civil Service system (Fall, 1967).
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was selected for the first case stud, because T.R. = 41"., well above
the average for state employment in Colorado. The Metropolitan State
Hospital in Massachusetts was chosen for the second case study because
its T.R. (46^) also went well beyond the state's average.
"^^^
To obtain a more reprosentative picture of employee turnover due to
the dissatisfaction of employees, it is better if one distinguishes
between "avoidable" m.d "unavoidable" turnover. Tliis refined T.R. can
be accomplished by simply subtracting the unavoidable separations from
total severances and proceeding with the fomula as before.
Studies such as this one are concerned wi^,h causes of turnover
whidi can be classified as "avoidable" separations. To make the
distinction between "avoidable" and "unavoidable" turnover is crucial.
People who quit because of disabling injuries, lengthy illness,
retirement, marriage, preg-aancy, and so forth, obviously cannot be
classified meaningfully into the same group as those who quite because
they do not like their jobs. It is difficult to reduce unavoidable
separations since the organization is really rather helpless in such
cases. -^^^ In preventable cases, however, there is much that management
can do. Once problem areas are detected, reasonable efforts, weighing
organizational and human costs, can be made to improve employee-
organization relations to the benefit of both.
The remaining chapters present the findings of tlie comparative
case study.
154
Statistic estijnated by Anthony Tauro, Personnel Manager of
Metropolitan State Hospital O'cbruary, 1971)
.
155 ^.
This, of course, is not totally true. By discriminating against
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unmarried young women who have a tendency to marry and leave the
organization, and other such high risk groups, management can reduce
turnover by avoiding such risky employees. The biographical data
presented with applications provide aji excellent reference for detecting
and discriminating against sudi turnover risks. But ethical hiring
practices and fair employment laws fortiuiately prevent such discrimination.
Although it is an objective of this study to seek ways to reduce turnover,
low turnover rates and bureaucratic efficiency are not extended a higher
priority than hxmaii rights. Tlie reduction of turnover is only sought
where it can be beneficial to all concerned (i.e., employees, employers,
and the public.) > ^ / > f / ,
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CHAPTER IV
Linkages of Career and Socio-Economic Factors with the
Job Dissatisfaction and Bureaucratic Stress Syndromes
TTiis chapter focuses on how the career and socio-economic factors
illustrated in the research design relate to the Job dissatisfaction aaid
bureaucratic stress categories in their respective s)a.dromes (refer to
Model on p. 77)
.
Career Factors vs. Job Dissatisfaction and Bureaucratic
Stress Contingencies
Length of Employment in Bureaurrprv, in the Fort Logan study, the
"lengtli of time employees are employed in the agency" was found related
only to "status dissatisfaction," while in the Metropolitan State study
this factor failed to be related to status dissatisfaction, but was related
to salary. Table 1 shows these relationships. "^^'^ The first part of Table 1
shows a rather wealx statistically significant relationship between length
of employment in agency and status dissatisfaction. Tlie relationship
indicates that job dissatisfaction with status varies according to the
length of time employees are enployed in the agency. Persons employed no
longer than eigliteen months and between three and seven years are relatively
Because the Fort Logaii Mental Health Center was only in operation
about seven years when studied, unfortunately comparisons cannot be made
for categories above seven years.
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dissatisfaction with status rewards. This tends to indicate that the
the sort of recognition they are receiving after three years in the agency
^ose who did not have evidently departed. But because this relationship
.s a „eal< one and failed to prove statistically significant at Metropolitan
State, the relationship deserves little attention.
The second part of Table 1 appears more meaningful even though this
stronger relationship proved sij^ificant only at Metropolitan State.
Dissatisfaction is quite apparent in the "0-18 month" category possibly
indicating, in light of other evidence, that starting salaries are too low
to satisfy the employees or salary satisfaction increases as the salary
increases. Although a rather large decline in salary dissatisfaction appears
between "18 „,ontlrs and 3 years", salary dissatisfaction increases again
between the third a,rd seventh years, declining only modestly between 7 and
15 years, but rather dramatically after 15 years of service. Such a trend
implies that the starting pay is too low and the graduated pay scale is too
slow to satisfy most employees. The fact that dissatisfaction with salary
drops rather sharply after 18 months can be explained partly by the high
turnover rate during these beginiring months among those probably most
disturbed about tlieir pay. It is worth observing that not a single group
is very pleased with their salary. This fact is made more meaningful as
other trends in job dissatisfaction are presented.
Although length of employment in the bureaucracy was related to
status dissatisfaction at Fort Logair, this career factor failed to be
117
significantly linked to anytl,ing in the bureaucratic stress syndrce
Apparently, adaptation occurs short of stress episode. As hypothesised
tins results because perceived dissatisfaction is not necessarily
manifested as stress.
In the Metropolitan State study, "length of enplo>^ent in the
agency" is related to several bureaucratic stress categories. Table 2
shows that^length of enployment is related to "material rewards
stress." Again, we find the most recently employed employees to be
the most discontented. Only M in the "0-18 month" category express low
'material rewards stress", a percentage about four times lower than the
next closest in that category. All other employee groups appear to express
undrainatic differences in the low "material rewards stress" category,
13 percentage points separating the extremes. Tlie only inconsistency to
tliis pattern is found between enployees employed between 3 and 7 years.
After 7 years of eiiployment in the bureaucracy, a shaip decrease appears
,
indicating that previously malcontented enployees have either left the
organization before 7 years or have adapted. As will be sufficiently
demonstrated, enployees who have been with the bureaucracy for a goodly
number of years are generally more satisfied and express considerably less
stress than enployees wlio have been with the bureaucracy a much shorter
time. However, this may be due to higher salaries and/or changed life
158
It should be remembered that "material rewards stress" is quite
different from mere "salaiy dissatisfaction". As explained, "material
rewards stress" reflects many aspects of a job whidi reflect material
matters, only one of which being the pay itself.
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styles. When "lenHth of e„,loy.ent in a.enc," is
.elated to "General
Bureaucratic Stress". (Table 2) this tendency becomes ™ore clear l.is
relationships are presented and explained.
Table 3 presents the relationships between "length of e„ploy™ent
1. the agency" with both "agency operations stress" and "Job task stress-
Once again it is apparent that newly recn,ited e,^loyees arc experiencing
both .ore agency operations stress and Job task stress than those e„.loyed
longer. In the high stress categories both relationships follow si^lar
trends with the exception of the "over 15 years" category. Here we find
high "agency operations stress" to be three ti^es the extent of "Job task
stress". Evidently, is, this group personnel are able to cope with the
specific tasks of their Job more easily than with the operations of the
bureaucracy as a whole. A gl.Ke at the low stress colons indicates that
this is generally the case since larger percentages appear.more frequently
than under "agency operations stress". But because these findings at
Metropolitan State are not verified by the Fort Logan study, they should
be re-tested before firmer conclusions can be drawn.
In sumnaix
.
Employee discontent seems to be greatest for employees
who have only been in the bureaucracy a short time. The measures
employed showed personnel employed between "0-18 months" to express high
"salary dissatisfaction", "material rewards stress",, "agency operations
stress", "Job task stress", and "general bureacuratic stress" compared to
otlier tenure categories. Of course, intense dissatisfaction at this early
stage in emplo)'ment explains partly the high turnover rate at both
institutions. If discontent could be reduce in the "0-18 months" stage,
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so disturbed with their work when the), are first hir,d.
^'^'^^^^^^^^^^^^^E^^^
^^^^^^^
™ore about the relationships between "iength of enpio^ent in the
..enc,"
and various :ob dissatisfaction
.,d stress factors, length of e^io>.ent
was cross-tabulated with the personality variables.^^^ Although not
antrcrpated, so„,e interesting and enlightening relationships were sho™
Table
.
displays the relationships betweeu, length of enploy^ent in the
agency and three personality factors (authoritarianisn,".
"organizational
rigidity", and "indifference"). r,e first relationship shows a close
positive relationship between bureaucracy and authoritarianism. Tins
patter, is best illustrated by combining the moderate and high percentages
in each category of the independent variable or by the low "authoritarian-
category alone. Tins table makes it rather clear that "rigidity" in
thinking and perspective (part of the authoritarian nature) increases
with age (reflected in the length of service) aid supports the belief
that older people are more "set in their ways" than the young. At least
at Metropolitan State 65? of the enployees enployed "18 months or less"
were found to express low authoritarian tendencies
, while only
J
Altliough the personality variables were generally used asindependent variables, they were crossed with thf caSer and soSo-
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as will
in of the enployees e^loyed over 7 years were found to be low
authoritarian. Tins is a significant and helpful finding because
be demonstrated later, high authoritarianism has a strong tendency to be
related to low job dissatisfaction and low bureaucratic stress.
The relationship between "length of e^loyment" and
"organizational
rigidity", although only a
.1 significance level is reached, lends more
support to the "length of c^loyment-authoritarian" contingency-. Again,
the sa:ne general pattex. exists where "organizational rigidity" increases
as the number of years in the bureaucracy increases. The only inconsistency
in this otherwise perfect pattern occurs for bureaucrats enployed "over
15 years". But even though high organizational rigidity decreases sharply,
moderate organizational rigidity contains the highest percentage of
employees for any group. Tlius, when moderate and high organizational
rigidity percentages are combined a total of 781 is reached-a percentage
greated than the first ti.o tenure categories, and only slightly dom from
the "3-15 year" groups. Because the authoritarian personality is typified"
by a rigid character, and organizational rigidity is a measurement of the
extent to which one desires inflexibility in their work, it is expected
that a similar pattern would appear for both, especially when used as
independent variables.
"Indifference" is also related to authoritarian and organizational
rigidity, but in a more subtle manner. As Table 4 shows, high indiffemce
tends to increase as "lengtli of employment in the agency" increases.
According to the theories of Robert Merton (reviewed in Chapter II) , the
bureaucratic virtuose is typified by an authoritarian type who is largely
indifferent to bureaucratic ends, but adheres rigidly to bureaucratic
124
rules ..d regulations. Robert Presthus, in discussing the indifferent
personality type (reviewed in Chapter Til)
,
concludes that indifferents
are people who sinrply put in the necessa^ time, obey the rules and
regulations, and refuse to become involved. For these reasons, such
enployees are frequently the most content because they differ from
those who experience fnastrations at work because they are involved.
As will be shown later, such allegations are essentially correct.
Not only do the authoritarian and high organizational rigidity types
express low job dissatisfaction and stress, but the indifferents do
as well.1^^0
Length of Employm^at Present Position
. In the Fort Logan
study it was hypothesized that: "the longer an employee is employed
at the same position, the higher his perceived job dissatisfaction
and stress: (sub
-hypothesis 1) . It was believed that this would be
true because employees would not be enjoying the fruits which accompany
promotion such as more status, more salaiy, newness of job tasks, and
the like. However, the hypothesis was proven false. In effect. Table 5
demonstrates that pea]<s of bureaucratic stress are readied betiveen three
160^ • u
_
It is hoped that by now the reader, has grasped the discouraging
ijnplications of this trend. That is, it appears that those most contentin bureaucracy are a combination of Marten's bureaucratic virtuosos and
Presthus' indifferents. Tliey are also employees most unlikely to resign
from bureaucracy, ^ose who are most likely to quit are those with a
quite opposite character. Those wJio are frustrated because they are
involved bureaucrats, potential reformers of current policies and
practices
.
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years. After the secon. ,ear a noUceaMe aecUne appears.
..t a sU,.t« trend occurs after three years tenure, ^e noticeable fluctuation
.n perceived stress between position inception t.til the third ,ear see^s
to rndicate that enployees are undergoing a relatively rapid cl.ange in
orientation toward the entire bureaucratic machinery during these first
few years. A possible explanation
.ay be that the enployoes are being
assigned new responsibilities periodically whid. tend to produce overall
tension until workers adjust.
'
The second half of the table, however, seemi:.gly contradicts the
findings of the first half in that "agency operations stress" appears
to remain at about the sa.e level for the firs year. A decline in agency
operations stress then takes place until the third year after which this
stress shaiply increases. Since relatively low agency operations tension
exists between the first and second years, it is apparent that high
"general bureaucratic stress" may not result from it. ll,is iiiplies that
employees who are experiencing bureaucratic stress are perceiving intense
strain from other possible tension areas in their work.
Similar relationships appeared in the Metropolitan State study.
Although several differences are apparent, the table demostrates a basic
similarity. In contrasting Table 6 with Table 5 it is apparent that for
the "length of employment at present position-general bureaucratic
stress" contingency-nothing can be concluded for categories of 1 year
or less. There are just too many fluctuations withing the same table and
between tables to reacli ajiy conclusions. But there exists a somewhat
similar pattern for tlie period between one and seven years. A close look
«127
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at tl,e two tables shows that there is a si,„ilar dip i„ expressed hi*
"General Bureaucratic Stress" after two years leveling off to si^lar
percentages at 5 years. It is also sho™ that a like increase in stress
intensity appears between the fifth and seventh years. Figures fro. the
Metropolitan State study show that high general bureaucratic stress tapers
off sliaiply after seven years. No conparison with the Fort Logan Mental
Health Center can be mde because it was only about 7 years old when
investigated.
A comparison betiveen the tables of the relationship between
"length of employment at present position" and "agency operations stress-
demonstrates an even more positive trend. For the period between one and
seven years a definite pattern is shown. First there is a].out a 501 decrease
in agency operations stress between the first and second years. Tlien there
is even a further drop until the third year (note that on both tables the
percentage of employees expressing highagency operations stress is veiy
low at this point). Between the fifth a:id seventh years the percentage
increase is approximately the same for both groups, although the actual
percentages are quite different.
The Metropolitan State personnel between the third aiid seventh
year of employment at the same position are obviously less stressed with
agency operations than the same groupings at Fort Logan. These statistics
tend to show that adjustment is strenuous during the first year, especially
to the rules and regulations of the bureaucracy, and declines in difficulty
thereafter. Tlie jump in perceived stress after five years may be due to
a form of itchiness to leave tliis position for one higher in the hierarchy.
Tu^o contingencies iiivolving Icngtli of employment at present
129
proved statistically significant i,. the MotropoUt™ State stu., yet
foil shon o. statistical si«„IHc,„Ke at Pen ,,„«an. Ta,.e 7 J.ich lin.s
"Jcngtl, Of e„a,loy™ent at present position" to "status dissatl.ractien"
tends to indicate t„at perceived ^derate to M,„ status dissatisfaction
regains n,t„er const.u
.
varin« no „,ore t,K,„ 7 percentage peints between
6 months and seven years. But at the s.w ti™e, high di.satisfactien
fluctuates considerably but in a so,„owhat consistent
,„a™,er between 3
montJis und 5 years.
Findings hero imply that there are rather definite intervals
where concen. for status is either heightened or reduced and hy a
predictable percentage of bureaucrats. No catogoTy exists for 6 years
or less, but if one did, would the percentage of eiiployees highly
dissatisfied with status decrease again? One c..inot help but ask this
question since perfect yearly declines and inclines seems to appear in
this table. Curiously enough, status dissatisfaction after 7 years is
unlike any other category. That is, bureaucrats liere generally express
cither high or low status dissatisfaction. Few remain between tJie
161
extremes
.
Lcjigth of («iiiplo)ni,c]it at present position proved to produce- a strong
relationship wit.li "job task dissatisfaction" in tlio Metropolitan State
study. Table 8 demonstrates tliat intense dissatisfaction with job tasks
161
This statistic is even more meaningful when considering that in
establishing the High, Moderate, and Low categories, a bell-shaped
distribution is sought (i.e., most of the scmiple is "tossed" toward the
middle)
.
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.nceases as one remains at the same position of e^io^ent. Only between
the f.fth and seventh year is there a decline. But the suspicion that
.Ob task dissatisfaction decreases during these years is quickly erased
by combxning the moderate and high categories, leaving 0. of the employees
e^ressing low Job task dissatisfcation.
...is trend tends to lend support
to sub-hypothesis 1 which was disproven in the Fort Logan study. Il.at is,
the longer an employee is employed at the sa.e position, the higher his
perceived general bureaucratic stress. Since Job tasks at the same position
would unlikely become more difficult to handle, chances are that increased
dissatisfaction is more a faction of boredom or lack of new challenges than
anything else, n.is inference is given more support by the data previously
cited a:.d other data not given which shows that longer tenure bureaucrats
generally express more satisfaction and less stress.
liLJiwy.. It appears that sub-hypothesis 1 must be rejected
(i.e., "the longer an employee is enployed at the same position, the
higher his perceived job dissatisfaction and stress") because the data
indicate that no such pattern exists. Although inconsistencies exist,
generally dissatisfaction and stress appear to be the least intense between
tlie tliird and fifth years of employment in the same position. Actually,
a cyclical pattern occurs up to two years, then a decrease in job discontent
appears, then job dissatisfaction increases again after the fifth year.
Possibly this occurs because adjustment to new job tasks are frustrating at
first until the proper skills are mastered. Between the second and fifth
years tlie job tasks are perfomied adequately. After the fifth year the
en^loyee may become bored with the same position and be itcliy for a new
one.
the
.ndepondent variable "length of e™plop,e„t in the agency"
"authoritarianis™",
"organizational rigidity" and "inH,f.'^y
'
a indifference" proved
to he the only personality variables related to "len«h r ,KiLsa ngt of employment
position". Basically, the s™e patters prevail. Table 9
iUustrates that ™ore intense authoritarianism,
organizational rigidity
and indifference are associated with longer tenure in the same position'
But such contingencies, to^s out to be more the faction of age than
^
either length of tenure in the bureaucracy or length of service at the
same position. A ,uic,. glance at Tables 9 and 9A demonstrate clearly
that older e^loyees tend to be considerably more authoritarian
organizationally rigid, and indifferent than their younger co-workers.
Socio-Economic Factors vs. Job Dissatisfaction
and Bureaucratic Stress Contingencies
.
Educationaljevel. I" both the Fort Logan and Metropolitan State
series educational level proved to be a very discriminating variable
'
when correlated with Job dissatisfaction and bureaucratic stress syndromes.
In both studies educational level was linked closely ,rith salary
dissatisfaction. Table 10 shows consistency between the t,vo sarnies,
others differ greatly. Discounting the imco^lete high school category
and below for lack of adequate sainple size, we can see that the following
groupings demonstrate similar percentage breaks: completed high school;
business or trade sdiool; some college; and more than 2 years of graduate
school.. In both samples we find a large percentage of tliose with some
college dissatisfied with their salary, while those with business or
trade school training or more tlian 2 years graduate school express the
134
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least dissatisfaction with their ean^ings. Tl.ere are two categories
however, whid. show a .ajor shift in salary dissatisfaction. In the'
Fort Logan study of 1967, enployees with college degrees and 2 years of
graduate school or less are laregly satisfied with their pay. But a
dramatic reversal in satisfaction level is witnessed in the 1971 study
at the Metropolitan State. Eut due to significant changes in the
econony since the first study, no wonder such chaa.ges appear. In 1967
the economy was prosperous and unemployment was low, especially in
Colorado. College
-educated people could find suitable enplo^ent and just
rewards for their higher education. In this light, then, it is not too
suiprising that relative satisfaction with' salary was expressed. During
tins period people with some college training had to settle for jobs
generally far inferior to those who had a sheepskin. It is speculated
that for these reasons the some college group expressed about double the
dissatisfaction with salary than those who earned the college degree.
Four years later the economy shifted for the worse. Unenployment
was high, especially in Massachusetts (reaching 8°^ plus in July of 1971)
and state budgets were often frozen, as was the case in Massachusetts.
Tliis meant that college educated people had no clioice but to accept
employment frequently far below their skills and training. Instead of
being rewarded for earning a B.A. or M.A.
, their expectations had been
shattered by a dismal economy and a confrontation with the "dumb -dumb"
162
This was particularly true at For Logan as learned by interviews
with the management. "Some college" people were frequently fomd as
technicians, while college degree holders were found in higher and more
rewarding positions.
139
jobs
.
Dissatisfaction with sala^ at hfetropo] itan State has led to
severe material reward stress for m of the college educated group
(Table 11) . ,
Failing to be statistically related in the Fort Logan study
educational level-stat.. dissatisfaction produced a tight contingency at
Metropolitan State (Table 12). Beginning with those enployees ,d>o have
conpleted high school, there appears to be a general decline in status
dissatisfaction as educational level rises. For exanple, while 56^, of
the co^npleted high school gro^, expressed status dissatisfaction, only
335 of the "some college" did, 23? of the "2 years graduate school or
less" group, and 0? of those indicating the highest education. Although
only m of the college degree gro^, express high status dissatisfaction
(.naking then, slightly out of focus ,ritl, the general trend)
, 72% of tl,ese
employees expressed at least moderate status dissatisfaction, thus roalcing
the combined moderate and higl> status dissatisfaction percentage 89%
-higher than any other grouping. Of course, this statistic is not
unexpected given wliat has previously been said about the plight of the
recent college degree holder.
In regard to the bureaucratic stress syndrome, only one dependent
variable (agency operations stress) i<as found statistically relevant in
both studies. It can be seen in Table 13 that dissimilarity prevails over
t
163
. .
In discussing this trend with Anthony Tauro, Personnel Director
at Metropolitan State Hospital, he conveyed that he was filling many
non- college" positions with college educated personnel.
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similarity. Again we witness a meaningful change in the college degree
group. At Fort Loga.. m of these employees indicated low stress toward
agency operations, while at Metropolitan State only lU expressed low
agency operations tension, leaving m in the moderate to high stress
categories. Vnis increase in agency operations stress was demonstrated
even more profomdly in the some college groins, moderate to high operations
stress increasing from 53°. to 100°.. The only stable pattern existed in
the business or trade school group where once again those experiencing high
stress remained relatively low. One more notation is warranted. For
'
sundry reasons, in the highest two educational categories high agency
operations stress differs sharply between studies, considerably less stress
is expressed at Metropolitan State. Unique policies of the state's civil
service system or majiagemcnt within the bureaucrac)^ can cause sudi reactions.
'Avo more relationships proved significant in the Metropolitan
State survey. ^Hie first half of Table 14 sl^ows severe job task stress to
be generally more prevalent, among the less educated groups. Those with
some college are experiencing the most job task stress-
-961 expressing
either moderate or high job task stress. But because job tasks vary
greatly according to position (largely reflecting educational background
and experience), it is not expected that a general pattern should exist.
A general trend would only be anticipated, if say, all educational groups
v;ere employed at the same position (i.e., say, all techniciaiis)
. Possibly
the reason high job task stress decreases by more than one half between
the "some college" aiid "college degree" groups results from them being
forced into performing similar job tasks--a situation ex^^lained previously.
Tlie importance of this table for management is clear. Obviously, employees
144
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vrith certain educational backgroouis are considerably
.ore stressed with
job tasks than others, thus indicating wl.ere e^loyee tun^over is most
likely and least likely to occur. It is also possible that extreme
fluxuations between felt job task stress a..ong different educational
backgrouiids may indicate that some employees are not trained enough to
handle their job tasks easily, while other jobs may be too easy or
mchallenging. For exanple, could it be that those with "some college"
are overburdened, while those mth "2 years graduate work or less" are
'
taking it easy. But because the nature of the ivork differs, speculation
here is difficult.
Part ts,o of Table 14 suggests that stress over the competency of
superiors, co-workers, and subordinates increase through the college
degree group, then decline. An immediate reaction is that lower level
employees have more confidence in middle management than middle management
has in top level management. Since high stress with superiors, co-workers,
and subordinates is dramatically lower in the highest educational categories
(reflecting top management)
,
it appears tliat top management has considerably
more confidence either in themselves or their subordinates than their
subordinates have in their co-workers or superiors. It is again
apparent that the college degree employees are the most stressed. It
should be remembered that this group also expressed high salary
dissatisfaction, high status dissatisfaction (when moderate and high
164
Tlie manner in which tlie questionnaire items were phrased would
make responses relative to the position of the bureaucrat. Theoretically,
then^ liiglicr-ui^s v/ould think in terms of their subordinates and co-workers,
while lower level employees would think in temis of their superiors and
co-workers
.
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since
categories were cc^ined)
,
and ]ngh material rewards stress. Intense
stress was not dei^onstrated for job tasks, but this is consistent
ability to perfoi^ the work is seemingly correlated with the willingness
or pleasure in doing the work. Again, the table indicates that personnel
with college degrees are working in positions far below their expectations
or capabilities. Being bothered by inferior pay and status, poor
opportunities for future job success, and superiors who under different
conditions might have been their colleagues or subordinates, appears to
be a natural reaction to their plight.
In summary. Generally, the most dissatisfied and stressed
bureaucrats tended to be those who had only "some college" education and
a "college degree", but no graduate school training. From, personal
interviews and investigating the biographical background of these tv;o
educational groups, it appears that these bureaucrats are being employed
in jobs degrading to their training. This was particularly tlie case at
Metropolitan State. The poor job market of the late 1960 's and early
1970 's has undoubtedly added to the high eiiployee turnover problem by
"forcing" college trained people to tal^e "non-college", teclinical jobs.
Management at both institutions infomed me that turnover was the most
critical among hospital teclmicians
.
Those employees least likely to be dissatisfied or stressed with
their jobs tended to be the bureaucrats with a business, trade school,
or graduate sdiool educational background. Evidence indicates that these
employees are filling positions for which they were trained. Therefore,
they do not tend to be disturbed or in any rusli to leave their positions
because they are "educated misfits".
147
Sex linkages. Sex proved to be largely unrelated to tl,e job
dissatisfaction syndro,„e in both studies, but one relationship did appear
at Metropolitan State. Table IS shows that „o,„=n enployees are notably
more dissatisfied with their st^eriors than are ™en. Althougl, just missing
at the
.1 significance level at For Logan, this same tendency prevailed.
It is speculated that women are still largely donunated by male superiors
even in civil service organizations where jobs are held ideally on the
basis of merit. Evidently, even tliough less discrimination against women
in top level jobs undoubtedly exists in public service thai in private
165
enterprise, the practice is still too pervasive to reduce the resentment
o£ the female enployees.
But in reference to the bureaucratic stress syndrome, women appear
to display a disproportionate amount of stress as compared to the male
bureaucrats. Both at Fort Logan and Metropolitan State (Table 16) females
expressed slightly over double the percentage of high general bureaucratic
stress than their male counterparts. However, at Fort Logan an apparent
trend was seen in regard to agency operations stress (last part of
Table 16)
.
In this contingency males demonstrate more than double the
extent of stress. It was hypothesized that women would be more adaptive to
bureaucratic rules and regulations than men but not to other organizational
features (sub
-hypothesis 5) . Because the females scored higher than the
165
A point of interest is that the Fort Logan Mental Health Center
was headed by a woman at tlie time it was researched. Otherwise, men
employees in both orgaiiizations dominated the hierarchical peaks.
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.ales in the general bureaucratic stress measurement, yet scored lower
in agency operations stress index, it became apparent that women e^loyees
must be undergoing somewhat more stress in other ways/^^ Such was
substantiated by the inspection of additional data that was statistically
insigrnificant. The data showed females to be consistently more
dissatisfied or stress in the remaining measurements, although a few
exceptions occurred. Tl.is would tend to invalidate sub
-hypothesis 5.
In^swmcT^. Generally, women bureaucrats tended to be more
dissatisfied and stressed with their emi^lo^ent than their male covmte^arts
,
Women expressed over twice as much "general bureaucratic stress" than the
men. The women bureaucrats also expressed about twice as mud. resentment
toward their superiors than the men. Although some studies in the past
have sho^m some women to prefer male superiors, the women's liberation
movement of the late 1960's and early 1970's probably m.ade women acutely
sensitive to male domination. Maybe the women are reacting to the fact
that the hierarchies of both institutions are male dominated. But placing
more women in higher positions in the hierarchy may not reduce employee
turnover because it could cause the "unliberated" men to become resentful
and cause them to quit. This is a delicate issue, which many men have
learned to their dismay, must be handled very carefully.
Controlling for sex
.
To understand further why women tended to be
more dissatisfied and stressed with their employment,- sex was correlated
166
Since the general bureaucratic stress index is a composite of all
the otlier stress areas, women had to show consistently more stress in areas
other than agency operations stress to allow them to score higher in the
general bureaucratic stress index.
151
with the personality variables enployed in the study/'' TWo explanatoxy
relationships appeared. Sex was found to be related to indifference and
alienation. Table 17 shows where high indifference tends to be more the
trait of males than females. Since it was stated earlier that high
indifference tends to be linked mth increased satisfaction and low stress,
then one of the reasons women tend to express more dissatisfaction and stress
might be due to this personality factor. Tentatively, it appears that low
indifference (high involvement in the bureaucracy) promotes frustration
which leads to dissatisfaction and anxiety. Highly indifferent employees
(a large percentage of them being men) seem to avoid fiiistration by their
indifferent or noninvolved attitude toward their work.
The last half of the table presents a similar relationship. Here
we find the percentage of females exhibiting extreme alienation to be less
than one -half that displayed by the males. And as was found later in the
study, high alienation tends to be related to high job dissatisfaction and
168
stress
.
An additional fear of failure index was employed in the second case
analysis to cast more light on certain relationships. In regard to sex
167
Only for Metropolitan State enployees.
168
Originally, simply for curiosity sake, sex was run against
"research optimism", a single item asking whether studies such as this
one could help stimulate positive bureaucratic change. Results showed
50% of the fem.ales to be pessimistic, while only 27% of the males were
(sig. .05). Again, this reflects the consistent trend betvv'een men and
wom.cn. Women, being more displeased with the present job situation from
their perspective, appear less likely than the men to perceive of futrue
and dramatic clianges which will inprove the bureaucracy, especially for
tliem.
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only a single, weaJ. relationship appeared. Table 18 illustrates that
women fear failure more than men.' But this contingency is weak a:.d not
much credence should be placed upon it. Ho;.ever slight, the trend is
not inconsistent with the other findings presented. Tl.e tendency is at
least helpful in e>q3laining why women are more bothered by their superiors,
exliibit more general stress, and yet remain more involved in their work
Ci.e., less indifferent to it) than the men.
But it sliould be mentioned that although women do appear to be more
dissatisfied mid stressed than men, this outcome could be more of a
fmiction of age than sex. Table 19, below shows that more than tidce as
many women as conpared to men are found in the age category xdiere the
most intense dissatisfaction and stress occurs, as we shai;L see in the
next section. Of the women surveyed in this "under 25" age categoiy,
62% express "high" general job dissatisfaction, while 79% expressed
"moderate" to "high" general bureaucratic stress. These percentages are
still much higher than for the males, however, although there are not
enough women and men in these cells to draw any adequate conclusions.
Table 19
Sex vs. Age
Metropolitan State
X
C/D
Male
Female
Age
25
19
25-34 35-44 45-54
11
55-64 65+
11 14 13
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AgeiiEkaSSS. Of the career and socio-econoMic variables, age in
both studies produced the ™ost statistically significa>.t relationships
with the job dissatisfaction syndrome, although at Fort Logan, age failed
to be linked to any factors in the bureaucratic stress syndrome. This
finding tends to support th. thesis that job dissatisfaction does not
necessarily lead to stress.
Table 20 sliows the linkages between age and salary from the two
case studies. Mthough similar expressions of salary dissatisfaction are
shorn for the imder 25 categoiy, and for those 55 or over, strangely enough,
opposite relationships were obtained for those between the ages of 25 and
45. While enployees betiveen these ages are satisfied with their salaries
at Fort Logan, dissatisfaction is displayed at Metropolitan State. It is
apparent that at Fort Logan salary dissatisfaction is only acute for
beginning employees (i.e., those under 25). Henceforth, salaiy satisfaction
increases until a slight dip is noticed for those 55 or over. But at
Metropolitan State, salary dissatisfaction continues until a rather late •
age- -until age 55. Several factors could explain this discrepancy. One,
the pay scale at Metropolitan State progresses too gradually to please
most employees. Two, the pay scale is too low in contrast to the high cost
o£ iving in the Boston area as compared to the lower cost of living near
Denver. Tliree, the condition of the economy in 1971 is so much worse than
it was in 1968 that Metropolitan State is a victim of present economic
conditions ratlier than agency or civil service policy.
"''^^
169
Pay scales arc governed by the state's civil service system.
Individual organizations do not have the power to control wages. Because
general civil service policy is slow, pay hikes could be far behind cost
of living increases in time of growing economic despair.
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ases
,
In Table 21 a well-nigh perfect patte™ exists between age a.>d Job
task dissatisfaction. As age increases, Job task dissatisfaction decre
TMs sa.,e patter is she™ in the ^fetropolitan State data, but tl,e
contingency failed at the
.1 level of statistical significance. Evidently,
ease in handling new Job tasks successfully
.ay not be the reason for the
expressed discontent. As previously indicated, and will further be
elaborated, perspective, reflecting one's previous experiences, appears to
be more responsible for perceived dissatisfaction and stress than ability
to perform assigned duties. For exa^le, prelimnary results from these
two studies indicates that the younger bureaucrats consistently experience
considerable u,Aappiness, not because of their talents, but because their
previoas backgromds and frame of mind which does not allow them to be
satisfied with their present position-generally one of low status, salaiy,
and the like.
Proving insignificaait at Metropolitan State, but showing a strong
,001 relationship at Fort Logaji was the age-status dissatisfaction
contingency (last half of Table 21) . Again we see that those under 25 are
dissatisfied ivith their present status. Again, this is so because of the
generally low position of the beginning bureaucrat. Since status
dissatisfaction decreases so shaiply after 24, evidently quick adjustment
is made or these younger employees quit. There is also another possibility
to explain the gross dissatisfaction of en^loyees under 25. It could be
that few college educated people exist in this age group, especially when
considering the men. This is a likelihood simply because college educated
personnel would generally have to 22 years old at least. The militaiy
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obligation would also delay college men from beginning full-time
enployment. Consequently, few people could hold a college degree and
still be under 25. Most of this age groi^, then, would include non-college
people in the lowest income and prestige positions in the bureaucracy.
Such provides a partial explanation for the high dissatisfaction within
this age group.
Consistently, sui^erior dissatisfaction also fonncd a rather perfect
pattern when crossed with age. Generally, Table 22 reveals that
dissatisfaction with superiors declines as age increases. Although not a
single employee under 25 expressed high superior dissatisfaction,,v48%
ijidicated moderate dissatisfaction. By combining the moderate and high
categories, however, one can see that those under 25 are the most
dissatisfied. Tliis pattem is even more apparent in the data from
Metropolitan State. Here 52% of the "under 25" group feel high superior
dissatisfaction, contrasted to a mere 8% for those 55 or over.
Oddly enough, the age-general job dissatisfaction contingency just
missed statistical significance at Fort Logan, but a somewhat close
relationship appeared at Metropolitan State. As before, the general trend
prevailed where as age increased, dissatisfaction decreased (Table 23)
.
As mentioned, age failed at Fort Logan to be unrelated to any
factor in the bureaucratic stress syndrome, thus indicating that some
form of adaptation (either in tlie form of adjustment to job demands or
turnover) took place short of more widespread ajid intense job tension
(i.e,, forms of bureaucratic stress). But once again the same pattern
prevailed at Metropolitan State in reference to the bureaucratic stress
syndrome (Table 24) . Excluding a minor inconsistenq'' involving the
160
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"25-34- age group, increased age is accoi^^anied by less general
bureaucratic stress feelings. IVlule, as .any as 52". of the youngest
enployees expressed general bureaucratic stress, only about 10^ of the
older expressed high bureaucratic stress.
As discussed previously under the sections dealing with the
"length of enpploy:nent in agency" a.id "length of employment at present
position", dissatisfaction a^d stress in these two relationships appears
to be inore the function of age than any other factor.
The above analysis regarding age gives us one fii^ indication for
explaining the high turnover rate at both Fort Logan, md Metropolitan
State. Without any doubt, the younger enrployees are highly dissatisfied
with eveiy aspect of their emplo>Tn8nt (at least those aspects ineasured)
.
Tlie gap between enployee dissatisfaction in the younger age groups and
older age groups is too significant to be overlooked. Obviously, to
keep younger employees with the bureaucracy, a more concerted effort to
meet some of their demands should be made. It could be that the rigidity
of the seniority system is simply too slow a^id frustrating for most of
the younger bureaucrats. If the system discourages young, flexible,
involved, and talented people, possibly the only employees who remain are
tliose bureaucratic virtuosos Robert Merton so detested.
Hie fact that age was only related with the bureaucratic stress
syndrome once does not necessarily imply that the. young are not that
bothered by their work. It seems more probable that the young bureaucrats
are simply quitting shortly after being hired, thus eluding tlie stressful
condition wliich follows prolonged, acut dissatisfaction. Tliis inference
is supported by statements obtained from interviews with the personnel
164
nicuiagers of the t^vo institutions. Both conveyed that turnover is
exceedingly rapid in the first few months for most age groups but
170
*
particularly with the young. It is not enough to suggest that the yomg
are just more mobile. Tlieir instability may be the result of a sound
reason-
-a possibly unintentional, but nevertheless, systematic
171
discrimination against them.
In summary. Hie age factor appears to tell us a lot about the
causes of employee turnover. Obviously, the data show that the younger
employees are very disturbed about their enployiient
, Tlie most dissatisfied
and stressed personnel tend to be under 35, but especially ujider 25. Tlie
findings in this cojiparative case a^ialysis indicate rather convincingly
tliat youthful employees are rather high turnover risks simply because they
show serious displeasure with about every aspect of their jobs. Although
tlie management at Fort Logan and Metropolitan State are somewhat aware of
the intense job discontent by the younger employees, they had better
concentrate on resolving this problem, with the cooperation of the
respectiAi^e civil sendee systems, or they will not be able to reduce
employee tunioA^er significantly. data indicate that over one half of
the employees at Fort Logan arid over one third at Metropolitan State were
under 35 years of age. This is another vital reason why, if tuniover is
to be reduced, careful attention should be given to why employees under
35 are disproportionately dissatisfied and stressed with their employment.
170
Interviews witli Murray Ililty, Chief of Personnel, Fort Logan
Mental Health Center, Fall, 1967; and Mthony Tauro, Persoraiel Director,
l^tropolitan State Hospital, Spring, 197]..
171
This is not to suggest tliat employees sliould not be rewarded for
long tenure. But inflexible policies have led to incompetence in both
16 S
?mJlJm>Ee.leyel. Tno final independent variable in this
section, family income level, was fo...d to be related t.vi.ce in the Fort
Log., analysis and three ti.es at Metropolitan. State. But none of the
relationships appeared twice in both studies. Table 25 shows the Fort
Logan contingencies, while Tables 26 and 27 display those found at
Metropolitan State. The first half of Table 25 illustrates the linkages
between family income and salaiy dissatisfaction. Wages only reflects
one's earnings at work since contributions to fan.ily income may come from
other sources. However, family income is in some ways more descriptive
than straight job earnings since the former reflects more accurately the
standard at which one lives. It is obvious from the' table that an inverse
relationship exists between family income and salaiy dissatisfaction.
Tnat is, as family income increases, salaiy discontent decreases. Only
one minor exception occurs at the $]0,000 - 14,999 level. One might
conclude that this pattern is expected, but public administration
literature has hypothesized' the following about pay in public bureaucracies
the liigher the salary of employees, the greater the salary dissatisfaction.
This hypothesis is based on the belief that as employee classfication level
rises, salary becomes comparably lower as compared to what could be
commanded in private enterprise. Tliat is, clerks, typists, etc. receive
approximately the sajne wages whether they are employed by the public or
private sector. But top level administrators in public institutions, for
example, receive salaries which are generally not competitive with what
public service and private enterprise. To improve our public service,
incompetence should not be protected by codes' whicli. fimction to discourage
and exclude young talent.
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172they would be receiving in private enteiprise/'' But the statistics
presented from the Fort Logan study suggest that this h>^othesis is false
since those receiving higher incomes are considerably more content with
their salaries than lower payed ei^loyees. Income alone, regardless of
other factors Ce.g., age, educational level) appears to detemine the
level of satisfaction with salaiy. But no pattern seemed to form at all
at tetropolitan State, leaving the above conclusions veiy suspect.
The second half of Table 25 demonstrates close, but puzzling
relationships. Employees with a family income of $2,500 (yet the sajni^le
size is too small) and between $5,000 and $14,999 are relatively
dissatisfied mth their income as well as stressed by agency operations.
Enployees with a family income of between $2,500 and $4,999 show extremely
high salaiy dissatisfaction and report relatively low agency operations
stress. Personnel with a family income of over $15,000 express high
agency operations stress, although these same workers display high
satisfaction with their family income. Taie above indicates that employees
with a family income of between $2,500 and $4,999 are likely to be
dissatisfied with their salaiy, but not stressed by agency operations.
Employees with a family income over $15,000 are likely to be satisfied
in regard to salary, but stressed by agency operations. This somewhat
inverse outcome between income and agency operations stress was not
supported in the Metropolitan State study, implying that possibly unique,
undetected conditions made these outcomes particular to Fort Logan. Only
172
Verification can be obtained from the Statistical Abstract of the
'
U^iitcd States (Superintendent of Documents, Washington
,
D.C.).
~
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additional studies could verify sudi tendencies.
To reveal a clearer picture of the relationships between faniily
income and status dissatisfaction, three-way and two-way tables are
presented (Table 26)
.
The first is better for illustrating the intensity
of dissatisfaction, while the latter expresses in clearer fashion whether
the bureaucrats are either dissatisfied or satisfied with their status.
Generally, status dissatisfaction decreases as family income increases
until the $25,000 or over category. Strangely enough, status dissatisfaction
increases dramatically in this grouio. Although high status dissatisfaction
is only at a modest U% level, part t-wp of the table implies the extent to
which status dissatisfaction increases among these rather A^ealthy employees.
ITie $25,000 or over group is the only family income level wliich appears
inconsistent with the downward trend beginning at the $5,000 level.
Certainly, it is obvious that our sample for those earning $25,000 or more
is small, yet still large enough to indicate a reversal in the trend.
Unless further probing is carried out, this shift is difficult to
explain. Ordinarily, one would think that these people would be the most
content with their assigned status, especially since their family income is
indicative of their entire socio-economic position in society. However, it
is a possibility that these "bureaucratic elites" feel that they should be
given even more recognition than tliey are by both fellow enployees and the
community. Since status feelings are relative to self-perceptions, it is
possible tliat these high income employees believe that they are not accorded
proper recognition wlien conpared to other people in the community with
similar educational backgrounds, and the like. It is also a possibility
171
ire : T\\at
that the professional
-generalist clash^^^ is showing through he
is, if these enployees are doctors (either physicians or psychiatrists),
which seen^ highly probable, they
.Bay feel that their professional talelts
are superceded by generalist dictates a.id the rules and regulations of
the bureaucratic system. In any event, status dissatisfaction a^ong these
workers is not sho.m to be intense, nor is the sanple large, nor did such
findings appear in the Fort Logan study. Consequently, concern here seen^s
to warrant only casual attention until further evidence is provided.
Tlie contingency expressed in Table 27 shows an identical pattern
to the table just explained. Only this time we are dealing with
leadership, co-worker, and subordinate coiiipetency stress. Again, as
family income increases, stress declines until the $25,000 or over categoiy
is readied. Then, like in Table 26, an increase is noted. Tliis further
affims the notion that these employees are disturbed about their postion
in the bureaucracy. Not only do they express status dissatisfaction, but
they also are frustrated by the perceived capabilities of their co-workers,
subordinates, and their superiors. Implications are that turnover among
these em[oloyees would be caused more by their ill-feelings over their
place in the bureaucracy than the work itself. In a table not shown,
this group expressed next to the least amount of dissatisfaction over
job tasks.
173
,Public administration literature frequently refers to the
generalist
-professional feud. It is speculated that uneasiness exists
between the two groups due to a basic difference in perspective and
identification. The professionals (i.e., experts such as doctors,
scientists, etc.) identify with their profession and are primarily
concerned with their oim trade, caring little about "trivial" rules that
seem to interfere with their professional expertise. Generalists
(administrators) , on the otlier hand, identify with the bureaucracy and
InjBE^. In general "f.^Mly income" failed to tell us ve^
much a tout employee dissatisfaction and tu^over. About the only
consistency foua.d was that bureaucrats with a family income less than
$7,500 did tend to be the most dissatisfied and stressed when con,3ared
to their more wealthy co-workers. But with such a low salary, tins is
understandable. n,is study does conclude that pay (reflected in f^.ily
income) is about the most critical, single factor in detemining one's
happiness in employment. It appears that financial security must be
satisfied before people are content in their work. After a certain income
(in this case $7,499), incom.e appears to play a more minor role in
determining a person's attitude toward work.
Conclusions
As discussed in Qiapter II, statistical tests only establish
relationships between variables
;
they cannot tell us why such relationships
exist. But despite this limitation, a great deal can be learned once the
relationships are apparent, especially if a series of relationships are
carefully scrutinized. In the series of relationships involving career
and socio-economic variables found in this comparative case study and
presented in this chapter, meaningful patterns have evolved which can lielp
us understand more about eiiployees (at least those employed in public
mental health institutions) and t]ie complex nature of employee turnover,
At the same time the data presented here also contradicts previously
presented infonnation, refuting aiid confusing the understanding we thought
are primarily concerned with organizing principles such as co-ordination
and regard the exjocrts as generally uncooperative. In sum, both sides
feel tliat the other is insensitive to tlieir responsibilities.
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we once liad. But we cannot escape the reality that differences in
theoretical orientation, methods, inferences, mechanical and human error
in the process of survey research, and the unique conditions of various
organizations lead researchers to different and sometimes erroneous
conclusions. Consequently, it appears that only patterns whicli have
sundved rigorous and continuoLLs retesting under different organizational
and methodological conditions warrants high respect, although no trends
should be discarded thoughtlessly.
Of the independent factors surveyed in this chapter, age appears
to have one of the most consistent trends. The general trend indicates
that job dissatisfaction and stress decreases as age increases. But even
more crucial, perhaps, is the consistently high dissatisfaction and stress,
far out of line with all other age categories, expressed by employees
under 25 with almost every phase of their jobs. These enployees exhibited
the highest dissatisfaction with their v/ages, job tasks, superiors, and
their status. Although age failed to be related to the bureaucratic stress
syndrome at Fort Logan, this group also expressed the highest general
bureaucratic stress at Metropolitan State.
Another tendency shows dissatisfaction in certain job areas to
increase slightly in the pre-retirement years. Tlie data show slight
increases in dissatisfaction to occur for those 55 or over in the areas
of salary, job tasks, and status.
Thus, the evidence seems clear. As a group, the young are the
most neglected and unJiappy personnnel. Even though the younger en^loyees
may not deserve as maiiy rewards as older and probably more-experienced
workers, it is apparcjit that to reduce turnover, more efforts should be
174
made to „,ake bureaucratic e,^loy™ont ™ore tolerable for the you.g. But
at the sa.,e ti.,e cha^iges should not be made which would only serve to
trouble other age groupings.
Generally, the sa^e pattern appeared for "length of en^loy^ent in
the bureaucracy" as appeared for age. n,at is, as length of tenure
increases, job dissatisfaction and bureaucratic stress tends to decrease.
But as with age, the most dissatisfaction a:.d stress exists in the short
tenure groups, most likely occupied by tbe younger employees. Also, as
with age, slight increases iii dissatisfaction is evident for those with
the longest tenure, almost necessarily occupied by the oldest bureaucrats,
n^us, the findings here verify the conclusions dram concerning age,
maJcing both causal variables more understandable.
rt was also pointed out in dealing with the above independent
factors (age and length of eirployment in tlie agenqO that certain
personality variables also enlighten us about the above trends. High
dissatisfaction and stress ajnong the young and those with short tenure
(probably consisting predominantly of the same people) can be partially
explained by the tendency for these people also to display low
authoritarian, organizational rigidity, and indifferent personality
features. As discussed more fully in the next chapter, those people
possessing low authoritarian, organizational rigidity, ajid indifferent
personality traits tend to experience higher job dissatisfaction and more
severe bureaucratic stress.
Employees witli certain educational backgrounds are more
dissatisfied and/or stressed with various phases of their employment than
others. At Port Logan tlio em];3loyees witli some college training exhibited
ir
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the .est ui^appiness, while those holding degrees experienced considerably
less. At Metropolitan State, however, a dra..atic reversal appeared showing
employees with college degrees to be appreciably
.ore dissatisfied and
stressed, except in regard to Job tasks. It was leaxned from the personnel
manager that an increasing nwnber of college degree people were being hired
for typically non^college Jobs. Tl,us, it is speculated that because colle
degree win^^ers are being forced to accept employment imrelated to the
previous talents and training, hostility is demonstrated toward the
bureaucracy in the fom of salary and status dissatisfaction, and agency
and material rewards stress. Only slight displeasure is sho.sTi regarding
Job task stress, but such is not unexpected sines unability to perfoim
Job tasks does not necessarily reflect the willingness to do them.
In botli studies those with business or trade school backgrounds
were found to be the least dissatisfied and stressed with all aspects of
their v;ork. Evidently, it is in this group where previous training and
present Jobs are the most liaimonious.
Too many fluctuations occured in other educational categories for
any conclusions to be dravm, except those with graduate school training
generally reflected less dissatisfaction and stress than those at a lower
educational level, excluding the "business or trade school" group. Also,
the highest educated enployees, although generally content, expressed
rather high stress toward the operations of the bureaucracy in both
studies. Assuming these employees are mostly doctors, psychiatrists, or
psycliologists, this indicates that they are frustrated more by tlie formal
bureaucratic controls idiich infringe upon their professional duties, than
anything else,
176
are more
Largely, the two studies have sliown that women bureaucrats
dissatisfied and fiTistrated than the men. Women were sham to be
particularly dissatisfied with their superiors, Tl.eir extreme discontent
with their superiors has evidently led them to experience stress in other
areas. Women also expressed considerably more general bureaucratic stress
than men. Even in other job areas wliere correlations proved statistically
insignificant, generally the sam.e trends prevailed. Additional correlations
were run in the Metropolitan State study to explain some of the reasons for
higher female unhappiness. Women were found to express lower indifference
and alienation, and a higher fear of failure and pessimism toward the
possibility of bureaucratic refoim by surveys. At least low indifference
and high fear of failure have been shown to be linked consistently to job
discontent. It was also noted that m.ore intense feelings of dissatisfaction
and stress among women could be due more to age differences than sex
differences since more than twice as many women as men were found to be
under 25 (the age group where enployees appear the most dissatisfied and •
stressed)
.
Family income level failed to be related enough in the two studies
for conclusive comments. A few patterns could be seen, however. As
family income increased, job dissatisfaction and stress tended to decline.
The only exception existed with the highest paid employees.
Noticeable increases were found in regard to status dissatisfaction
and their perception of the competency of their superiors, co-workers,
and subordinates. But the sajii^Dle size in this category remains too small
to place any leal significance to it as yet.
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aiAPTER V
The Impact of Personality Characteristics on Job
Dissatisfaction aid Bureaucratic Stress
Introduction
.
Predominantly, most studies have been concerned with
the impact various career and socio-economic variables have on job
dissatisfaction and eventual erni^loyee turnover. By and large, the role
personality traits play in job happiness and employee turnover has been
ignored. For some reason, it has been assumed that career and
socio-economic variables are much m.ore influential ajid, thus, x^arranted
most of the attention. Tliis chapter points out, however, that personality
factors are indeed relevajit for explaining job tensions and employee
turnover. In fact, from this comparative case study, indications are that
personality factors provide more explanator)'- and predictive power than do
career and socio-economic variables.
Authoritarianism
.
The authoritarian personality measurements failed
to show statistical significance at Fort Logan, but four modest
relationships appeared in the Metropolitan State data. Authoritarianism
related to general job dissatisfaction, job task dissatisfaction, general
bureaucratic stress, and superior, co-worker, and subordinate competency
stress
.
The first half of Table 28 sliow^s that low authoritarianism is linked
much more closely with high general job dissatisfaction than either moderate
174
or high authoritarianism. The low authoritarian group expresses over
J. / *+
Of course, liigh authoritarianism would epitomize the authoritarian
personality. Moderates would be in between, while loxv authoritarians
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double the general Job dissatisfaction of the other two groups. Tl.e
second half of this table shows that low authoritarian personality types
still express
.ore dissatisfaction (i.e., Job ta.sk dissatisfaction) than
the other two groups. But the figure that stands out the most is in
the moderate categor)^ Of the bureaucrats who display moderate
authoritarian tendencies, only 17% are dissatisfied with their job tasks.
Table 29 again demostrates the sme pattern. 'Hiis table shows that
low authoritarianism is consistently associated with both high general
bureaucratic stress, a^id more specifically, leadership, co-worker, and
'
subordiant conpetency stress. Of course, this latter relationship is
somewhat expected since those who possess non- authoritarian traits are
necessarily (according to the measures enployed) much more flexible or
overt in their thinking. Rigid nries mid regulations rigoriously adhered
to by sujjeriors, co-workers, and subordinates would expectedly frustrate
the minds of tlic non- authoritarians
, but would not be expected to disturb
very deeply the more authoritarian oriented employees. In fact, true
authoritarians greatly prefer to give or take specifically defined
orders, and to work in an atmosphere where job tasks and employee roles
are clearly defined (i.e., predictable).
Tlie relationships here help to explicate some of the findings in
regard to "length of enployment in tlie bureaucracy", "age", and
educational" level. In the last diapter it was showit that employees
would be in fact non-autlioritarian.
Tins relationship is presented in a two-way collapsed table.
Hie three-way collapsed form indicated the same pattern, but proved
statistically insignificant
.
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with short tenure experienced considerably more dissatisfaction and
stress tha. those with longer tenure. It also became apparent that short
'
te^d persoi^el were likely to be yo.^g. Yomger employees expressed
siMlar dissatisfaction a3.d stress. In addition, it was discovered that
those with a college degree also displayed high dissatisfaction and stress.^
Given what has been showi. in this and other studies, inrp] ications are that
these people also tend to possess low authoritarian tendencies. Tliat is,
rigid thinking (i.e., being set in one's ways), tends to increase with
'
age; while a flexible perspective appears to increase with education up
to a point and levels off (say, through four years of college).
In summary. The data show that employees who tend to be the least
authoritarian tend to be the most dissatisfied and stressed about their
work. Such employees, then, would be expected to be the greast turnover
risks since it has been shown in the literature that intense dissatisfaction
and stress tends to lead to higli employee turnover. In this study personnel
tending to score high on the authoritarian personality measurement also
tended to be tlie most satisfied with their work. TIius, the data have
shovm employees with authoritarian personalities tend to be the lowest
turnover risks, if we caii assume, as the literature implies, that "high"
dissatisfaction and stress is indeed associated with actual turnover.
Organizational Rigidity
.
Expectedly, organizational rigidity
produced relationships tending to affirm the above findings regarding
authoritarianism. Table 30 shows that high organizational rigidity is
associated with low material rewards and agency operations stress. The
"organizational rigidity- -materials rewards stress" relationship, is
particularly convincing, illustrating that high material rewads stress
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is experienced approximately ten ti^es more by bureaucrats possessing
low organizational rigidity th™ for those having high organizational
rigidity orientations.
From the data presented, there are strong indications that high
authoritaria^-Lism and organizational rigidity, reflecting a somewhat
similar character, are traits least likely to lead to severe
dissatisfaction, stress, and high turnover. Evidently, highly inflexible
personality types (high authoritari aji and organizational rigidity types)
are congruent with the rather rigid structures commonly found in state
bureaucracies. Employees unable to tolerate such an environment evidently
resign before they grow much older or adjust to the inflexibilities of
the bureaucratic atmosphere. This assertion is partly verified by the
previous finding that older and longer tenure employees tend to display
significantly more authoritarian and organizational rigidity tendencies
than younger employees with less tenure.
In summary
.
In general, the authoritarian and organizational
rigidity measures showed very similar tendencies in personnel. This
was expected since the measures were measuring a similar personality
trait. Employees with "higli" authoritarian and "high" organizational
rigidity traits appear to the most content enployees and thus the least
likely to turnover. Conversely, those employees exhibiting "low"
authoritarianism and "low" organizational rigidity tend to be the most
disturbed with their employment and therefore the most likely to quit.
To reduce turnover it appears that state bureaucracies either must
give preference to authoritarians wlio will be more conducive to
bureaucratic conditions or make the bureaucratic environment less rigid
184
snd thus more inviting to more flexible people. This d.ange was
recoHMended by Robert Merton in the late 1940 's with the hopes of changing
the prevalent bureaucratic personality shovm by the obnoxious, rigid, and
ineffective bureaucratic virtuosos who are niles (means) oriented to a
more pleasing, flexible, and effective behavior type more interested in
clientele needs.
Sociabmt):. Sociability as a descriptive indicator was largely
rejected in the first case analysis at Fort Logan since only one weak
contingency appeared. ''Sociability-superior, co-worker, and subordinate
competency stress" proved significant only at the .1 level. However,
in the second case analysis at Metropolitan State sociability showed six
statistically sigmificant relationships (including linkage to the Fear
of Failure index not employed at Fort Logan)
.
Overall, highly sociable personnel tend to display more satisfaction
and less stress than the less socially motivated, although inconsistencies
do appear. In regard to the job dissatisfaction syndrome. Table 31 reveal
the consistent relationship between high sociability and satisfaction
relative in reference to superiors ajid job tasks. Only m of those
displaying high sociability express intense superior dissatisfaction
--about three times less than exhibited by the other two categories.
Similarly, only 221 of those highly sociable express job task
dissatisfaction as conpared to 511 wlio scored low on the sociability
scale.
The same pattern generally prevails throughout the bureaucratic
176
Robert K. Morton's bureaucratic personality tyiie is reviewed on
pp. 28-41 of Cliaptcr 11.
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stress syndrome. TTiose employees with high sociability tend to
experience only slight general bureaucratic stress, job task stress,
superior, co-worker, and subordinate competency stress, and fear of
failure (Tables 32, 33, and 34)/'^ But imlike in the Job dissatisfaction
syndrome, low stress feelings are also consistenty foimd among
non-sociable bureaucrats. In fact, in a few cases low sociability is
linked more closely with low stress (i.e., superior, co-worker, and
subordinate competency stress and fear of failure) than is high sociability.
In all contingencies with both s>Tidroraes, except for job task
dissatisfaction, moderately sociable bureaucrats tend to display more job
dissatisfaction and stress thaji eith-r those with high or low
sociability.
But the "sociability-material rewards stress" contingency is
dissimilar to the above findsings (last half of Table 32) . Here we
find an opposite pattern where high sociability is linked to high stress.
As sociability increases, so does stress witli material rewards. This
inconsistency is given support by the Fort Logan data, although the
contingency (sociability-salary dissatisfaction) just missed statistical
significance. Of the highly sociable, 57% expressed dissatisfaction
with their salary as compared to 38% ajid 39% in the moderate and low
sociability categories respectively.
In reference to sociability, it appears that either high or low
sociability is more desirable in terais of job dissatisfaction and stress
177
The fear of failure measurement is an index unlike all the
other scales in the bureaucratic stress syndrome. The measurement was
added in the second case study to provide further explanation as to the
origins of bureaucratic stress.
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than moderate sociability. Evidently, high sociability and low
sociability is a characteristic which is acceptable to others, althouah
probably for different reasons. Highly sociable perso:^nel evidently
project a:, .nicable personality and are able to win the confidence of
others. The ability of these er^loyees to get along with
.others explains
at least partially why these employees are largely content with their
superiors, co-workers, and subordinates. On the other hand, non-sociable
enTp]oyees are the most satisfied with tlieir superiors, co-workers, and
subordinates. This may be the case because such employees are so
restrained socially as not to cause friction between themselves and
others. One aspect of sociability (according to the sociability scale
used here) is the desire to convince others in what you believe. Tliose
with low sociability by definition lack th.is trait; consequently, they
cajinot alienate others by tiying to persuade others, llie higlily sociable
enployees may possess the ability to win the respect of otliers by
persuasion, while the moderately- sociable group may experience
dissatisfaction in tliis area because they have the desire to persuade,
but also may be obnoxious to otliers while trying. The same reasoning
could also explain how the different groups on the sociability continuum
relate to the "fear of failure" measurement.
The inverse relationsliip between sociability md job dissatisfaction
could be due to one's perspective toward the working environment. Tliat
is, the most socially-minded employees also are the least satisfied vdth
their job tasks, while the least socially-oriented employees are the
most dissatisfied. Possibly, the former look forvmrd to tJieir work for
the social relationships it brings, while the latter do not perceive
191
their job tasks in this light.
Findings showing the highly sociable to be the .est dissatisfied
with their sala^ and the .ost stressed with material rewards is not
suiprising, since acquisitive matters are largely inpersonal, unlike
other areas of the job whid. involve inte^ersonal relations.
In_SH]Ha2Z. In general, highly sociable personnel are more
satisfied and less stressed with their jobs than those who are less
sociable. More socially minded enployees were found to express less,
"job task dissatisfaction",
"superior dissatisfaction",
"job task
stress", "general bureaucratic stress", and a less intense "fear of
failure" than the less sociable employees. Only one noteworthy
exception appeared. Highly sociable employees did express severe
"material rewards stress". But in general the data supports the
conclusion that sociability is a desirable characteristic which is
lin]<ed with a more positive perspective of one's work. Those employees
with high sociability, unless very dissatisfied with their pay, would
be expected to be lesser turnover risks than their less sociable
co-workers
.
Professionalism
.
Considering professionalism, it should be
emplasized that, culturally defined, professionals (many of whom are
highly educated and highly salaried) do not necessarily have professional
orientations (i.e., professional attitudes aid perspectives) ."^^^
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In reiteration, the epitomy of a professional orientation is a
person who enjoys his work, regards his pay as of secondary importance
as comi-jared to the satisfaction he obtains from his work, vigorously
su]3ports professional norms, and believes that his work requires extensive
laiowledge, skill and experience.
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Moreover, persons defined by bureaucratic criteria or professional
standards as non-professional
.ay conceivably possess a professionally
oriented frame of mnd and order their behavior accordingly.
Professionalism only related to the bureaucratic stress syndrome
in both studies, but within this s)aidrome a definite pattern evolved.
Without exception, in the four statistically acceptable relationships,
high professionalism is associated with low stress. Table 35 shows
professionalism related to general bureaucratic stress and agency
operations stress at Fort Logan. Although the relationships are relativel
weak (sig.>at
.1 level), the tendency is for moderate to high stress to
decrease as professional orientation increases. This trend is more
apparent in Table 36 wliich demonstrates the linkages between professionali
and job task stress at both Fort Logan and Metropolitan State. In these
stronger contingencies, job task stress is shoim to decrease sharply as
the professional tendencies of the employees increase, IVliile this trend
is perfectly clear in the data from Fort Logan no matter how one views
the table, combining moderate and high job task stress percentages, or
isolating the low task categor)^ is necessary to reveal the same pattern
at Metropolitan State. Tliese findings tend to support sub -hypothesis 14.
That is
,
enployees displaying high professionalism will also exliibit
relatively low bureaucratic stress.
Tlie trend illustrated here is consistent with the findings in regard
to authoritarianism and organizational rigidity. Generally, it was
found tliat high authoritarianism and high orgajiizational rigidity linked
with lovj job dissatisfactions and bureaucratic stresses. TJiis sajne
pattern appeared for professionalism. One commonality seems crucial
193
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for exiDlanatory purposes. Rigidity, or rigorous adliercnce to bureaucratic
rules and regulations, is a trait common to ench personality measurement.
Since tlie majority of experts in the field of organizational
psydiology contend that low stress is favorable to increased worker
production, liigh professionalism, organizational rigidity, and
authoritarianism, wliich tend to be associated with low job dissatisfaction
a]id stress, should be regarded as desirable by management. Since high
dissatisfaction ajid stress tend to be related to liigh turnover, then
management might benefit by testing for the intensity of professionalism,
organizational rigidity, and authoritarianism, especially among applicants.
Such tests, like many personality measures, are rather quick, easy, and
economical to administer. For the added understanding and predicatability
these tests will supply, it seems that such tests are wortli the effort.
In suinmar)^
. It is apparent that "professionalism" is a desirable
feature in employees since those v/ith high professional characteristics
tend to be loss dissatisfied and stressed with their employment. Such
finding validated sub-hypothesis 14: employees displaying high
professionalism will also exhibit relatively low bureaucratic stress.
It would appear, then, that employees possessing high professionalism
would tend to make low turnover risks. But tliis may be a dangerous
assumptin since professionals tend to identif)'- more with t]\eir particular
jobs tlian with the organization for wiiich tliey work. Thus, they may leave
tlic organization, despite their apparent happiness with their work, for a
still better job opportuiiity.
cynicism and Alienation . In several respects, highly qmical and
alienated people are alike. Both personalities express a tendency to
196
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withdraw fro. society. Si,^ly put, the cynics regard h»an nature as
largely selfish, and as a result, these personality types ore distrustful
of others and believe their society to be an appealing habitat. Tlie
alienated, for various reasons, remove themselves from society because
they feel tl«t society is working against th.em and.that they cannot cope
with its present structure. It was for these reasons that cynicism and
alienation was hypothesized to be related similarly to the job and
bureaucratic stress syndrome. By aid large, this hypothesis was verified
by both studies.
Personal cynicism produced ten relationships more than any other
independent relationship in the conparative study. Moreover, in all ten
contingencies, not an inconsistency of any meaningful scope is shown.
Altliough displaying the same general trend as cynicism, alienation
generated far fewer and less convincing correlations.
While cynicism failed to related to the job dissatisfaction syndrome
180
at Fort Logaji, cynicism linlced with all dissatisfaction areas except
salary at Metropolitan State. In every case but one a perfect pattern
exists showing job dissatisfaction to increase sharply as cynicism
increases (Tables 37 and 38) . Only a very slight deviation occurs in
regards to job task dissatisfaction where a 2% drop appears between the
179
Such personality types (their forms of withdrawal) are reviewed
in tlie critique of Rober K. Merton presented in Chapter III)
.
180^
. .
Statistical significance missed barely at the .1 level for job
task dissatisfaction. The trend was consistent xdth the above findings.
But cynicism's weak relationship with the job dissatisfaction syndrome
at Fort Logan is somewhat surprising when considering how tightly it
related at f^fotropolitan State.
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low a.a
.oae.ate categories Csecona HaH of TaMe 37). But cKssaUs.actio
Showing low c^icis. in othe. Job mssatisfaction area, cynicis. is even
.ore descriptive, the luglUy cynical expressing over three ti„.s ™ore
hxgh superior dissatisfaction, about two and one half ti„,es
.ore status
dissatisfaction,
.,d well over four ti.es the extent of high general Job
dissatisfaction as those employees with low cynicism.
With regards to the bureaucratic stress syndrome, the same trends
generally persisted (i.e., high cynicism tended to be associated with
high stress). Table 39 shows that the highly cynical e„p]oyees express
more than double the severity in general bureaucratic stress than the
181
non-cynical group, while high job task stress is expressed over five
times as mucli by the highly cynical enployees as coii^.ared to their
non-c>Tiical counterparts.
Table 40 shows the findings in regard to cynicism versus job task
stress at Fort Logan and Metropolitaji State. Hie Metropolitan State
data seem to verify what was found at Fort Logan. Only insignificant
deviations appear. Again, the liiglily cynical are the most stressed by
far, while the moderate or low cynics are considerably less disturbed.
Not only is the general pattern the same for both sajnples, but even close
to the sajne relative percentages prevail, especially in reference to
the high stress categories.
Table 41 provides further proof as to the reliability of this
It should be noticed, however, that those moderately cynical
express the least general bureaucratic stress, although only a slight
61 difference prevails. 'Ihis slight dip is also seen to a lesser extent
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personality component. Predictably, as cynicism increases, agency
operations stress increases, intense cynicism being e^3erience almost
four times as much by the highly cynical as contrasted to the lowly
cynical. Table 41 also shows that highly cynical employees have a
considerably deeper "fear of failure" than those less cynical.
Tl.e data from these two samples seem to hnply strongly that personal
cynicism is indeed carried over into tlie working environment. Tliose
people generally disturbed with the society in which they live also tend
to find grievances in their work environment. But it is worth noting
that the grievances expressed were made against non-material work features,
That is, in neither study did we find the highly qoiical to indicate
either salaiy dissatisfaction or material rewards stress. Evidently,
concern over the material aspects of one's job is not confined to the
cynics. Cynics, at least as operationally defined by the particular
measure, are predominantly distrutstful of people. Therefore, it is not
surprising that the highly c>Tiical bureaucrats express more distrust in
areas involving v/orking with others particularly and with tiie whole
bureaucratic system generally.
Because younger employees were found to express rather intense job
dissatisfaction and stress than older employees, it was speculated that
possibly cynicism contingencies could be more the function of age than
in reference to the "cynicism- superior, co-worker, and subordinate
stress" contingency from the Fort Logan data (first half of Table 40)
.
182
To reiterate, the "fear of failure" index was not employed in
the Fort Logan study.
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this personality factor. But cynicism failed with age, thus eliminating
this possibility. Cynicism also failed to show significance when crossed
with other career and socio-economic variables. Indications are, then,
tliat cynicism tends to stand alone as a powerful, discriminating
measurement, providing clues as to the origins of bureaucrat discontent
aiid turnover.
As theorized, alienation contingencies revealed similar patterns
to cynicism. By and large, highly alienated employees tended to egress
more job dissatisfaction and stress than the less alienated. Although
only one significajit relationship appeared at Fort Logaai in regards to
alienation, this trend prevailed. Table 42 shox.s a strong relationship
befavecn alienation and general bureaucratic stress. By collapsing the
moderate and high stress categories it becomes clear that general
bureaucratic stress increases impressively as alienation tendencies
increase. IVliile 100?6 of the high.ly alienated express moderate to high
general bureaucratic stress, 7AI of the moderates and .only 45?; of the
lo^v^s do.
At Metropolitan State, despite the close relationsliip found at
Fort Logan, the "alienation-
-general bureaucratic stress" contingency
failed. Hov/ever, the same patterns prevailed in specific relationships
as shown in Table 43. Tlie "alienation- -status dissatisfaction"
contingency shows that the least alienated bureaucrats tend to experience
the least status dissatisfaction. Tlie moderately alienated, unexpectedly,
express the most dissatisfaction with status. But despite this
inconsistency, the trend shelving tlie least alienated employees to also
express the J.east dissatisfaction and stress is not refuted. The
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"alienation-agency operations stress" contingency demonstrates another
perfect pattern consistent with the prevalent findings in regards to
cynicism .-md alienation (i.e., stress becomes more intense as alienation
increases). Although "superior, co-worker, and subordinate competency
stress" is expressed the least among the least alienated, those moderately
alienated again are slightly more troubled than the alienated.
Although considerably weaker a^ a causal variable than cynicism,
alienation tends to be a personality factor providing us with some more
insights as to the origins of stress experiences leading to employee
turnover. Without exception, the least alienated employees at both Fort
Logan and Metropolitan State expressed the least dissatisfaction and
stress toward their work. And generally, the m.ost alienated persoraiel
tended to be the most discontent and frustrated concerning their employment.
To reduce employee turnover, then, management should be aware that high
en^loyee turnover would least likely be expected among personnel with
low alienation inclinations.
In summary
.
ITie personality factors of "cynicism" and "alienation"
contributed significantly to our understanding of employee discontent and
turnover. The results of tlie study show consistently that intense job
dissatisfaction and stress is related closely to "high" cynicism and
alienation. High cynical and alienated employees at both Fort Logan and
Metropolitan State turned out to be quite dissatisfied and stressed with
their jobs. Such patterns occurred vathout exception. Tlie discontent
expressed by the highly cynical and alienated employees was so intense
that there is little doubt that these personality types would make high
turnover risks. The factors of cynicism and alienation appear to be
208
indicators of iob dissai--i ^^f-ir-i-T ^„JO a sat sfaction, stress, and tumover which should be
given careful attention.
The Validity of Presthus' Three Organizational
Personality Types
Oae principal concern of this research is the verification of
Presthus- theories regarding three bureaucratic personality t)T,es (the
upward-mobile, the indifferent, and the ambivalent). T7,ese "ideal types
of accomodation" and their unique adjustment patterns were discussed at
length in Qiapter III.
Tlie Fort Logan case study seemed to indicate that Prest^ius' theories
were essentially valid. The Fort Log... data did reveal that such personality
types do tend to exist with traceable and somewhat predictable behavior
patterns. As Presthus hypothesized, upward-mobiles and ambivalents showed
remarkably polar attitudes toward their work (Diagram. 2) . Ambivalents
tended to express considerably more dissatisfaction and stress, especially
in regard to su]^er.iors, job tasks, aiid general bureaucratic stress.
l^ward^mobiles were foimd to display opposite or more content feelings
toward their jobs. Indifferents were also found to be relatively
undisturbed about most facets of their work. In general, then, the
Fort Logan study yielded empirical evidence in support of Presthus'
model. In fact, validation was so conplete that it appeared that Presthus
had provided students of bureaucracy with a research design of iinpressive
predictive ajid descriptive magnitude. Hov/evcr, it was conjectured that
183
the Presthus measures needed far more testing before any substantial
183
^Of course, Presthus on.ly provided tlie theoretical framework for
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conclusions could be made.
2-J5-H™ In the Fort Logan study the upward-mobile
measure related twice to the Job dissatisfaction syndrome and once to the
bureaucratic stress syndrome, while only one linkage to the stress syndrome
appeared at Metropolitan State. Table 44 shows the contingencies in
reference to the Job dissatisfaction syndrome from the Fort Logan study.
In regards to the two Job dissatisfaction area, presented here, Presthus
had hypothesized that upward-mobiles should express relative satisfaction
toward their work, but even more satisfaction with their superiors, ll.ese
suppositions are largely supported. In a wealc relationship it appears
that high Job task dissatisfaction declines as the ideal upward-mobile
is approached. But the contingency as a whole is not so convincing since
by collapsing moderate and high dissatisfaction ranges, or by isolating
the low dissatisfaction categoiy, the trend crumbles. But nevertheless,
a perfect pattern does exist as hypothesized in the high Job dissatisfaction
category. 'Ilie "upward- mobile
-superior dissatisfaction" contingency is
more persuasive. Although a perfect domward trend does not exist, it is
obvious that moderate to high upward-mobile employees enjoy considerably
less unliappiness with their superiors than do the low or non^upward-mobile
personnel. This table tends to support fimly Presthus' contention that
upward-mobiles are typically friendly toward tlieir superiors since they
regard their superiors as being potentially helpful to their careers (i.e.,
the development of the specific measures. Ihe specific measurements
were designed and enployed by this researcher.
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their upward climb)
.
Alt]>ough both of those relationships failed the test for significance'
at Metropolitan State, upward
-mobiles still tended to display the sa.e
pattern regarding job task dissatisfaction. Table 45 illustrates that
again moderate to high upward-mobiles exlnbit about three times less high
job task dissatisfaction than the non-upward-mobiles. Even after collapsing
the moderate mid high dissatisfaction categories, the trend holds tn.e,
altliough to a lesser degree. Tims, the "upward-mobile
-job task
dissatisfaction" contingency outcomes shoxm at Fort Logan is replicated,
although weakly, by the Motropolitcin State study. Strange.ly enough, the
stronger "upward-mobile-supcrior dissatisfaction" contingency found at
Fort Logan failed flatly at Metropolitan State. Tims, ve;rification could
not be made.
At Fort Logan tlie general bureaucratic stress and the upward-mobile
continuums combined to display a perfect pattern. Consistent with Presthus'
hypothesis, general bureaucratic stress decreased as upward-mobile
tendencies increased (Table 46) . The Metropoli tan State data did not
confinn this finding. Tliis contingency at Metropolitan State revealed
that low, moderate, and high upward-mobiles all perceived about the same
general bureaucratic stress. Again, verification was not obtained from
the Metropolitan State data.
Table 4 7 displays a gross inconsistency in tlie data involving
upward-mobiles. Contrary to Presthus' ]iy])othesis
,
stronger upward-mobile
184
tendencies are linked with more severe job task stress. Ihis is in
Ihis same inconsistency appeared in the Fort Lognn data.
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direct contradiction to the rest of the findings, especially refuting what
was discovered concerning job task dissatisfaction. Although the job task
dissatisfaction index was ba.sed on an instrument different from the
instrument constituting the job task stress index, it is ^expected that
a turnabout should appear. n,e job task stress index is largely a measure
of job task disinterest or alienation from the work itself while the
job task dissatisfaction index attempts to measure job task discontent by
asking the respondent how satisfied he is with the amount of time he must
devote to his work. The item assumes that a person quite dissatisfied
with the amount of time given to his work' evidently does not enjoy his
tasks very much. Results from these two sets of data indicate that
upward-mobile employees are content witli the time that they devote to
their work, but somewhat disturbed over the work tliey must do, iliese
findings indicate that Presthus probably overstated his case when he
conjectured that upward-mobiles are relatively happy witli all phases
of bureaucratic life. Evidently, upward
-mobiles are much more concerned
with climbing the bureaucratic pyramid than performing their immediate
job assignments. But consisten with Presthus' reflections of the
upward-mobile type, the data do indicate that upward-mobiles are genuinely
upward- oriented. In fact, their upward perspective may be the reason why
they view their present job tasks as both boring and below them. But as
will be shown momentarily, the ambivalent organizational personality type
185
Within the job task stress index are tests to measure boredom,
the cliallenge of tlie vwrk, and tlie degree to wjiidi the tasks give a person
worthwhile experience in wliicli to advance.
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does experience, as liypothesized, more job task stress than the
iipward-mobiles
ln_^um2!a^X- I'he findings from tlie comparative analysis do not
support, by and large, Presthus' model of the upward-mobile personality.
Of the relationships showing statistical significance, only one seemed to
be contradictory. Although it is conceivable that this contradiction is
not a contradiction at all, but rather voiy consistent with the
upward-mobile's behavior pattern. It is reasonable to conjecture that
'
Presthus just failed to recognize how powerful and influential the
upward^mobile attitude is. Even thougli the upward-mobile appears somewhat
more stressed with job tasks tlirni Presthus theorized, a later table shows
upward-mobiles less stressed than ambivalcnts. But also cnicially
important here is the fact that many anticipated relationships did not
appear. Some appeared at Fort Logaii but could not be irerificd at
^fetropolitan State. Others did not appear "at all. For example, the
upward-mobile scale failed to show association with the general job
dissatisfaction measurement. Presthus' theory on upward-mobiles suggests
that a significant inverse relationship should be found. Likewise, one
would expect upward -mobiles to demonstrate significantly less agenq^
operations dissatisfaction and stress, but no relationship appeared.
Tlius, \-Aiat W£is not found in those two studies, despite the positive
findings, tends to weaken, but not destroy, the explanatory power of
Presthus' model.
The Anbivalents. Although the predictive and descriptive qualities
of the Prcstlius model seems to suffer someivliat in reference to tlie
upward-mobile typology, confidence is restored by the research results
2.18
cJealing with tlie ajnbivalcnt personality. In the nine contingencies
appearing, not one contradicted Presthus' ambivalent model. In every
case, as hyi)othesized, as amlnvalence increased so did job dissatisfaction
and bureaucratic stress. Every table showed a perfect pattern in this
respect. In addition, mmy of the relationships foujid at Fort Logan were
found verified by the Metropolitai State data.
Table 48 compares the findings in regards to superior dissatisfaction.
Basically, the sme trend appears where superior dissatisfaction increases
as the "pure" ajnbivalent personality is reached. This trend, however, is
shoivn more dramatically in the Fort Logaji data, where not a single "low"
ajnbivalent expressed high superior dissatisfaction.
Tlie attitude of the ambivalents should be compared witli that of
the upward- mobile shown in Table 44. A comparison shows that, as Presthus
theorized, upward-mobiles are considerably more content with their
superiors than the ambivalents. Upward-mobiles are shovjn to e>q3ress only
6"^ high superior dissatisfaction, as contrasted to 25% of the ambivalents.
Surely, these findings give strong support to Presthus' model.
Table 48 also provides significant evidence in support of Presthus.
Here we see a sharp increase in general job dissatisfaction as the
intensity in ambivalence increases. IVliile 0-6 of the non- ambivalents
express high general job dissatisfaction, 181 of the "moderates" and
65% of the ambivalents do. Surprisingly, this potent trend proved
statistically insignificant at Metropolitan State, although the same
pattern appeared in weaker form.
The am.bivalent ' s linkages with the bureaucratic stress syndrom are
even more impressive. Table 49 compares how ambivalents from botli studies
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reacted to tlie general bureaucratic stress i.easure. Again we' see that
in both sets of data general bureaucratic stress increases steadily as
high ambivalence is approached. Note that of those enployees exhibiting
high airJ^ivalence at Fort Logan, not one fell into the low bureaucratic
stress category, while at Metropolitan State only 5% did. Once again
these findings for ambivalents should be compared to the findings for
upward
-mobiles. Table 46 shows that only 13% of the high upward
-mobiles
perceive high general bureaucratic stress, while Table 49 shows that 50^
or about four tim.es that percentage is expressed by ambivalent employees.
Table 49 malces clear that the Fort Logan and Metropolitan State data •
verify each other and provide furtlier proof of the validity of Presthus^
thesis.
Verification is also provided for the "ajiibivalent- job task stress"
contingency. At both Fort Logan and Metropolitaji State the same perfect
pattern appears (Table 50) . Once again, intense stress increases as the
ambivalent orientation intensifies. As with the other job dissatisfaction
and stress areas, high job task stress is experienced by less upward-mobiles
(Table 47) than by ambivalents.
Table 51 displays two relationships found at Metropolitan State,
186
but not at Fort Logan. Consistently, frustration increases as
ambivalent character becomes more "ideal". Agency operations stress is
shown to be twice as intense for t?ie high ambivalent as for tlie low
ambivalent, while the ratio increases to over three to one with the fear
One, the fear of failure index, was not employed at Fort Logan.
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of failure index.
IH-SJj.™^- Clearly, the ambivalent employee is at odds with mmiy
of the features of his bureaucratic environment. As liypothesized by
Presthus, arnbivalents are truly imsuited for bureaucratic life,
experiencing intense dissatisfaction ajid stress while in tlie workplace.
In this comparative analysis, without an inconsistency, a relatively high
percentage of the "ideal" arnbivalents expressed extreme superior
dissatisfaction, general job dissatisfaction, general bureaucratic stress,
job task stress, agency operations stress, and an exaggerated fear of
failing to perform adequately. ITiis is not to suggest, however, that the
overwhelming majority of ambivalents experience extreme job dissatisfaction
and stress, especially since the data sliow that only in one area did
extreme discontent rise over the 50% level. However," what the data do
indicate is that, as a group, ambivalents tend to display an exceptionally
high degree of job discontent and tension as coii^ared to other
organizational personality types. Obviously, then, a higher turnover
rate would be expected within this group compared witli tlie upv/ard-mobiles
or indifferents.'^^'^
Tlie Intensity of Job Dissatisfaction and Stress
Among Indifferents
The indifferents, mich unlike the character of the upward-mobiles,
are theorized by Presthus to engage in bureaucratic work life mostly for
'"^'^As is shown in the following section, indifferents do tend to
ex])ress loss intense job dissatisfaction and stress.
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the material benefits the job has to offer. The indifferent attitude
is epitomized by Presthus' assertion that tlie most enjoyment indifferents
find in tlieir work is leaving it at the end of the day. For the
indifferent, his job is perceived as just like any other job.^^^ But
Presthus does not speculate that this non-professional attitude leads
necessarily to liigh job dissatisfaction and stress. Actually, Presthus
conjectures that indifferents are so detached from their work that they
may possibly be the most content of the three personality types. Tliat
is, it is thought that such non-involved enployees largely exempt themselves
from the pressures and frustration common to the more involved employees
Cto the upward-m.obiles and ambivalents)
. For exanple, wliile upward-m.obiles
tend to experience ai-ixiety due to setbacks in their upward- climb,
ambivalents are commonly fru.strated by an inability to accept the
bureaucracy the way it is, despite its perceived shortcomings.
Data presented in Chapter IV indicated that indifference does have
a tendency to be associated with job contentment. When indifference was
cross- tablulated with length of employment in the bureaucracy and sex
(Table 4 and 17 in Chpater lAT) j it was found that high indifference
tended to be associated with male enployees and personnel with, longer
tenure. Also, because male employees and longer tenure tended to be
linked closely with less dissatisfaction and stress, implications were
tliat low indifference was symptomatic of more intense, job dissatisfaction
and bureaucratic stress.
At Fort Logan, an indifferent personality also tended to relate to
Prestlius, ojo. cit
.
,
pp. 205-2S6.
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relative job contentment. Table 52 sliows that only 16^6 of tlie "pure"
indifferents exi^ress dissatisfaction with salary, while SS^'o of the
"moderate" mid 581 of the non- indifferents do. Tlie relationship of
indifference to job task dissatisfaction is more confusing, but if the
moderate mid high dissatisfaction are collapsed it becomes evident that
a smaller percentage of highly indifferent employees associate with
moderate to high job task dissatisfaction (621) than those with wea]<er
indifferent tendencies. This table seems to illustrate, then, that
highly indifferent enployees do experience less job dissatisfaction-^at
least in tliese two areas. But it should be noted that the indifferents
do indicate that they are more dissatisfied with their job tasks than the
upward-mobiles (compare Tables 45 and 52)
.
At Metropolitan State only three rather weak relationships appeared
regarding indifference. In two of the three contingencies, trends appeared
as hypothesized. Table 53 shov/s that moderate to Iiigh indifferents are
more satisfied with their job tasks than the non- indifferents are, but
1 on
that tliose moderately indifferent are the most satisfied. Unexpectedly,
this pattern does not hold for job task stress. High job task stress is
indicated more by the highly indifferent than for those with weaker
indifferent inclinations. This statistic compares rather closely with
the up-ward-mobiles (37%) and the ajiibivalents (41%) . But the table does
show that stress with superiors, co-workers, and subordinates does decrease
ITiis table is presented in a two-way collapsed version since
the three-way collapsed table failed to show significance. Consequently,
precise comparison with the three-way table is impossible.
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as the indifferent perspective increases. Both the upward-.obiles and
the ambivalents showed no linkages with this measure.
Injum^. Generally, the data show that indifferents are
relatively content with their work, especially when contrasted with the
a^^bivalent. By and large, the intensity of dissatisfaction and stress
does not differ appreciably from that expressed by the upward-mobiles
.
A^iibivalent types, as Presthus' model predicts, are by far the most
discontented and frustrated with their bureaucratic jobs.
Taken as a whole, the analysis of Presthus' organizational
personality types traced through both the job dissatisfaction and the
bureaucratic stress syndromes on the two samples have sham remarkable
consistencies tending to suggest that Presthus' three modes of
bureaucratic accomodation actually exist. Only minor deviations from
the expected behavior pattern prevailed. Thus, verification as to the
anticipated behavior pattern of each personality type could be made. All
three t)^es examned tended to show definite characteristics, each
differing from the otlier and at the same time remaining surprisingly
consistent with Presthus' speculations.
Concluding Remarks
In this chapter it has been shown that personality factors are
important for understanding why some employ--es tend to like or dislike
their jobs more thaji others. Examining Presthus' three organizational
personality types proved particularly fruitful. Other such personality
factors such as authoritarianism, organizational rigidity, cynicism and
alienation also provided valuable infonnation. Tlie next chapter summarizes
the results of the study.
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a iAPTER VT
Swimaiy and Conclusions
This chapter condenses the findings for easy understanding and
practical use. To clarify the findings, the summation centers around
the maj or and minor hypotheses set forth in Qiapter I
.
Yaliclation of the Ihree Major H^n^otheses
. Hypothesis 1 stated that
^'certain personality traits that arc manifested mthin individual
employees cause employees in bureaucracies to experience various sorts
of bureaucratic stress". In this case "personality" refers broadly to
the entire personality system of the iiidividual, thus including his
socio-economic and career background. All of these factors are represented
in Circle A of the model (p. 77).
Because n>'pothesis 2 is the ajitithesis of Hypothesis 1, it is
easier to prove their validity together. Hypothesis 2 stated that;
''environmental and organizational situations are only indirectly
responsible for creating bureaucratic stress in employees."
Admittedly, in the manner conceptualized, these hypotheses are
logically true.. That is, it is commonsensical that employees are
responsible for how they react to the different stimuli in the bureaucrac)^
niat is, it is only natural that some people v/ill be happy, others
neutral, v\/hile others quite dissatisfied with a certain objective
condition in the bureaucracy. It is essential that the point is made .
clear that each individual views the same situation somewhat differently.
To reduce employee turnover, tlfi, it follows that employees sliould be
selected wlio will have more positive reactions toward tlie bureaucracy.
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Conditions in the bureaucracy can be chaa.ged soi.ewhat to please n^ore
employees, but state agencies are limited in their ability to change
dramatically their particular orga^nzational climate. For examiDle,
working with the mentally ill may be more frustrating thaii other forms
of work, but the purposes of the hospitals will remain basically unchanged,
Promotional policies and pay scales are established and governed by
rather rigid civil service rules and regulations superceding the iimiediate
organizations, leaving the single agencies ratlier iiipotent to make
drajTiatic organizational changes. Practically, tlien, since some employees
are better suited for certain kinds of employment than others due to
their unique personality systems, it may be better to select eiiployees
for the particular working conditions rather than to change the agency
to satisfy "employee misfits".
This data from the Fort Logan Mental Health Center and Metropolitan
State Hospital presented in Chapters IV and' V validated thie notion that
employees tend to promote directly their ovm job dissatisfactions and
stresses whidi they endure. This was demonstrated by the fact that
selected socio-economic, career, and personality factors (shorn in Circle
A of the model) tended to be related differently to selected "job
dissatisfaction" and "bureaucratic stress" areas (Circles B and C of the
model). Findings indicated that the origins of job dissatisfaction and
more intense job tension (bureaucratic stress) originate in each
bureaucrat's unique perspective which is a manifestation of his total
personality. The idea advanced throughout tliis researcli that bureaucratic
situations only tend to "set off" job dissatisfactions and stresses, but
do not contribute directly to its production, was sufficiently tested ajid
232
validated by the tables she™. TT.us, Major Hypotheses 1 and 2 were
validated.
Validation of Major Hypothesis 3: It was held throughout the study
that employees who are dissatisfied with certain areas of their jobs do
not necessarily experience any severe stress because of these job
dissatisfactions. Actually, as was discussed in Chapter I, a limited amount
of dissatisfaction is regarded as a somewhat nonnal and healthy condition.
Few employees, if any, are completely tensionless. But as was mentioned at
the outset, this study was concerned primarily with severe employee
discontent leading to high employee turnover. At both Port Logan and
Metropolitan State, employee discontent had readied critical levels leading
to high employee turnover rates. The main task of the research, then, was
to find out what employees (i.e., personality types) were experiencing intense
job dissatisfaction and stress and in what specific areas of their jobs.
In Major Hypothesis 3 it was contended that although expressed job
dissatisfaction was not "necessarily" a serious condition leading to high
'
employee turnover, it was hypothesized in any event that "tlie attitude that
an enployee holds toward his job in tems of the job dissatisfaction
syndrome reflects the area and extent to which an employee is experiencing
stress." Simply stated, job dissatisfactions may not necessarily lead to
stress situations, but they do tend to be related to certain stress areas.
Table 54, which combines 30 tables, sliows clearly how job dissatisfaction
areas tend to relate closely to bureaucratic stress areas. Because
V = 1.0, it is clear that most of the relationships shown are strongly
related. Tliis means that if all the separate relationships were shown
graphically, the cases would tend to cluster around one diagonal. In tliese
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areas
cases, the relationship is positive where "high" job dissatisfaction
tend to relate to "high" stress areas, while "low" dissatisfactions would
relate to "low" stress areas. Salary dissatisfaction has the closest
relationships, wliile job task dissatisfaction has the weakest linkage. The
fear of failure measurement is found to have the weakest association with
the job dissatisfaction areas. Because Cramer's V values do not have any
intrinsic value, they are only meaningful when compared to other outcomes
(tables). Thus, it is interesting to note only the fear of failure
measurement failed consistently to reveal a close associaltion, as compared
to other tables. But the chief reason for presenting the table is to
illustrate that dissatisfaction with certain aspects of the job is
symptomatic of broader and deeper areas of job discontent leading to stress
and high turnover.
Although an individual may exhibit only salary dissatisfaction in the
tests. Table 54 shows that there is a tendency for salary dissatisfaction
especially to spread to other areas. Tliat is, one gripe tends to lead to
other gripes. Because of the tendency for grievances to expand if not
satisfied, it is advisable that the intensity of a grievance be minimized
by management if possible or employee -management problems will likely
increase.
The history of labor disputes has witnessed how complaints about low
pay have led employees to voice other complaints they never would have
brought up if their salaries were satisfactory. Tlius, this analysis lias
demonstrated that bureaucratic stress within individuals lias a tendency to
spread into other job dissatisfaction and stress areas if adjustment to
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the bureaucracy is not made. Mien the dissatisfactions m\d stresses
become too widespread and unmanageable, employees tend to q^uit to reduce
their ajixieties ( if tliey have other options open to tliem)
.
A Composite Sketch of the Most and Least Dissatisfied and
Stressed Employees: Those Most and Least Likely to Turnover
This research has shovm that some eiiT[;)loyee characteristics may be
more conducive for sustaining productive bureaucratic life at these
particular public bureaucracies than others, (see Diagram 3 on p. 301).
Certainly, efficient and efective services cannot be rendered by either
the Fort Logan Mental Health Center or Metropolitan State Hospital if the
employees they recruit quit during or shortly after their, training
periods (training periods or "breaking in" periods can be extremely costly
for management, especially in highly skilled occu]3ations) . Nor will
eii5)loyees be effective if they are oeverely stressed and depressed about
their work. In addition, employees who are bitter about their jobs
probably have a tendency to alienate others, thus reducing the morale of
the entire organization. Bitter employees who happen to be clique
leaders may present serious problems for management by extending their
grievances to their followers, Tliere are probably veiy few personnel
managers who liave not been confronted with tlie problem of preserving good
morale in the face of an attack on the organization by some i]iformal
or clici^ue leaders severely critical of administrative policy.
Although the data from Fort Logan and Metropolitan State Hospital
conflicted on occasion, for tlie most part rather consistent and meaningful
patterns appeared. At least enough patterns appeared so ideal types can
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be sketched.
22l^^Fe£tor. At both institutions "age" proved to be a very
discriminating variable. Tlie inost dissatisfied cind stressed employees
are very likely to be under 35, but an even more critical condition of
dissatisfaction and stress is exliibited by employees under 25 years of
age. The data liave shorn that a disproportionately high percentage of
these employees are displeased with almost eveiy aspect of their
employment. These young enployees are disturbed over their low pay and
status, their particular job tasks, and how the organization is governed.
Needless to say, these young employees are high turnover risks, but
interviews with the management of both Fort Logan and Metropolitan State
convey the message that they are already well aware of the turnover
problem among yoiuig workers.
Tlie Sicrnificance of Discontent Over Low Pay. At both institutions
low pay has evidently contributed to job frustration. Although the
employees under 35 tend to be the most displeased over pay, it is ijTiportant
to note that the tables made clear that not a single employee group
at either institution were veiy content with their salar>^, but discontent
over pay was even more noticeable at Metropolitan State. Dissatisfaction
with pay among the "college degree" group was as higli as 82-6, while other
educational groupings were not far behind in their expressed
dissatisfaction. In regards to age, all bureaucrats below 55 expressed
over 62% salary dissatisfaction, while it rose to over 70v for those
emiDloyees under 45. These statistics provide powerful evidence that
high employee turnover at these 'two institutions, especially
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at Metropolitan State, stems from very low pay scales.^^^ Again, mangemcnt
is aware tliat tlie pay is not competitive, but they are correct when tlicy
contend that establishing state salaries is "out of their hands". But one
thing is certain, if employee turnover is going to be reduced, then the
salaries must be raised to a more competitive level. Actually, it may be
more economical to raise the salaries to a competitive level than to waste
revenue on inefficiencies due to excessive enployee turnover. Also,
employee stability would probably improve the effectiveness of the ser\dces
provided by the hospitals. And in tlie final analysis, the purpose of a
public bureaucracy is to provide adequate, economical citizen sei-viccs.
Length of Service. The length of time an employee was employed in
the agency also proved meaningful. As expected, in light of what was learned
in regards to age, employee discontent was greatest among those who had
only been at the institutions a short period. Personnel employed between
"0-18 months" shov/ed high "salary dissatisfaction" and excessive "material
rewards stres", "agency operations stress", "job task stress", and "general
bureaucratic stress" conrpared to other tenure categories. This tendency
was evident at botli hospitals but was more common at Metropolitan State.
Of course, these statistics reaffirm simply the obvious fact that
exceedingly higli turnover exists at 1)oth Fort Logan and Metropolittin State.
On.ce again, it appears that if younger employees were more satisfied witli
their employment, particularly with their salaiy, the turnover rates
J
For exajiplc, at the time of the study the Director of Personnel,
a man with a master's degree and experience, was receiving only $8,400
at a hospital of over 1,100 full and part-time employees in a liigh cost
of living area (Boston and vicinity) .
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would Lindoubtedly decline.
Women Em|oloyee s
.
Women employees were foinid to be more dissatisfied
and stressed overall with their employment than the men. In contrast to
the men, women expressed at both institutions over twice as much "general
bureaucratic stress" tlian their male counterparts. Females also displayed
about twice as much dissatisfaction with their superiors. Discontent
with superiors is not unexpected since veiy few women were found to occupy
positions of power in the bureaucratic hierarchy. Job discrimination on
the basis of sex seems still to exist and/or "fair" employment practices
liave not had enough time to permit women to reach the upper echelons of
tlie bureaucratic pyramid. It appears that women enployees are particularly
sensitive about their "oppressed" position at this period in histoiy.
This attitude, whether justified or not, has led to increased
dissatisfaction and stress for women in their jobs. At least at the time
of this study, tlien, women employees disliked ther jobs more than the
men, thus making women greater turnover risks. However, as was speculated
earlier, since a very high percentage of women under 25 exi^ressed severe
job dissatisfaction and stress, it is possible, if not probable, that
"high" dissatisfaction and stress is more the function of age than sex.
The Personality Factors . But for explanatory and descriptive
power, probably the personality measures were more revealing than any
other factors with the exception of possibly the independent factor
"age" and tlie dependent factor "pay". Tlie Presthus measures in
particular were the most definitive. Results of the study at
Mfetropolitan State were remarkably similar to the findings at Fort Logan
in regards to tlic Presthus measures. Only minor inconsistencies appeared.
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Generally, tlic data from the comparative case analysis affinncd strongly
the hyiDotheses of Presthus regarding the expected behavior patterns of
his theorized three ideal organizational personality types (the
upv^ard-mobile, the indifferent, and the ambivalent).
The Polar Perspectives of Upward
-Mobiles and Ambibalents
.
U]ward -mobiles and ambivalents displayed the same polar perspectives
towards bureaucratic life in both studies. As was expected, then,
sub -hypotheses 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 were validated. Wiile
upward-mobiles were found to enjoy and identify with most features of
bureaucratic life, ambivalents displciyed significant hosility toward.the
bureaucracy. More specifically, u|3ward-mobiles showed almost no
dissatisfaction or sti^ess toward their superiors and scored ver>' low on
the "general bureaucratic stress" measurement. The ambivalents,
conversely, showed they weire experiencing severe "superior dissatisfaction",
"general job dissatisfaction", "job task stress", "agency operations
stress", "general bureaucratic stress", and scored disproportionately
higher than the upward-mobiles or indifferents on the "fear of failure"
index. Not once either at Fort Logai) or Metropolitan State were
ambivalents found to express less job dissatisfaction or stress than the
upward-mobiles or indifferents on any job dissatisfaction or stress
measurement.
The indifferents were fomd to express "middle- of the road"
sentiments toward their employment. Only in the area of "job tasks" did
indifferents express discontent. Tlie indifferent personality type was
related to high "job task dissatisfaction" and high "job task stress".
These findings regarding indifferents do not refute the contentions of
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PrcstJius
.
In terns of employee turnover, only the ambivalents tend to be
high turnover risks because of the extreme discomfort tliey tend to
experience (again, assuming that extreme dissatisfaction and stress tends
to lead to high turnover)
.
But because ambivalents tend to be the
specialists in the orgajiizations (e.g., doctors), they are indeed
indispensabJe to these institutions.
The Authoritarian and Organizational Rigidity ^feasures
. Other
personality factors also provided some insiglit as to the sort of
personality traits which tend to lead to actue job dissatisfaction. It
was interesting to discover that employees scoring "low" on the
authoritarian scale turned out to be the most dissatisfied and stressed
with their e]nplo)Tiicnt
.
"Low" or non-autlioritarians were found to express
ijitense "general job dissatisfaction", "job dissatisfaction", and
"leadership, co-worker, and subordiiiate competency stress". A somewhat
similar personality measurement, "organizational rigidity", showed similar
inverse relationships. Low organizational rigidity was associated with
high "material reward stress" and "agency operations stress".
Again, the "age" variable tends to intervene. In manipulating the
data it became apparent that the younger employees, wlio are the most
dissatisfied and stressed, also possess low authoritarian personality
traits. Rigidity, the central authoritarian characteristic, tends to
increase with age rather dramatically after age 25. The older employees,
who tend to be tlie most autlioritarian (particularly more rigid.) , are
evidently better prepared to accept the rigid bureaucratic structure than
their younger co-workers. Tlius , wo have discovered another reason why
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the you:.g, especially those under 25, tend to be the most .unhappy workers
and consequently tlie greatest turnover risks. Tl.ese younger employees
simply do not possess the mind-set ivluch seems to be required for coping
with the rigid rules and regulations of the bureaucratic system.
I^2S-^2£iaby^^ Regarding "sociability", the data showed
that employees who were tlic most content with their work were the ones
who were the most sociable. Employees failing to be categorized as highly
sociable expressed intense "job task dissatisfaction", "superior
dissatisfaction", "job task stress", and "general bureaucratic stress",
lliey also possessed a relatively intense "fear of failure". Only one
exception to this general trend existed. Highly sociable employees did
express high "material rewards stress". But the latter relationship is
really not an inconsistency since "material rewards" is a non-sociable or
nm- interpersonal aspect of one's work. High sociable employees then,
tended to be considerably less bothered with features of their work
involving interpersonal relations than the less sociable persomiel.
Overall, then, it vrould be expected that highly sociable employees would
not be high turnover risks unless tlicir discontent over the lack of
adequate material rewards becomes so intense that they would sacrifice
favorable aspects of their jobs for "fatter" pay checks.
Professional Attitudes
. Employees with "high" professional
tendencies were found to be consistently more content thaii less
professionaly oriented personnel . The professionals scored "low" in
"job task stress", "agency operations stress", and the "general
bureaucratic stress" measurements. Tliis validated sub-hypothesis 14:
"employees displaying high professionalism will also exhibit relatively
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low bureaucratic stress". But this prediction, as with the others, is
based on the underlying assiimption that extreme dissatisfaction and
stress leads to higli turnover. In this case professionals, as with other
types if tlioy had the option, may leave to find even better employraent,
but not because they are particularly disturbed about their present jobs.
Because it is cliaracteristic, professionals may identify strongly with
their work no matter where they are employed, but it iTOuld not mean
necessarily that they would not leave for a better employment opportmity.
^yi'^cism and Alienation
.
Two more personality characteristics proved
rather fruitful, "cynicism" and "alienation". Without an inconsistency,
highly cynica], and alienated employees at both Fort Logmi and Metropolitan
State turned out to be quite dissatisfied and stressed with their jobs.
Their discontent was so intejise and v/idespread that these personality
types are surely much more likely to quit the bureaucracy tlian employees
possessing less cynicism and alienation.
Tlie highly cynical employees displayed high dissatisfaction with
"superiors", "job tasks", "status", and "general job dissatisfaction", but
not with their pay. The qmics likewise expressed high "job task stress",
"agency operations stress", "leadership, co-worker, and subordinate
conpetency stress", and a high "fear of failure". But consistent with
tlie findings from the job dissatisfaction syndrome, no "material rewards
stress" was expressed.
Alienated personnel expressed similar tendencies. Tlie alienated
exhibited intense "status dissatisfaction", "agency operations stress",
and "general bureaucratic stress". Most of tlie patterns regarding the
cynics and the alienated were perfect patterns, lliat is, as cynicism and
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alienation tended to increase, so did job dissatisfaction and bureaucraic
stresses, and of course, the possibility of these employees resigning.
Jjl^sumar^. Di-agrm 3 shows in a listing the eniployees who are most
and least dissatisfied with their employment, and consequently, the most
or least likely to be high turnover risks. It should be noted that any
of the factors on the list represent only tendenices. Any single factor
is relatively meaningless, but in combination these factors caii have
significant heuristic pou'er for management.
For example, it is absurd to make faulty generalizations and conclude
that a woman is like]y to be unliappy and quit because she possesses
certain traits
.
To make sudi an inference would defeat the purpose of the
study. But it is meaningful to taiow, for instance, that a woma^i with a
college degree, under 25, vath a family income of less than $7,499, and
with a personality profile exliibiting extreme cynicism, alienation, and
ambivalence does fall into a group where the tendency to turnover is great.
The reason she is a high turnover possibility results from the fact that
people similar to herself have a tendency to become so distressed with
their work that they leave it. But this is not to say that this
particular woman employee will resign and it seems rather "cold" to
discriminate against a particular woman in recruitment simply because slie
has such characteristics.
Utilizing the biographical data and personality' inventories to
recruit or preser\re personnel no doubt brings to the forefront a serious
ethical question. Should personnel officials discriminate against certain
potential employees for the "good" of the organization simpJy because they
show that they arc, according to fallible measurements, high turnover
Factors Associated With
Tlie Most Dissatisfied
Arid Stressed Employees
And Most Likely To
Turnover
Employed less than 18
months in the bureau-
cracy cuid between 3-7
years
Some college and college
educated, but no graduate
scliool
Women
Employees under 35
Family income less than
$7,499
Low autlioritarians
Low organizational rigidity
Low to moderate sociability
Low professionalism
High cynicism
High alienation
Low upward-mobility
High ajiibivalence
High fear of failure
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Factors Associated With
Tlie Least Dissatisfied
And Stressed Employees
And Least Likely To
Turnover
EmjDloyed between 18 months
and 3 years
Business or trade sdiool
or graduate school
Men
Employees ove.r 34, especially
between 35-54
High authoritarians
High organizational rigidity
High sociability
High professionalism
Low cynicism
Low alienation
High upward-mobility
Low ambivalence
Low fear of failure
Diagram 3: Employees Tending to be Most and Least Dissatisfied (Note:
This listing represents only general tendencies and is not
mcc'int to demonstrate anytliing more exact.
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risks?
Not only can comj-josite skctdies of ideal ciqiloyoos be InrK-curatc,
such sketclies caii also be unrealistic in light of existing organizational
circumstajices. Obviously, the unique needs and operating budgets of Port
Logan and Metropolitan State prevent tlie non-liiring of vahialjle 1,-ilr„i
simply l^ecause t)ioy fall into high tuniovcr categories. 'Hie recruitment
of tlie needed talent would be wortli the risk unless management had a choice
of selecting between one wiio liad the talent as well as desirable "low"
turnover ])otcntial and a talented person witli a "]ri}',]i" turnover possibil ity
.
11)0 Pertinccnce of the P-xtra
-Organizational linvironment
The results of tlris study liave tended to support llobcrt Pord's
hypotliesjs (sul,)-]iypothesis IS) tliat ". . . people jn 'dum-diun' jobs will
become increasingly hard to manage and tumover will be higli witli in this
groiiji." Part of the reason younger employees, women, and employees holding
four year college degrees tend to Ix^ greatly disturbed about their
empJoynicjit steins froiii the fact tliat they liold largely tlie "dum-duin" jobs
in the bureaucracies. Ibis is especially tnie at Metropolitan State.
The "war-ba1-)y-1-)oom" , the over-emphasis on a college education for well-nigh
everyone, sex discrimination, age discrimination, the merit system, und
higli unemployment in our economy has confounded this problem. Both of the
institutions examined, especially Metropolitan State, have been a victim
of these socio-economic, political environmental factors. One consequence
has been the placement of overly trained personnel in positions normally
held by non-college educated personnel. Metropolitan State Hospital is
loaded with colJege educated jjcopJc^ v.itii high exiiectatioiis , but they ;ire
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en^^loyed largely in jobs far below their fomial training or exi^ectations
.
One thing that this case analysis made clear is that these employees are
extremely bitter over the present situation wliidi has placed tliem in
"dum-dum" jobs. Employee turnover may decrease due to the poor job
market as it did in organizations during the years of the Great Depression.
But also as in the 1930 's, employee morale can be expected to decline for
most employee groups until the particular orgmiizations reflect a better
economy
.
These findings indicate that there is little doubt that the
extra- organizational environment plays a significant role in influencing
the inner workings of a bureaucracy. Although environmental conditions
are indirect (invalidating sub -hypothesis 18), economic, political, and
social influences may be one of the primaiy contributors to the development
of bureaucratic stress "inside bureaucracy". Certainly, the severe
cynicism and alienation .detected in some employees, especially in the
young, did not originate wholly "inside bureaucracy", but rather was at
least a partial product of the larger social environment.
A Word of Caution
In a study such as this , there is a great danger for the data to
be misused. One tendency is to place too much stock on the reliability
of the data and to act accordingly. This researcher does not claim
infallibility and it would be unwise to employ the study's results
without caution. Although much of the data presented here has been
verified in previous studies and twice here, faulty inferences can be
made if the limitations of the data are not understood.
Most importantly, it must be understood tliat this was a conij^nrativc
case study, nus means tliat the probabilities presented arc true only
for the two bureaucracies studied at that particular point in time. It
is true that commonalities exist among difrore]it bureaucracies and findings
from tlris study can be applied to otlier organizations, but this should be
done with extreme caution because all organizations have their unique
features which could make findings liere inapplicable for other agencies.
But all tills is not to imply tliat the data presented here is not
valuable and useful xvhen used carefully, especially to the two
bureaucracies studied. A careful probing into tlie sort of assumptions
and tests eiiployed belli nd the data presented caji ma]<e the data more
valuable for understanding and reducing job dissatisfaction, bureaucratic
stresses, and excessive turnover which tends to reduce the efficiency
and effectiveness of bureaucracy.
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COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
FORT COLLINS, COLORADO
80521
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIEHCE
September 14, 1967
Dear
We need your help in completing a study of great iinportance
to you and other employees of the State of Colorado. Our purpose
is to find out about employee opinions and wants
. Thus
,
your
opinions about various aspects of your job are extremely important
in obtaining a representative picture of state employment.
All of your opinions vdll be kept completely confidential
.
Your responses to the items will be treated as a part of the total
employee population, thus your name should not appear on the
questionnaire
.
We sincerely hope for your cooperation and are grateful
for the time you are able to give in responding to the enclosed
questionnaire and returning it in the self- addressed, postage
paid envelope provided.
Sincerely yours
,
Duane W. Hill
Professor and Director
of Research
Kenneth F. Warren
Research Associate
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
^S^/i/^Sl' 0/002
Februaiy 26, 1971
Dear
We need your help in completing a study of great
importance to you and other einployees of the Commonwealth
'
of Massachusetts. Our puipose is to find out about enployee
opinions and wants. Thus, your opinions about various as-
pects of your job are extremely important in obtaining a
representative picture of state employment.
An of your opinions will be ke^t completely confiden-
tial. Your responses to the items will be treated as a part
of the total enployee population, thus ^our name should not
appear m_ the questionnaire
.
We sincerely hope for your cooperation and are grateful
for the time you are able to give in responding to the enclosed
questionnaire and returning it in the self- addressed, postage
paid envelope provided.
Sincerely,
John H. Fenton, Professor
and Director of Research
Kenneth F. Warren
Research Associate
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QUESTIONIIAIRE
1) Male
__
2
. Female
I-Jieed your help in finding out how employees like yourself feel aboutvarious matters in your particular agencies. Several public agencieshave been selected for this study and your agency represents oS?y one.You, as one of the several selected employees, are an important and
rno'fT ^^11 this research. Urns, I would appreciate Irlf you wouldg^^i^g to me a few minutes of your time YOlS NMEWILL NOT APPEAR ON THIS FORM OR ANYIVI-IERE ELSE. ALL OF TOE INTOpJmONYOUWILL BE GIVING TO ME miL BE KEPT COMPLETELY CONFIDENTIAL.
IN THE FIRST PART OF TOIS QUESTIONNAIRE I NEED TO HAVE A FEW GENERAL
YF^q ™?^c^Ti°^^ ™ ™^ ™ ^^OR^^' APPROXIMATE
y?^cn ?^am\£T^ service AGENCIES IN TOTAL, EDUCATION, AGE AND THELIKE SO I CAN COr^PARE EMPLOYEES LIKE YOURSELF WITH THE OTHER EMPLOYEES IN
irilS STUDY,
1. How long have you been employed in this particular agency?
1) ^0-18 months 4) 7-15 years
2) months -3 years 5) ^over 15 years
3) 3-7 years
2. How many years have you been employed in an agency governed by a
civil service system?
1) ^0-18 months 4) 7- 15 years
2) ^18 months -3 years S)_ ^over 15 years
3) ^3-7 years
3. Could you tell me your age?-
1) under 25 4) 45-54
2) 25-34 5) ^55-64
3) ^35-44 6) over 65
4. What was the highest grade of school you have completed (circle the
choice)
?
Grades: 123456789 10 11 12
Trade School 12 3 4
College 12 3 4 Graduate School 12 3 4
Business School 12 3 4
5, V/Iiat is the specific title of your position in this agency?
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6. If you have a Civil Service grade, what is it?
7. How long have you been employed at your present nn<.it^^n r-
and months please)? positio (m years
^'
if ^°Y^f^^°^^'^
the Massachusetts Civil Service System?
—^
— 2) No
10 What is your marital status?
1) ^single
- 2) married
3) widowed
4) jseparated
divorced
11.
12.
How many dependents do you have? Specify number
Scme?^
^^^'^ following categories best fits your present family
2]Z=S0-J999' • ^? n0,000-14,999
3) ^$5000-7499
4) $7500-9999
6)
'
7)
"
]$15, 000-24, 999
_$25,000 or over
IN THIS SECTION I WOULD LIKE TO FIND OUT HOW YOU FEEL TOWARD T!-[F FnTTninwrSTAms. SONE OF TimSE STATENENTS ARE CONCERNED Wmi™ SeCTS OFYOUR JOB, MULE OTHERS ARE NOT. ALL OF TIESE STATB4ENTS ARE MTTERS OFOPINION ONLY. THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR IVRONG ANSWERS
PLEASE READ EAQI STATEMENT CAREFULLY. THEN' INDICATE THE EXTENT TO IVHICHYOU AGREE OR DISAGREE. PLEASE GIVE YOUR OPINION ON EVERY STATPvENT DONOT WORRY OVER II'©IVIDUAL ITEMS. IT IS THE FIRST IMPRESSION, YOUR IMNEDIATE
"FEELING" ABOUT EAQI STATBIENT THAr"COLJNTS
13.
14.
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Somewhat
Not
sure
but
tend
to
agree
Not
sure
but
tend
to
disagree
Disagree Somewliat Disagree
Strongly
1 2 3 4 5 6
What youth needs most is strict
discipline, rugged determination
and will to work and fight for
family and country.
The general public provides a
pretty cold world for a govern-
ment enployee.
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Agree
Strongly
Agree
Somewhat
Not
sure
but
tend
to
Agree
Not
sure
but
tend
to
disaf^ree
CD +J
0) cti
•H OO CO
Disagree
Strongly
1 2 3 4 5 6
r would some day like to head
this agency.
It seems like a lot of people
in this organization try to
take advantage of you.
Workers in this organization
nave to sticK together and
protect each other's
interests
.
•
Bamum was very wrong when he
said there is a sucker bom
ro ir\ T Tn T 1 Tf-cvciy JiiinuLe
•
As a group that is separate
from administration the
iuwei ranK persons m tnis
organization just don't
seem to have any leadership.
Society is made up of people
who are always trying to
help others
.
Generally speaking men won't
work hard unless they are
forced to do so.
Most people are selfish.
Government work demands too
rrn \c\\ t" 1 TTIP J^Tirl pup vcrv for'
me to both with.
It's good to VTOrk for an
organization that knows
what they are doing all
of the time
.
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Agree
Strongly
Agree
Somewhat
Not
sure
but
tend
to
agree
Not
sure
but
tend
to
disagree
DisagreeSomewliat Disagree
Strongly
1 . 2 3 4 5 6
Training programs and at-
tempts to install "pro-
fessionalism" are mostly
a waste of time.
In social conversation I fre-
quently have definit ideas
and try to convince others.
A fellow should stay by the
professional code even when
it gets him in trouble with
the fellow he works with.
I'd rather not have very much
responsibility for other
people
.
I often wish that I didn't
have to work so that I
could do the things I
really enjoy.
Government workers like myself
count their acquaintaces by
the thousands, but only their
friends by the dozens.
In a group I usually take
the responsibility for in-
troducing others.
I. sometimes feel uncomfortable
or strained when I am in-
formed that 1 must see my
superiors
.
Tlie extra responsibilities
demanded in this kind of
work make me content to
remain at my present position.
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34.
35.
36.
I prefer to work for an
organization where job tasks
are clearly defined.
I would like to work in a
place where I could ex-
perience frequent changes
in the work environment.
Actually, eveiybody tries to
gain a little extra for them-
selves at the expense of
others
,
iH
CD O
^ 5h
bp +J
< CO
+->
bO O
< 00 22 x>
(D
u
+->
D o
+-)
O
z
bo;^
•H O
CD r-l
U bO
bp C
c3 O
CO >H
•H +JQ CO
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
I never seem to get the
"breaks" necessary for real
success in this organization,
I like to see all work
conpleted on schedule.
The public is generally
cooperative with govern-
ment employees like myself.
I usually regard iry
superiors as helpful to
my career.
I believe that people
generally "watch out"
themselves first.
42. r cannot stand to be "on
the go" all the time.
43. People ought to pay more
attention to new ideas even
if they seem to go against
the American way of life.
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44.
45,
46.
47.
48,
49.
50.
51,
52,
53.
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Somewhat
Not
sure
but
tend
to
agree
Not
sure
but
tend
to
disagree
(D4->
<U 03
03 (U
(/) 6
•H o
Disagree
Strongly
i
1 2 3 r 6
I usually enjoy meeting
new people.
The best thing about this
job is leaving it at the end
of the day.
For the most part, the
general public does not
understand the problems in-
volved in government work
like I do.
•
My superiors never seem to pay
much attention to my
recommendations
.
In all honesty, I believe
that most people are status
seekers
.
•
The most important part of my
job is the pay.
The public is a nuisance and
seldom very helpful.
Subordinates should have little,
if any say, in proposals for
organizational diange.
Most of our social problems
would be solved if we could
somehow get rid of immoral,
crooked, and feeble minded
people
.
It is not what you know but
who you know that determines
promotions
.
1
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54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60,
61,
62,
63.
Agree
Strongly
Agree
Some^^^hat
Not
sure
but
tend
to
agree
Not
sure
but
tend
to
disagree
Disagree
Somevvliat
Disagree
Strongly
1 2 3 4
,S 6Any good leader should be
strict with people under him
to gain their respect.
Personally, my work is not
very rewarding.
When I think something is
good for a person, I fre-
quently try to persuade him
that this is the case.
My line of work, although
hard and difficult, is very
rewarding
.
It doesn't really make much
difference to me what kind of
work I do, as long as I make a
"decent living".
I have made important sug-
gestions many times, only to
have someone else around
here take credit for it.
My work requires much ex-
perience and great skill.
To be perfectly truthful,
achieving a higher status is
as important to me as re-
ceiving a slight salary in-
crease .
i enjoy lire more wnen i am
working than when I am not
working
.
Organizational changes should
be initiated only by my
superiors
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64. The most important part of
job is the pay and pen-
sion plans.
I—
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65. Actually, its not what you
know or how you perform on
the job that counts, its who
you know.
66. The findings of science may
someday show that many of our
most dierished beliefs are
wrong.
67. I prefer being alone than
with other people
.
68. Actually, although some
people criticize the rules
and regulations, this or-
ganization would be chaos
without them.
69. In order to get anything
accomplished, work must be
orderly at all times.
70. This v\rork is a "job" just
like any other "job".
71. I have found in life that
the people who usually "get
ahead" are the people who
have the ability to fool
others
.
72. Obedience and respect for
authority are the two most
im|:>ortant virtues children
should learn.
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Agree
Strongly
Agree
Som.ewliat
Not
sure
but
tend
to
agree
Not
sure
but
tend
to
disagree
<U 4-1
(U a
•H O
Disagree
Strongly
1 2 3 4 5 6
When in a group, I frequently
nave trouble thinking of the
right things to talk about.
Few people in the lower ranks
of this organization seem to
care very much about what hap-
pens to a fellow.
I sometimes fear not being
able to "get ahead".
I'd rather go to a movie alone
than go with a group of friends.
Talking to "outsiders" about
problems in my job is a waste
of time.
I WOULD NOW LIKE TO LEARN A FBV THINGS MORE ABOUT YOUR JOB. IN THIS
SECTION I WOULD LIKE YOU TO CHECK Tffi BOX ON THE RIGHT IVHICH BEST
INDICATES YOUR SATISFACTION OR DISSATISFACTION WITH™~C0RIESP™ING
ASPECT OF YOUR PRESEI^ JOB.
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78.
79,
How satisfied are you with
the amount of time which you
must devote to your job?
On the whole, are you satisfied
that the superiors accept you as
a professional expert to the de-
gree to wliich you feel you are
entitled by reason of your po-
sition, training, and experience?
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80,
81.
How satisfied are you with your
superiors?
iH 13)
O -H & 0)•H
tH iT)
^ -H
•H +-)
•H
(/)
I
-H
H 03
CO Ci t/^
+->
s
o
I n3
•H .H
How satisfied are you with your
present salary?
82, How satisfied are you with your
staff?
83. Are you satisfied that you have
been given enough authority by
your superiors to do your job
well?
84. How satisfied are you with your
present job when you compare it
to similar jobs in the area?
85. How satisfied are you with your
present job in the light of your
career expectations?
86. Are you satisfied that the people
of your community give proper
recognition to your work?
87. Are you satisfied with the progress
you are making tov\[ard the goals
which you set for yourself in your
present position?
88. How satisfied are you mth your
present job when you consider
the expectations you had when
you took the job.
89. How satisfied are you with the
amount of interest shown by the
comoTTunity in government agencies
such as the one you work in?
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you Tike best
7^°'"'' ""^^^
^ '° ^^^^S^ ^^^ich
7^^
-A
y^'^/^^^ f 3) Some chanceA fairly good chance 4) Very little
91. How does your line of work compare with other careers'?
11 1'^
IS the most satisfying career a person could follow.
is one of the most satisfying careers.
3) It is as satisfying as most careers.
^) is less satisfying than most careers.
92 Considering your work as a whole, how well do you like it?
II 1 ]^}^
it
l^V^ "^^^ 3) I don't like it too well
^ li^e It fairly well
_
4) I don't like it at all
93. Are there any features of your particular job which you disliV©?
1) Veiy many 3) Only a couple
puite a few 4) ^q-^q
94. If you "had to do it all over again" would you enter your nresent
field?
1) Definitely yes 3) Probably no
2) Probably yes 4) Definitely no
95. Are you making progress toward the goals you had set for yourself
in your occupational career?
1) have achieved my goals
2) am making good progress towards my goals
3) am making some progress towards my goals
4) don't seem to be getting anywhere
96. Has your present career lived up to the expectations you had before
you entered it?
1) Yes, in all respects 3) ^In only a few ways
2) ^In many ways ' 4) Not at all
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97.
98.
99.
100.
t^^r^:;^ rr^- - advise
1) ^Definitely yes t-x^ d u u->
2)ZZFairly satSfyfng
.
.^^-^-ly^^issgisg^^^
ir "^^™T' P-ticular Job do you especially lilce?
2)
101.
In general do you feel that your type of work is given adequaterecognition when compared to that received by othir professionalssuch as doctors and lawyers'?
iux i
1) Yes definitely
33 3^^^
2) ^In most respects 4)—Not at all
How much opportunity does your type of work give you to followyour leisure time interests?
1) Very adequate 3) • inadequate
2) Adequate 4) Very inadeuate
ALL OF US OCCASIONALLY FEEL BOTHERED BY CERTAIN KINDS OF THTNnq TN mm
FFF^ SrS^n^w^i^iS-nJ ^™ T° ^LL ME HOW FREQUENTLY YOUEEL BOTHERED BY EAQI OF THF^. AS YOU DID BEFORE, GIVE ME ONLY YOUR
IMMEDIATE FEELINGS OR FIRST IMPRESSION Q>rEMrOF Tl^-FOmwp^ll^
102,
103.
104.
Never Rarely
Sometimes
Rather
Often Nearly
all
the
time
1 2 3 4 5
Not knowing what opportunities for
advancement or promotion exists for
you.
Having to decide things that affect
the lives of individuals, people that
you know.
Feeling that you may not be liked
and accepted by the people you work
with.
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105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115,
Never Rarely
Sometimes
Rather
Often Nearly
all
the
tiem
1 2 3 4 5
Thinking that you'll not be able
to satisfy the conflicting demands
of various people over you.
Feeling that you have too little
authority to carry out the re-
sponsibilities assigned to you.
Not blowing just what the people
you work with expect of you.
Feeling that you have too heavy a
work load, one that you can't
possibly finish during an ordi-
nary workday.
The fact that you can't get
infoimation needed to carry out
your job.
Being unclear on just what the
scope and responsibilities of
your job are.
Feeling that you are not fully
qualified to handle your job.
Not knowing what your supervisor
thinks of you, how he evaluates
your performance.
Feeling that you have to do
things on the job that are
against your better judgment.
Thinking that tlie amount of work
you have to do may interfere with
how well it gets done.
Feeling that your job tends to
interfere with your family life.
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116,
Never
1
Rarely
Sometimes
Rather
Often Nearly
all
the
time
1 2 3 4 5
Feeling unable to influence
your immediate supervisor's de-
cisions and actions that. affect
you.
IN THIS LAST SECTION I WANT TO FIND OUT EXACTLY lA'HAT ASPECTS OF YOUR
117. Believing that the technical
workers in your organization
should know a lot more, about
their work than they do.
o
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118.
119,
Believing that better career
opportunities for you exist
"outside" this organization.
Believing that the conditions
you work under could not be much
worse
.
120. Believing that the rules and
regulations of the system liand-
cuff you in your daily work.
121. Believing that the type of
work you are doing is a bore.
122. Believing that advancements are
much too slow.
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123.
124.
125.
126.
127.
128.
129,
130.
131.
Strongly
Believe
So
Somewhat
Believe
So
Somewhat
Believe
Not
Strongly
Believe
Not
1 2 3 4
Believing that better career
opportunities for you exist
in another organization.
Believinf thnt vmi-r -taie^-ntc
are really not being suffic-
iently tested.
Believing that the rules and
regulations serve no better
purpose than to antagonize the
employees
.
Believing that your superiors, a
great deal of the time, do not
know what they are doing.
Believing that your job provides
opportunity for learning so
future job success will be easier.
Believing that your present job
provides little opportunity for
"getting aliead".
Believing that the people you work
with are too often cold, inper-
sonal, and unfriendly.
Believing that agency supervision
could be improved if the higher-
ups would listen once and awhile to
suggestions from their subordinates.
Believing that you could accoirplish
more if it wasn't for som.e of the
stupid things you superiors make
you do.
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132,
133.
134,
135,
136.
137.
138.
139.
Strongly
Believe
So
Somewhat
Believe
So
Somewhat
Believe
Not
Strongly
Believe
Not
1 2 3 4
Believing that your career offers
little opportunity for making a
name for yourself.
Believing that the pay is much
too low.
Believing that the competency of
your superiors could be exten-
sively inproved.
Believing that there is too much
inflexibility in the organizational
structure
.
Believing that you could more
efficiently do your work if it
wasn't for the system inter-
fering
.
Believing that the general public
degrades your type of work.
Believing that the system has held
back your career.
Believing that questionnaires such
as this one are largely a waste of
time because they can't begin to
solve organizational problems.
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Fort Logan
Scaled Items
Authoritarian Scale
Perfect
Order of Question Cutting Cutting
Patte
and
!ms
Difficulty Number Points Percentages rc iLcni;ages
1 13 T 0_i_ / O O ++++ / -6
_ 1 1 1 O /I 0^Z4-6
,2 52 5+/6- 38+/62- 1 1 /1 1 S-41-6
66
1
T C Q.
3 3+/2- 131
4 43 2+/1- 78+/2?-
Sociability Scale
•
1 31 1+/2- 16+/84- +++++ 09-
—^+++ 10-0
2 28 OM-T/ DO H++
_i 1
— t r L 1 -0
3 26 2+/3- 53+/47- 1/19-IH -0
i;9-
4 56 3+/4-
5 67 4+/3-
Professional Scale
1 60 1+/2- 19+/81- +++++ 8%
-++++ 15%
2 49 6+/5- 31+/69- --+++ 34%
++ 29%
3 27 2+/3- 50+/50- ___ _+ 8%
7%
4 70 5+/4> 73+/27-
5 55 5+/4- 86+/14'
Coefficient
of
Reproduci-
bility
CR = .9150
CR = .9139
CR = .9066
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Scaled I tents (continued)
Cynicism Scale
Perfect
Order of
Pattems
Question Cutting Cutting and
Difficulty Number Points Percentages Percentages
1 20 6+/5- 14+/86- +++++ 51
-++++ 11%
2 22 2+/3- 35+/65- --+++ 26%
---++ 32%
.3 41 2+/3- 54+/46- + 9%
4 18 4+/3- 68+/32-
6%
5 36 5+/6- 82+/18-
In-Group Orientation Scale
1 17 1+/2- 13+/87- ++++ 5%
-+++ 37%
2 19 6+/5- 43+/57- • --++ 36%
---+ 11%
3 74 5+/4- 63+/37- 10%
4 16 5+/4- 78+/22-
Alienation Scale
1 50 4+/5- 21+/79- ++++ 13%
-+++ 16%
2 14 4+/5- 37+/63- --++ 34%
---+ 23%
3 46 4+/5- 59+/41- 13%
4 30 5+/6- 76+/24-
Coefficient
of
Reproduci-
bility
CR = .9040
CR = .9474
CR = .9262
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Scaled Items (continued)
Upward-Mobile Scale
Perfect Coefficient
- , _
Patterns of
Order of Question Cutting Cutting and Reproduci-
Difficulty Number Points Percentages Percentages bility
15 3+/4- 20+/80- ++++ 12%
61
-+++ 241
2+/3- 39+/61- - -++ 33%
62
—
+
22%
2+/3~ 61+/39- 9%
57 2+/3- 78+/22- CR = .9309
Indifferent Scale
1 70 2+/3- 18+/82- ++++ 10%
-+++ 30%
2 33 4+/5- 41+/59- --++ 31%
---+ 19%
3 64 5+/6- 60+/40- ---- 11%
4 29 5+/6- 75+/25-
Ambivalent Scale
1 65 3+/4- 16+/84- ++++ 14%
-+++ 31%
2 37 5+/6- 44+/56- --++ 28%
---+ 14%
3 59 5+/6- 60+/40- 13%
4 32 5+/6- 79+/21- CR = .9390
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Metropolitan State
Scaled Items
Authoritarian Scale
Perfect
Order of
Patterns
Question Cutting Cutting and
Difficult)^ Number Points Percentages Percentages
1 52 L\J^ 1 OU
,
o
1 I 1 1 •70,++++
-+++ 341
2 66 0~/ L 4Z+/ oo~ --++ 26%
—+ 14%
3 43 2^/1- 59+/41- 20%
4 13 5+/6- ' 76+/24-
Sociability Scale
1 31 ++++ IZ-5
-+++ 22%
2 28 1 JO JOi)
+
3 56 \JL^1 JO QO.
4 67 5+/4- 80+/20-
Professional Scale
1 60 1+/2- 26+/74- +++++ 12%
-++++ 15%
2 27 1+/2- 31+/69- --+++ 24%
---++ 29%
3 25 6+/5- 49+/510 + 8%
12%
4 49 5+/4- 72+/28-
5 55 3+/2- 85+/15-
Coefficient
of
Reproduci-
bility
CR = .9280
CR = .9122
CR = . 8992
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Scaled Items (continued)
Cynicism Scale
Perfect
Order of
Difficulty
Question
Number
Cutting
Points
Cutting
Percentages
Pattem
and
Percentages
1 18 6+/5- 20+/80- ++++ 71
-+++ 311
2 22 2+/3- 39+/61- • ••1-4- 38%
-.-,- + 13%
.3 20 4+/3- 61+/39- 11%
4 36 5+/6- 79+/21- (
In-Group Orientation Scale
1 17 1+/2- 26+/74- ++++ I-l
-+++ 34%
2 19 5+/4- 46+/54- 37%
+ 14%
3 16 3+/40 68+/32- 4%
4 74 2+/1- 88+/12- 1
Coefficient
of
Reproduci-
bility
CR =
. 8993
GR = .9085
Alienation Scale
1 50 3+/4- 22+/78- ++++ 13%
-+++ 16%
2 14 2+/3- 38+/62- --++ 40%
---+ 27%
3 46 2+/3- 63+/37- — - 7%
4 30 5+/6- 81+/29- 1CR = .9174
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Scaled Items (continued)
Upward -Moblie Scale
Order of
Difficulty
Question
Number
Perfect Coefficient
Patterns of
Cutting Cutting and Reproduci-
Points Percentages Percentages bility
1 15 2+/3- 23+/77- ++++ 13%
-+++ 14%
2 62 1+/20 39+/61- --++ 37%
—
+
30%
3 48 4+/5- 61+/39- 6%
4 40 3+/4- 79+/21- (
Indifferent Scale
1 70 4+/5- 22+/78+ +++^ 13%
-+++ 17%
2 58 5+/6- 40+/60- --++ 14%
+ 34%
3 64 5+/6- 55+/45- 21%
4 33 5+/6- 72+/28- <
Ambivalent Scale
1 37 3+/4- 22+/78- ++++ 13%
-+++ 23%
2 32 3+/4- 41+/59- --++ 35%
+ 15%
3 59 5+/6- 62+/38- 13%
4 47 5+/6- 76+/24- 1
CR = .8942
CR = .9257
CR = .9100
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Scaled Items (continued)
Organizational Rigidity Scale
Perfect
Pattern
Coefficient
of
Order of Question Cutting Cutting and Reproduci--
Difficulty Number Points Percentages Percentages bility
1 51 3+/4- 14+/86- +++++ 49-
-++++ d. 1 0
2 35 4+/3- 30+/70- h++ CjO 0
++ 26%
3 38 1+/2- 49+/51- + 16%
4 69 3+/4- 71+/29-
9%
5 68 4+/5- 83+/17- CR = .9370
Fear of Failure Scale
1 111 3+/2- 20+/80- ++++ 7%
-+++ 30%
2 107 3+/20 43+/57- --++ 29%
+ 20%
3 105 3+/2- 55+/45- 13%
4 112
• 2+/1- 77+/23- CR = .9028

